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Introduction
This book grows with time by adding new chapters, as a “living book”, and
presents the development of Mankind through history to future, with special
aspects considered in particular chapters.
Through working and after broad admittance to the general theme through art,
science, culture, social and economic aspects – it was clear that all processes in
nature and Mental Quantum Evolution of Mankind exist only by existence of
one Positive Essence or Universal Harmony, contained in all, in Nature and also
in every Human Being. Universal Harmony allows also Disharmony or even
Crises in society and economy, because a short interruption in positive and
harmonic development of Society can be an impulse for solving apparently
unsolvable problems. Universal Harmony is a driving force for all creative
positive processes at all. Therefore, every problem can be and will be solved
positively by the Human Being itself.
The viewing on the World development is not in detail, but global and
simultaneously over all bindings and levels of human consciousness: By rising
number of humans with positive energies acting with love, and by humans in
duality, in deep and dark negative thinking and acting. Humans in duality, with
all varieties of mental level between these two extremes, act and change the
world also.
This watching is complex and also simple, because the Universal Harmony is
the base for all, also for Natural Laws after which All is arranged, in societies
and in nature.. On this way the Harmonization of the World and the
development of societies in history and further to future can be clearly
determined.
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Chapter One:
Universal Harmony
Mental Quantum Evolution
At the present time all is interrelated with each other in the world, essentially by the interest
of people for general world problems. Complex problems of life, science, art, technology,
economy and generally of society can be satisfactory solved only by inventiveness and
fantasy. Human narrow specialization is no more the right way to solve problems in any field;
moreover, the narrow specialist is injurious at any level. The creativity and interdisciplinary
working are necessary conditions for further development in all fields of human life and work.
This tendency is evident already in the present, since many people broaden their interests,
change their way of life, thinking and knowledge.
Considerations contained in this work are based on personal life, work and experience [1, 2],
on the life and activity of our parents, on general world situation and its changes. The driving
force for processes in life, human activity and nature, Universal Harmony [3, 4], is the main
theme of this work. Universal Harmony is to be understood not only as a nice and harmonic
feeling – but as an impulse for creating the work and the driving force in the background of
all processes.

Art in Palaeolithic Period
The art works from Palaeolithic period, more than about 30000 years old, represent a new
quality in human harmonizing creativity, appearing in that time. First time in history one
individual created an art work, the first known sculpture till now, Venus of Hohlen Fels
(Germany), more than 35000 years ago. Then, over long periods of time, other individuals
follow, with known art works: sculpture “Lion-Man”, 32000 years old, found in a cave in
Hohlstein-Stadel near Ulm (Germany), and Venus of Willendorf (Austria), 26000 – 24000
years, cave-paintings in Ardèche-Wally (Cauvet-Cave), 33000 – 30000 years, and from
Altamira (France), 18000 – 13000 years old. The beauty and the sense of these old art works
have influence even on present aesthetic feeling.
Obviously, since only relatively few sculptures and cave-paintings are witnesses of artists’
creation through out the Palaeolithic period, creativity as harmonizing process was the mental
privilege of individuals in that time and not a general phenomenon. Nevertheless, it happened.
In the time of harsh and disharmonic life conditions some individuals needed a sort of
counter-balance, to express their feeling to him self and to share it with others.

The harmonic feeling, during creation and observation of art objects, and during
communication with others by these art works - was necessary for the further mental
evolution of human species.
Creativity in Art
Art development through history attends processes in human life and society of small
groups, but now over the world. Since art creation, following intuition, is a mental
development of every single artist, it is a personal disharmonic or harmonic answer to these
processes. This means, disharmonic expressions of one artist, or an art-period, heal over time
into harmonic ones, as society does.
Moreover, in disharmonic world situations always pioneers exist, generally in every field
of human activity, with their harmonizing work being in advance of its time, and so help to
heal the existing disharmonic state in the world. Through these pioneers art development is
not only attendant to, but also influences the processes in society.
In this work we focused the attention on our art work, since we like to give considerations
from our live, work and experiences. Art work (sculptures, relief, paintings, photo-art and
collages) is given in detail in the autobiographical section. Our art works are the answer to
existing processes in life, in nature and in the world, are life-affirming and are created
following intuition in the searching for beauty and harmony, for peace and freedom, and for
dialog and cooperation. The complex view, on the work in art and science and on society, has
given us the understanding and the deep insight in creation processes, and we learned the
Universal Harmony as the driving force in behind. We got the understanding about
interrelations between all fields of human activity, and about networks in nature, society, in
inorganic and organic world.
Creativity in Science
Our scientific research contains various methods of investigation, different states of matter
and various materials. Fields of investigation are: Physics, chemistry and physical chemistry.
The work is interdisciplinary; intuition and fantasy are important. Such an approach enabled
us to a broader scope of insight into the processes in matter and revealed the background of
these processes.
We developed new theoretical and experimental investigation methods and new physical
instruments, with the intention to get broader and more precise experimental results. Scientific
works are dealing with investigations of various phenomena on matter after different physical
and chemical treatments. Our investigations are concerned with physics and physical
chemistry of synthetic and biological (brain membranes) long-chain molecules, new polymer
liquid crystals, metals, metallic alloys, reactions on the crystal surfaces, complex metal/nonmetallic systems, and different states of matter, as crystalline, paracrystalline, liquid
crystalline, isotropic, amorphous state, and its mutual and fluent transitions.

Our Experiments on Complex Materials
(1) Mechanically treated matter: Stretched polymer material showed distinct behaviour
[5], accelerated with rising temperature. The consequence is release of strain, accompanied by
some subsequent states of order. Healing of a crystal structure can be done below the melting
temperature. If a crystal structure is highly disturbed it would only need longer time to
recover. So, the re-crystallisation from melt, i.e. going through total chaos, is not necessary.
Self-ordering of matter interlinks order within microstructure (crystallites, i.e. small
crystalline regions) with order of macrostructure (network built by crystallites as nodes). It
improves the macrostructure by temporary disordering the microstructure: Better ordering of
the network is accompanied by roughening/disordering the crystallite surfaces, followed by
ordering of the surfaces again. In consequence a better order on both levels was established.
(2) Experiments were made with material mechanically treated by affine deformation [6].
(Affine deformation changes only the shape, but not the volume.) Such a material, by slowly
rising the temperature almost up to melting point, re-transformed back in the original shape
and volume. It has been made evident also that this transformation takes place down to
molecular dimensions. The material has memory of the macroscopic shape before mechanical
treatment. This memory is only lost in the melt, for a longer period of time.
(3) Experiments [7] with solid (solution crystallized) polymers, when melted, show that
centres of crystallization are preserved in the melt at least for some time. Upon cooling, the
previously crystalline domains re-formed. In this case, the same re-forming is established
again by memory on near neighbours on the molecular level. This memory can be destroyed
by mechanical treatment in the molten state.
(4) Reactions at the surface of mono-atomic and alloy single crystals, reactions at the
surface from atomic to complex – revealed more new aspects of matter.
Our experiments [8] on Pd-Cu alloy show the rejection of foreign atoms (sulphur) from
the single crystal, after drastic changes of the surface microstructure firstly. Increasing
temperature speeds up this process.
The “intention” of the material is to release bulk elastic strain energy, produced by solute
foreign atoms. The release starts when in the alloy-crystal-matrix the volume and the surface
region act together to enable self-organization of the surface. This unique cooperation starts
with the segregation process of sulphur atoms, accompanied by surface roughening and partial
disordering. Process continued further in direction of Cu segregation into the subsurface and
in changing the (1x2) Pd surface structure into (1x1). Ordering the surface in larger such Pd
(1x1) surface domains, containing about 20 lattice cells, enable sulphur atoms to build
commensurate ones on top. The sulphur c(2x2) over-layer fits perfectly on the Pd (1x1)
surface lattice. It was not a simple expulsion of sulphur from the crystal matrix, but

cooperation with sulphur to release the strain and minimize the surface tension by growths of
a commensurate sulphur over-layer.
The alloy crystal reached a higher order by this volume-surface cooperation, even through
changing the lattice cell of its surface layer.
Conclusions:
Complex materials, as synthetic or biological long-chain molecules, show
interdependence of processes, as order/disorder phenomena in the atomic, molecular and
colloidal dimensions, and mutual dependence of order between them. This interdependence is
shifted in time and extended over some dimensions in the structure, from single atoms or
molecules to large crystalline domains.
The memory is part of the network in open systems. The nodes of the network are built by
near neighbour molecules in molten state, or by small crystalline domains in solids. In
experiments, memory has been found to prevail in the molecules which interconnect several
adjacent crystalline domains in strained material (exp.1, 2), or in the binding forces of
adjacent molecules in material being in equilibrium (exp.3).
Generally, the network is an important feature of nature and society, bearing the harmonic
force for healing the system.
Structural disharmony, as for instance foreign atoms cause in single crystals, heals
through a harmonization process. Rejection of foreign atoms out of the crystal volume goes
through roughening and disordering of the surface, as necessary preparing processes to rich a
higher harmonic state of order of the whole system, including the foreign atoms integrated
into the surface. Self-preparing of the structure in atomic dimensions at the crystal surface
enables volume processes in future, linked over some dimensions and shifted in time.
Harmonization always controls the processes in microscopic or macroscopic dimensions,
i.e. processes in open systems flow from disharmonic, or from state of lower order, to a state
of higher order.
Water as an Information Bearer
After experiments of Masaru Emoto [9], water is an information bearer; it has a memory
of all it was in contact with. As such, it is a nice indicator for the purity of nature.
Water has the ability to react on sound and words, even written. Moreover, water changes
its structure in liquid state when exposed to positive or negative human mental influence.
Since a human being consists mostly (about 2/3) of water, the influence of positive or
negative thinking and living situations on him is obvious; not only through the influence of
other persons, but also by own feeling and thinking (self-healing and self-destroying).
To reed out the memory of water, it was frozen and the crystals were examined under
microscope (Masaru Emoto experiments). Frozen crystals of spring water are nice and

harmonic in form, and on the other side, disharmonic, more or less chaotic crystals indicate
pollution, as it could be found in streamlets, rivers, ponds and lakes, in the see, even in tap
water.
The cleaning of polluted water, for instance tap water, by mechanical removing the
pollutant is not sufficient, because the accumulated information is the content of its memory,
not cleaned up by such a procedure.
Only direct influence on the information can successively improve the quality of water.
The information can be cleaned by circulation in nature through vaporizing, rain and till
coming out of the earth as spring clean water. The wonderful, positive result of experiments
made by Masaru Emoto indicates the possibility of healing the polluted water also by human
mental harmonization, i.e. over-writing the accumulated information. Such experiments are
already successfully done in Japan.
Universal Harmony
General Flow of Processes
Having courage for change, we broke down the common barriers of thinking already long
time ago, and clearness of understanding processes going on justified our conclusions.
Our work based on a global view “Art, Science and their Creative Interaction” shows the
necessity to understand the creation process better. Art and science are not opposite fields,
since creativity, imagination, fantasy, ethic and aesthetic are necessary for both. The act of
creation in both fields is identical. Moreover, the moment of creation is general and
independent of a specific field, on highest level, with instantaneous and complete clearness in
the network of feeling, knowledge and thinking.
Our research reveals something existing in background of processes in nature, so that only
describing by physical laws is not sufficient for a deep understanding. The satisfying answer
can not be obtained by mechanical thinking; only feeling and imagination together with
thinking reveal clearness of understanding, as we have shown by unity of art and science.
Considerations about driving forces also in human life and activity, and in society are
based on hints we got through out our work and life. The result is the insight into the
background of processes elsewhere.
Worth mentioning is the known self-healing process in injured nature, without
interference from outside. Even human self-healing process was not completely understood
till now, but after deep insight in the background of processes now it becomes more and more
understandable.
Changes happened everywhere in the past time mostly through chaos and collapse before
the New could start. Decay of old cultures, even disappearing of nations, is well known in
history. The new human being breaks common barriers in solving problems and leaves the
usual tracks leading in chaos and destruction. Now, more and more, with the substance of his
thoughts and feeling, and through love and creativity he forms a new positive development

everywhere. The quality and quantity of changed people grow to such extent that going
through chaos now is not needed to form the New, because the Old can be transformed
peacefully.
The Old must be firstly brought to instability before changing in the New. Already
stagnation causes disharmony. It is generally shown that Disharmony has low probability to
be stable in open systems, but it is necessary for healing the system through transformation.
Disharmony in human life and activity, in nature and society, just everywhere, is only a
temporary state, while the Self-Ordering prepares the states of higher order. During a timelimited state of Disharmony, Universal Harmony is the driving force for a flow of processes
everywhere in open systems, in direction to a higher order. Because the reached higher order,
after a prolonged time means Stagnation, i.e. Disharmony, the Universal Harmony causes a
constant flow of processes to new higher orders, necessary for positive development
everywhere.
The healing processes in inorganic and organic world are analogous:
In our example, the alloy crystal (exp. 4) healed its disturbed structure, caused by foreign
atoms, through the cooperation of not only different parts of the whole crystal, but also by the
foreign/disturbing atoms. Similar, the cooperation between micro and macrostructure in
complex materials (experiments 1-3) is the base for healing the whole structure.
An analogous healing is possible in society through cooperation of a growing number of
positively thinking and feeling individuals in different parts of society. Pioneers always exist,
in all fields of human activity, with their harmonizing work being in advance of its time. They
inspire others to heal the existing disharmonic state in the world and influence advances in
society.
Mental Quantum Evolution
Universal Harmony is the driving force for peoples Mental Quantum Evolution (MQE).
MQE is responsible for a new general development in society and culture, for survival of
species and nature, and is characterized by the tendency of profound Mental Transformation
of the present and future generations. Fact is that in the past only few individuals undergo
MQE and were pioneers in new feeling and thinking, but in the present the MQE becomes
more and more a general phenomenon.
MQE - inspires necessary characteristics of a human being to be an open system, able to
change.
MQE - changes individuals to be conscious mind of their mental power and of personal
freedom to live the life as they dreamed it, without others being hurt.
MQE - changes individuals into responsible ones for own life and for all occurrences in
the world, since feeling and thinking now break barriers and people free them self out of the
stereotype. The level of responsibility depends on mental development of each individual and
on his personal possibilities.

Qualities reinforced by Mental Transformation:
Love for life, life-affirming feeling, thinking and activity, and having the courage to
dream – make possible to find positive solutions for every problem. Love for him self, for
living on earth, for nature and all living beings – is the most important condition for a better
future.
Interest, inquisitiveness, thirst for knowledge, developing intuition, learning all over the
time - are the base for fearless life.
Significant is the tendency to new science fields and technologies and to new forms of
expression. The most important aspects of this tendency are synthesis of science and art, and
unity of human scientific-technical with aesthetical and ethical development, preventing the
scientific and technical abuse of nature and violence on living beings and nature.
Ethic and aesthetic part of human living and activity change profoundly, evident by
growing respect for all living beings. Now more people have the intention to protect the
nature and preserve species, showing general responsibility for our planet. From profound
importance is cooperation between nations on all economic levels and by assistance for selfhelp.
Creativity in all fields of life, searching for new ways in different fields of activity, fantasy
combined with intellect and to be open for changes - are necessary to open a broad view on
existing problems and solving them.
Self-evident characteristics are compassion for other people and whole nature, honesty,
fairness, cooperation, and intention for peace and freedom.
Active engagement worldwide to give children better chances by sponsoring their
education is the base for better future for all. The most important condition for children
development is the quality of parent life and love, even more important than any other
influence.
Mental synchronicity is needed in a group of people, working creatively in projecting and
elaboration of solutions. Communication and solving problems by cooperation are integral
parts of society’s progress.
The humanity’s free will is always preserved; people solve problems positive in
accordance with Universal Harmony. Otherwise, as it is known through history, the free will
without Universal Harmony leads to disharmony and chaos generally, till Harmony is
established again.
Best Chances for the Future
Universal Harmony is responsible for changes and processes in organic and inorganic
world, science and technology, in art, society, in human feeling and thinking by MQE, just for
positive changes everywhere.
In self-organisation of the matter Universal Harmony is the driving force in background of
all processes in direction to higher order.
Universal Harmony is the background of all processes in open systems, and can not be
described by any formula mathematically, can not be proved with any physical method - only
the consequences everywhere show the reality of this force.

The Universal Harmony is the general driving force, even the generally valid force at
all. This creative force is in the human being itself and in nature, and acts through the
human being, in accordance with his free will, and through nature.
The goal of all new developments worldwide is to improve the world, in which we live
and the world in future, for living and future generations. This means a globalisation of fair
chances for all people, concerning education, nutrition, and availability of water, housing and
energy. To reach this goal - the cooperation between people in different parts of the globe and
of societies is the necessary base.
The whole life on earth is influenced by peoples feeling, thinking and doing.
Working in agreement with Universal Harmony, and by cooperation, more and more
people change disharmony or crisis in economy, society, just everywhere - into best
chances for future.
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Chapter Two:
Universal Harmony Harmonization of the World
From our scientific experiments, work in art and Global View “Art, Science and their
Creative Interaction” [1] follows that Universal Harmony is to be understood not only as a
nice and harmonic feeling, but primarily as an Impulse for creating every work, as Creative
Force for changes everywhere, for processes in life, human activity and in nature. Universal
Harmony is the driving force in the background of all processes.
Disharmony in art, nature and everywhere is only a temporary state, whereas Universal
Harmony prepares the self-ordering to a higher state of order.
Universal Harmony is responsible for changes and processes in the organic and
inorganic world, for memory of solid and fluid matter and order/disorder phenomena.
Universal Harmony is the cause for the self-organisation in nature, for self-preparing of the
structure in atomic dimensions at the surface of the crystals to enable volume processes in
future.
Universal Harmony is obviously the creative driving force also in art work.
Universal Harmony and Love are the base for synthesis of science and art, contributions
to the ethic and aesthetic part of human living and activity, for unity of human scientifictechnical and ethical development, for freedom in all it’s facet’s through culture in the widest
sense, for respect to all living beings, for protection of nature and preservation of species.
Further aspects of Human Harmonization through Mental Quantum Evolution [1] and
Harmonization of the World are presented in this work. These aspects are: Hidden Worlds, the
Network, Holistic Human Beings, Pioneers, Mentally Developed Children, and
Harmonization of Economy and Society.

1. Hidden Worlds
In open systems the processes flow in direction to better order [1]. Human being can be
an open or closed system. In a closed system processes go round in a closed circle, meaning
stagnation and bringing nothing new, but entropy diminishing usable energy.
Human beings undergoing Mental Quantum Evolution (MQE) [1] are open systems and
change continuously in more harmonic individuals. In accordance with Universal Harmony
they move or put away the boundaries of understanding, lower the barriers of comprehension,
and so they can look more and more behind, can see farther away, higher and deeper in the
present and the future. They can understand more and more the processes going on in nature

and society, and can find the right way to further development and to solving problems with
love and harmony.
It is a fact that for all processes the Question Why permanently exists. This Question is
the characteristic of a human being who is an open system, able to change; it is the result of
inquisitiveness and drive to higher cognition. Question Why accompanies the human being
through the history, is the driving force on the way to his future and the cause for work done
till now.
The complete answer on the Question Why is contained in consequences of Universal
Harmony, in Hidden Worlds, discovered gradually by the human being through history, now
intensified, depending on his faster mental development.
Hidden Worlds contain the essence of life and exist in the consciousness of every human
being itself, as Personal Hidden Worlds. They are the understanding of nature and exist in
essential problems of society, economy, in creative art and in science. Hidden Worlds are also
in biological cells, newer discovered species and already died out species, or the unknown life
in the deep of the sea, in the ice of the Arctic, or in universe. They are hidden in the beauty of
a wall, the rind of a tree, in the macro and micro-world, in every thing surrounding us without
being seen. One should learn to see the world around, and try to discover it, maybe only
partially at the present time, and try to understand it more and more.
Hidden Worlds are open systems, always developing, and consecutively could never be
discovered completely; the human being is all the time running after. Some answers on the
question Why, some partial understanding of the Hidden Worlds could be obtained in
meditation, by concentration and with the Intuition Impulse.
Consequences of Hidden Worlds
Many books exist about Divine Proportion [2, 3] and describe how to do the work
(architecture, art, music) that left a nice, harmonic feeling by watching and hearing it. One
work done after Divine Proportion is divided on a determined way in parts: long section /
short section = whole length / long section = Φ = 1.618033989 ….. .
On the other side, quite different understanding of Divine Proportion and also of
Irrational Numbers for constancies in physical and astronomical laws follows as a
consequence of Hidden Worlds.
As the history shows, to create harmonic work one must not know any equations or
numbers, but only feel and imagine. From this reason belongs Divine Proportion to human
nature and was from the beginning intuitively understood, before the mathematical formula
was developed.
Already in old time some people have produced harmonic works, in architecture, art,
music, and produced harmonic things for every day use. This all was possible, since Universal
Harmony belongs to human nature, and without Divine Proportion formula, but with intuition,
imagination and feeling harmonic, rich in substance and vivid works were created. More over,

in nature there are trees, stones, water, landscape, or the wind in the leafs, that lead to
harmonic feeling. Obviously, harmonic feeling is more than the equation, or the irrational
number.
There are also Irrational Numbers in the mathematical description of physical laws. The
question is: why these constancies are irrational and have just this value? This question can be
the sign for incomplete understanding of processes in nature. The existing theories and laws
are only the Shadow of Something, not understood in essence.
The sense of describing processes in nature is firstly in understanding the essence and
not in numbers. But, the sense for explaining the behaviour is restricted in physical space-time
dimensions, and the irrational numbers are the consequence.
The understanding of the universe is in the present still incomplete. An important
phenomenon is, for instance, existing asymmetry between matter and anti-matter. Universe
consists almost of matter, and there is only a small amount of anti-matter. This asymmetry is
till now not explainable with known four fundamental forces in universe: gravitation,
electromagnetic force, and the two nuclear forces. To explain this asymmetry the scientists try
to find the fifth fundamental force, or new elemental particles.
Known are attempts to understand and to determine mathematically and physically the
whole universe, that is, to create a world formula. Through out history understanding the
world was changing, constructions of theories and world conceptions were developed,
dropped, new ones developed and dropped again.
Generally is forgotten, that the cause of all processes in organic and inorganic nature lies
in higher dimensions, outside of our ability to think. Universal Harmony is the creative
background of all processes in nature and can not be described by any formula
mathematically, can not be proved with any physical method – only the consequences
everywhere show the reality of this force [1].
The Hidden Worlds are wisdom hidden in every human being, in Universal Harmony,
and could be sensed by searching for answers in science, art, nature and life.
Divine Proportion, defined by proportion equation giving the irrational number Φ, and
Irrational Numbers in physics and cosmology, are in the space-time dimensions only the
Shadow of the Creation in Hidden Worlds, i.e. they are the consequences of Hidden Worlds.
In the present time, as already before, we put always new questions and we search after
answers, hidden in Hidden Worlds. This situation means developing, changing and simply
life, and is the sense of Hidden Worlds.
In the physical time-space dimension Duality exists, because Hidden Worlds exist and
that fore all past and existing physical theories, scientific laws, even thinking, are limited. The
human being is caught in Duality, in the three-dimensional space and time.
Hidden Human Boundary (HHB) is the boundary to Hidden World, through which only
the Act of Creation reaches the Unity, where all is understandable, explicable, each thought is
clear, and on all questions the answers exist. Through continuous MQE of the human being
the importance of Duality and HHB in the future will diminish. The Individual starts to

overcome the HHB, and gets the feeling and notion of Hidden Worlds in him. He becomes
aware of the Unity with Universal Harmony and his possibility to rely on it.
In the past, the boundary to Hidden World was so high that even by Feeling and
Intuition only rough solving of problems was possible, but adequate to human mental
development in that time. In the present, after Over All Development, the physical laws,
constancies, theories, are indeed useful and are all what we can reach in physical time-space,
but show further a lack of essential understanding of the Act of Creation by Human Being,
Nature and Universe, or simply by Universal Harmony.
The Art Work is an exception. It is created in the Hidden World with Feeling and
Imagination, and a boundary for understanding the Art Work do not exists, because it speaks
to Feeling and Imagination.
In other human activities, besides a Feeling, the Intelligence also plays a role, and when
the idea is created in Hidden World – in the physical time-space only the Shadow of the
Creation Act exists; no complete understanding of the essence could be reached in the present.
It is important to understand the relativity of established knowledge in science, in
development of people, society and the world. We should not overestimate, and also not
anathematize, but use our achievements appropriately, and work on our further development.

2. Free Self-Decision
Positively thinking and feeling individuals always exist, in all fields of human activity,
with their harmonizing work being in advance of their time. They inspire others to heal the
existing disharmonic state in the world and influence advances in society.
The processes in inorganic and organic world are analogous [1]. It is known from crystal
growth that a Critical Amount-Magnitude exists; particles smaller than the critical one are
unstable and disintegrate, and somewhat larger grow further. The same law is valid for the
formation of galaxies and planets.
An analogous process is going on in society through cooperation of a growing number
of positively thinking and feeling individuals in different parts of it. Owing to development of
the world situation, obviously now more than the Critical Amount of these People exists.
In the present time more and more individuals begin to understand that they can self
decide about all, and can free them self from old paradigms and dogmas. They begin to
understand the essence of Now, which determines the future. They understand that the
positive Self-Transformation or Self-Changing means life.
Some others believe that it is not possible to free them self. They live in fear and do not
understand the high possibilities of changing and activity, and remain further in their
imaginary secure, closed systems. This decision means stagnation and that fore slowly
disappearing of this type of people.

In the Mental Evolution of an individual the Free Self-Decision to be an open system is
the most important condition for further development of human species. Free Self-Decision is
the cause for the existing of two types of human species, whereas only one, as an open
system, goes further through the Mental Transformation. The fact is that the number of
individuals being open systems is rapidly growing in the present time.
In history MQE was not a general phenomenon, only a few individuals have undergone
it [1]. In that time, the almost absence of Free Self-Decision and, as a consequence, stagnation
for the majority of people could have been the reason for disappearing of some old cultures.
So, the stiff-competition, proposed for physical evolution, has no importance for the positive
development of the human species.

3. Self-Responsibility
Harmonization of the people is identical with Harmonization of the World, and this is a
continuous process, prolonged in the future for all time.
One of the most important requirements for Harmonization of the World is the SelfResponsibility of individuals for their own life and for all occurrences in the world. The level
of responsibility depends on mental development of each individual and on his personal
possibilities.
When the people do not react on the occurrences near by and in the world – they,
nevertheless, influence the development of world’s situation. Such influence is uncontrolled
and is negative, because contributes to stagnation or regression, and this is dangerous in the
case of large groups of such people. Only active and harmonious solving of problems in
cooperation everywhere brings the positive world development for all people, without
differences.

4. Creator
Creation of a work, not only perpetuation, is the necessary condition for further positive
development in all fields of human life and activity. Already in the present, many people
broaden their interests, change their way of life, thinking and knowledge. Individuals see the
future, see solutions of problems and work them out; they work with Intuition and BrainSynchronicity (described in detail below). This means, creative work is done not only in
science and in art, but just in every human activity; every thought, project and decision can be
creative.
Creator is an individual, who got rid of obsolete experiences, has no fear and doubt,
thinks positive, with love, and has his freewill; Creator is an Individual undergoing MQE
continuously. Creativity is the normal state of mentally developed persons, because they work
with the Intuition Impulse, in accordance with Universal Harmony.

5. Pioneers and Holistic Human Beings
Universal Harmony is in every human being and enables him to undergo MQE. Also in
disharmonic world situations, further developed individuals always exist, Harmonic Pioneers
and Holistic Human Beings with their harmonizing work being in advance of time, and so
help to heal the disharmony. (Pioneer and Holistic Human Being are staying for both
genders.)
Holistic Human Being could be born as such an individual, who has the positive
qualities, that brings MQE [1], and is a harmonic and universally developed person. He is
aware of people and is sensible for their problems, he is attached to nature, he sees and hears
the beauty, lives also in his inner peace, has the courage to tread new paths, and looks for
freedom. He is attached with love to all living beings.
High Mentally Developed Children are a phenomenon of the present time. Such new
type of children was present also in the past, but now their number grows rapidly. They are
interested in social and environmental problems and use electronic media for their
communications. They help adults, because of their clear thinking and meaning, with BrainSynchronicity, not influenced by the stereotypes of the society.
Harmonic and Disharmonic Pioneers are not universally developed individuals. With
their positive or even negative thinking and work being in advance of time, differently
influence development of humanity.
Some individuals can change mentally in harmonic persons, in Harmonic Pioneers,
maybe through something happening in their live that starts MQE in their consciousness. The
Harmonic Pioneer has visions for positive development of society, or generally of the live on
earth. Owing to accelerated MQE, it may be possible that Harmonic Pioneers transform into
Holistic Human Beings.
On the other side, the Disharmonic Pioneers are dangerous, because theirs high egoism,
lust for power and absence of love, destroy the society, as can be often found in history, and
in the present time.
Holistic Human Being and Harmonic Pioneer undergo MQE during their whole life.
Intelligence is an accumulation of rules, inculcate in our mind, and a collection of old
experiences, through which we have learned how we should behave. In the present, we should
overcome what we have learned, think free, not overestimate the Intelligence, and also not
anathematize it, but use it appropriately.
Holistic Human Being could be born with the quality of Brain-Synchronicity or learns to
develop this quality during the process of MQE. By this process the right half of brain
(Feeling) “assures” the left half (Intelligence) to be an open system and the Synchronicity in
the whole brain will be established. On this way, the balance and the cooperation between
Intelligence on one side, and Feeling, Fantasy, Vision and Imagination on the other, are the

qualities belonging to Holistic Human Beings. This balance makes these people acting with
love and deep understanding of All That Is in the world.
Holistic Human Being has developed Intuition – that leads, and the Intelligence – that
realizes.
He feels deeply with nature, and remembers the state, the qualities and feelings when he
was a child, i.e. in the time of thinking with Brain-Synchronicity, before the environment
perhaps has changed him. Now, with MQE, thinking in Brain-Synchronicity is re-established.
He can feel the Harmony and love, and his life is now free and conscious, without fear and
doubt.
Brain-Synchronicity connects Analytical and Creative Intelligence.
Holistic Human Being, with his Brain-Synchronicity exists in closed and in open world
systems, and helps the Harmonization of other individuals, the society and the whole world.
In closed social systems energy is diminishing, and to avoid sinking into entropy some
individuals see intelligence, ego-feeling and stiff-competition as the only way to survive. On
the other side, individuals undergoing MQE, step over the bridge and help others to open the
closed systems.
In open social systems more and more Individuals loose ego, avoid stiff-competition as
disturbing characteristics. They create now with intuition, vision and fantasy.
Art in Palaeolithic Period
Art works from the time of Neanderthal human specie, more than about 55000 years old,
were found. This was at least 15000 years before the oldest archaeological culture of the
young Palaeolithic period in Europe [1].
In „Wildenmannlisloch“-Cave in Toggenburg (Suisse), about 12 cm high Pseudo-Venus
was found: On the end of one bear-bone the silhouette of a woman’s head could be
recognized, in bend pose. It seems that the accidentally found form was further worked out.
As the oldest artistic structure, the stone boxes with numerous bear-heads, arranged in
layers, were also found there.
In near by Cave „Drachenloch“, one Palaeolithic artist created a work putting a bearbone through a bear-head.
The artists, at least 30000 years ago, started to paint signs on the walls of caves, all over
the world (North and South America, Europe, Africa, China, India, Borneo, Burma and
Australia), and this is perhaps the beginning of writing. It is significant, that the same signs
repeat over the whole world [4]. One can imagine that this was only possible through linking
by consciousness.
These arte facts testify abstract thinking and feeling, already in this early time of Human
Mental Evolution. These oldest art works represent the rising of a new quality in human

harmonizing creativity and the existing of individuals, Pioneers, which, with their work being
in advance of their time, help the processes of society’s Harmonization.
Healing with Mental Power
One release from Hidden Worlds, which is slowly emerging by MQE, is the intensified
phenomenon of Mental Healing, i.e. Healing with Love, and Self-Healing. During MQE in
the present, more individuals comprehend their mental power for governing the own life and
health, and learn apply it to help others.
Processes, as chaotic social situations, war, disappearing of species, illness and all
consequences of getting old, dominate in closed systems, with increasing entropy. In contrary,
in open systems, that obviously now prevailingly exist, Holistic Individuals, Pioneers, and
waked “sleeping” people achieve on the field of healing by harmonization unique results.
The results of all mental healing methods are astonishing, and some of them, with
different manner how to approach the healing, follow:
DFR-Method (Deep Field Relaxation) from Clif Sanderson [5] is one of the first such
methods in the western world and shows more than 30 years of experience. This mental
healing method connects the old traditional knowledge and new ideas about consciousness,
energy and intention. Sanderson has with his method successful healed children from
irradiation damage after the nuclear accident in Chernobyl.
Clemens Kuby developed the Mental-Healing® method, also successful for self-healing
[6-8] after experiences on him self and by knowledge from old cultures. In meditative
relaxation, based on α-state of brain, with waves between 8-12 Hz, mental causes for illness
could be attained and the healing process can start.
Old tradition and new techniques merge together in the Matrix Energetics Method from
Dr. Richard Bartlett [9]. Touching (Two-Point Method) and Intention to heal are the cause for
spontaneous changes. In the Two-Point Method, two energetic sensible points, corresponding
to the determined problem, were touched by the healer, and the healing process started.
Quantum Entrainment® Process (QE), or Instant Healing Method, from Dr. Frank
Kinslow [10-12] works with gently touching and consciousness. This method is successful for
self QE, far QE, QE for emotional healing, QE for healing of chronic illnesses, for long time
problems, QE-Groups, and QE for all regions of life.
Mental Healing and Self-Healing based on consciousness, concentration and visualising,
from Dr. Med. Lothar Hollerbach [13] is known as Quantum Code – Method (Der Quanten
Code), called also Quantum-Medicine. This method is based on Christian culture, and not on
Buddhist learning, as many other methods. The method can also be applied over large
distances.

The illness itself is not the primary problem for restoring of health. The fear from
illness, and that what we learned about it, must be overcome and healed. Michele Longo
O’Donnell [14] looks for the mental causes of illness, and shows how self-deliverance from
the self-prison of thoughts and from suggestions is possible.
Theta Healing including Self-Healing is the mental method from Vianna Stibal [15],
based on Theta state of brain, with Theta-Waves between 5-7 Hz, the state of sleeping without
dream. Being aware of the own mental power, “Creator Of All That Is”, love, intuition,
feeling and thinking – all these influence determinant the healing process.
Self-healing from negative thinking and emotions, healing from illnesses, also over
large distances, harmonization of processes in the world – by visualisation of pink-violet
Magenta®-Energy (Christ-Energy) – is the mental healing method from Nina Dul [16, 17].
Magenta®-Energy is based on the Feeling of Love and is the healing with energy of Universal
Love. This method is based on Christian culture. Healing with Magenta®-Energy is reinforced
through work in groups.
Healing and self-healing methods with Mental Power and Love from Russian scientist
Dr. Gregori P. Grabovoi (Doctor of physical-mathematical sciences) [18 - 23] are especially
successful when applied on individuals being mentally “open-systems”. Spirit, Soul and
Consciousness are the base for healing, and harmonization of individuals and the world.
Important is the existing of a clear intention to heal, or self-heal.
Arcady Petrov [24 - 26] and Igor Arepjev, scholars of Grabovoi, work also successfully
on the similar goal. Gregori Grabovoi, Arcady Petrov and Arepjev change with mental power
the human state from ill or un-normal, to healthy or normal, even in the case of HIV and
cancer in the last stage. The general stand point of these methods is that health is the basic
state of the human being, and that fore any illness is healable, because healing is only the
return to the normal state.
Moreover, they successively re-establish different human organs, formally removed by
surgery. The fact is: these methods of healing and re-establishing with mental power are
proved by scientists and physicians, are documented, and attested by a notary. The results of
these methods are different from all what we have known till now.
The concentration on special rows of numbers, after Gregori Grabovoi, and the
simultaneous intention of establishing a normal i.e. healthy state, is the base of this special
healing method. The combination of numbers in rows depends on illness, or situation to be
changed. The numbers are Biological-Field-Harmonisers, stay for vibrations that harmonise
the body, processes and even society.
Intuition Impulse triggers the Harmonization process and is the base of these unusual
mental-healing and mental-self-healing methods, without help of any instrument, and even
without touching the person to be healed. Moreover, it has success also with healing over
large distances.
The understanding of these methods of healing as Creative Act (Intuition Impulse) is the
necessary condition to have success. The goal and task of the learning from Grabovoi is

harmonic developing and liberation of all people. By imagination of the healthy nature,
healthy human being and just the whole healthy world or universe – one feels the Harmony in
the construction from small Entities to unity with All That Is.

6. Network Defined by Consciousness
Harmonization of the world, by MQE of human beings, is in accordance with Universal
Harmony [1]. MQE is a continuous process of developing personal or inner freedom, sense of
well-being, loosing fear and doubt, and developing universal love for all living beings and
nature.
The positive Personal-Consciousness is an important result of mental evolution of
Individuals. Each Individual with Free Self-Decision and Self-Responsibility is the Creator of
his life and world, influencing the future of all. Mentally developed Individuals are aware of
the importance of Self-Responsibility, theirs high creative potential, energy of thinking, and
are careful and positive in doing.
Owing to problems in the present in all parts of the world it is more efficient to
summarize the potential of positive individuals in Groups, what they are doing spontaneously.
The building of groups with high positive mental potential develops in the present time to a
general phenomenon.
The Mass-Consciousness, the consciousness of the majority of people, is in the present
time still mostly disordered. Some people without feeling of love, with fear and doubt persist
in old dogmas and slow down positive development. Nevertheless, there are also “sleeping”
individuals, undergoing MQE till the stage to be “waked up”.
The General-Consciousness is a Network with Nodes and Information Stream between
them, and is nourished by Universal Harmony. As a model: the Network is putted over the
Mass-Consciousness. Holistic Human Beings, Mental Developed Children, Pioneers, waked
up former “sleeping” people and Groups of such individuals are in the Nodes, communicate
and cooperate in love, in direction to other Nodes.
All these people already have influence on Mass-Consciousness and can not be
neglected any more, because their number increases in time and is just higher than the Critical
Amount.
Harmonization of the world develops through The General-Consciousness, which
influences the Mass-Consciousness by information flow from the Nodes. These
communications with love, from Nodes wake up the “sleeping” individuals, so they overcome
their fear, doubt and old dogmas, and change disordered parts of Mass-Consciousness to
positive and better order.
Disharmony of Mass-Consciousness is only a temporary state, whereas Universal
Harmony initiates, through Nodes, the ordering processes. Intensified violence in the present,
over the world, leads to overpowering the old structures to get space for the New. This will be
established by waked up “sleeping” people, by their own MQE transformation, and by the

positive change of Mass-Consciousness. The most important condition for improvement of
ethic human relations is the access to higher culture for all parts of the society.
During MQE of the human being, the Network becomes more densely; the number and
magnitude of Nodes grow. Growing number of Holistic Individuals, Pioneers and Groups, in
the Nodes of the Network, and waked up people over the world – cooperate and communicate
by General-Consciousness, by which they are all crossed.
In the past, the Majority had the feeling of weakness and helplessness, because the
Individuals were mostly isolated with their problems. This isolation gives the power to the
Minority to exploit the Majority. Now, this isolation is overcome, because the distribution of
power is changed. The Network, or General-Consciousness, means gathering, communication
and help, giving mental security.
No Mass-Consciousness-Jump happens. Only Individual-Consciousness-Jump of
Pioneers happens by Mental Transformation, whereas Holistic Individuals change
consciousness continually by MQE from the beginning. Because more and more positively
thinking individuals are involved – Mass-Consciousness is continuously improved in the
direction of peace and harmony. This process is more intense and faster in the present time.

7. Harmonization of Economy and Society
A very important process for future is the Harmonization of Economy and Society,
brought alive by Individuals and Groups in the Nodes of the Network, and with their
cooperation and communication over the world in resolving existing problems. Positively
thinking people in governments will create new organizations and establish commissions for
Harmonization of economy and society.
The whole world is in the state of transformation now. In this work only some parts of
these processes and possible solving of problems are touched.
Time-Limited Disharmony
Disharmony in society and economy in some countries in the present is time limited,
because in the same time Harmonization, done by positive thinking people, changes
disturbing influences and restores order for the wellbeing of all.
The general characteristic of the society till now is the struggle for profit, corresponding
to Darwin’s, not from all accepted because controversial, evolution of animal species, where
the strongest male gives its genes and the species develops to a stronger one. But, in the
human society rivalry is going over to unfair competition and results in war. Such behaviour
does not contribute to the evolution of the species Homo-Sapiens, but has brought it almost to
the brink of the stone-age by an atomic war.
Such a war is made almost impossible, but the rivalry and local conflicts remain. Some

conflicts also changed the weapons to that of economy. Nevertheless, on the base of
Globalization states cooperate better and better, but in the society the rivalry between people
not only remains, but gets stronger, because of increasing proprietary and social differences.
Who has money makes more money from it, without any moral scruples to damage
others. For a diminishing part of the society he remains a smart businessman. The politicians,
who should prevent that, because it leads to the impoverishment of the majority of people,
have no other ideas than hold the social expenditures low and income taxes high.
It is a deficiency of ethics and moral in economy and society in the past and in the
present time.
People who work, loose job and get in some countries underprivileged. Who is not hired
again quickly, is being stigmatised as lazy and not willing to work. Such behaviour of one
part of the society is a relapse in the Middle Ages, and is used for obscuration the fact that
workers are fired for gaining profit.
Children of the underprivileged, because poor, are underprivileged also in the education
system. Competition in school is a sort of programming the children to competition in life,
instead of teaching, cooperation and help. Every child is gifted for some subjects more than
for others, so cooperation between children would help all to finish school with success. This
is not the intention of the system, but to create an underprivileged class of cheep workers.
“Divide et impera” was already the principle the Romans have used for their expansion and
colonization. The somewhat altered systems are using some democracies, with political
parties between the voters can chose. The consequence of this is a continuously diminishing
voting attendance.
In present the government is dependent on money-makers, but also on people electing it.
The low engagement in elections shows that people are not content with the party system in
the present time democracy. To change the existing system some fundamentally new ideas are
needed, essentially in economics.
Today’s labour unions are “horizontal” organisations, i.e. they include sometimes only a
small group of specialised workers, and are only focused on working conditions and salary.
When the harmonic cooperation of the workers with the commercial and technical
management will be established, the labour unions in the present form will be obsolete.
Harmonization of Economy
The Growth of World Economy was till now the only way to further prosperity. What
was the meaning of Growths? It was increased production of goods and money measured by
the Gross National Product. The money appearing in the Gross National Product is partially
gained by speculations of a relatively small group of people (irrelevant how high the amount
of money) and therefore not significant for the Majority. We defined Stagnation as regression,
but that was said for the case of stagnation in evolution. The simple growth, like it is meant
here, is Stagnation because it shows no fundamental change in economy.
Limited resources on a limited planet bring the growth inevitably to a stop. Further

prosperity is only possible by reorganisation of the economy.
Two essential alterations will be done: producing of energy and supply of raw material
for the industry.
With regard to producing energy, earth is not a closed system, as it is in the case of raw
materials. Our energy sources we use are fossil accumulators of sun energy. These fossil
fuels are running out in about 10-20 years and we must look for other sources of energy.
The energy for the future must be brought in from outside directly from the sun, or
indirectly from wind, water or geothermic sources, and not by biologic accumulators of sun
energy. Even burning wood, especially grown for this purpose, is wrong because it could be
utilised more economically. The same is the case by using crops for conversion into liquid
fuel. In both cases the arable area needed for growing vegetable food is wasted for growing
crops of secondary importance.
Woods are important for absorbing carbon dioxide and release oxygen. Rain-forests can
do even more – deliver fruits. The priority will be given to agriculture growing vegetable
food. To supply arable land till now was always done by “clearing” forest. Now it will go in
the direction of converting deserts to arable land. The desert will also be used for converters
of sun- to electrical-energy. These two uses will be combined. In the shadow of the collectors
absorbing heat, agriculture will be possible, supplied with water by pipelines from sea water
desalination plants, also operated by sun energy.
Supply of raw material for the industry: Instead of exploiting natural resources and
diminishing them by dumping the worn out products, recycling will be stringent. Planed
obsolescence brings quick money, but such products will be not saleable. On a limited planet,
like in a space craft, long-living products are needed and recycling them is the only possibility
to continue prosperity without growing.
All squandering of recourses will be stepwise diminished and replaced by recycling.
Metal, glass, plastics, paper and also electronic products are just now recycled in a growing
scale.
Production of Carbon Dioxide by burning fuel to produce electric energy is reducing
Oxygen in our atmosphere.
Carbon Dioxide is also blamed as a possible, not proved, cause for global warming.
Newer the less, the owners of atomic plants take it as an argument for further use of this
dangerous energy production.
Meat for human food is in its production squandering of resources: Rain forest is
“cleared” or “cultivated”, it means exterminated to get pasture. Instead of diminishing hot
house gases, as the rain forest does, cattle produce these gases. A study, made by the UN
Nutrition and Agricultural Organization, comes to an astonishing result that agricultural meat
production gives rise to more hot-house gases than all cars, airplanes, trucks and ships
together [27]. The cattle breeding causes not only more Carbon Dioxide, but also 65% of
world emission of Nitric Oxide, which is 296-times more damaging than Carbon Dioxide,
37% of the world production of the Methane being 23-times more damaging than Carbon
Dioxide. Other damaging materials produced by cattle breeding is for instance Ammonium
Hydroxide, in the amount of 64% of the world production. Ammonia damages underground

water and causes acid rain.
From these arguments meet consumption should be dropped.
There are also other arguments for rejecting meet as human food. Meet for human food
is from the stand point of nutrition unnecessary and unwholesome. Besides all these
arguments, the ethical aspect is the most important. Concerning the respect to all living beings
and during the further mental development, the problem will solve continuously. Even now,
nutrition slowly turns into vegetarianism.
Arable land gets increasingly used up and needs fertilization to bring any yield.
Industrial fertilizers need a lot of energy in production, and because of it will be exchanged by
natural ones. It is indispensable that organic waste be composted not burned.
The agriculture producing vegetables and fruits will be more and more oriented to fresh
consumption. Industrial processing of food needs a lot of energy and material (metal, glass,
additives and others), and impoverish the food destroying vital components. Just now people
start turning from consuming industrially processed food to clean fresh food.
Some people blame money for all evil and think it should be repealed. But money is
only a sort of energy, and can be used for good or be misused. So only the misuse of money
should be forbidden.
Speculations with the prise of goods, as food, row materials or energy, will be ruled out.
Such speculations bring money to rich persons, and take it from the Majority. Just now
international efforts are done to permit the purchases of food, row material and energy only to
users, or appliers of these goods. Such laws will diminish and stabilise the prises. All
transactions that bring money to an institution like a bank, or similar institution, that works
with the money of the broad mass of people, and give them 1 - 2 % interest, and makes with
that same money a profit of about 20%, will be put out of law, because contra productive.
It will be possible to invest money only in production of material goods. Institutions like
banks will not exist, because they make money from money, not belonging to them. When
their speculations get wrong, the government, that is all people, must pay for it to prevent the
crush. In future such institutions will be banned and such activities prohibited, because also a
squandering.
The absence of speculations brings the prices of goods and also money to stability;
inflation, as a consequence, goes to zero. Inflation on one side is lowering the debts, also that
of governments, but diminishes the purchasing power of people, and so contra productive.
The human who "consumes" the planet and wears it out, is a run out model.
Efforts of the people who had undergone MQE will make our planet wear-resistant, and
this process is just running.
Harmonization of Society
In the sense of money the banks stay between the people of a country and the

government. The owners of banks, factories and generally people having money (that is the
Minority) have a big power to govern. They can even blackmail the governments with their
debts from banks and private investors. This situation is a plutocracy and not a democracy.
During the harmonization of economy, society will be harmonized too.
Already some states, also in the western world, think that the Gross-National-Product is
not, and can not be, the measure of success, and therefore they tray to establish a Happiness
Factor, a factor of feeling well. The states will try promoting the requirements to gain the
Gross-National-Luck [28].
Constitution of Bhutan
Bhutan, a small kingdom in the Himalaya, has some articles in its Constitution (2005),
showing that a major change has started in the society, and that fore is worth mentioning
even it happened on the other side of the globe [29].
The moral principles of Buddhism are contained in the Constitution:
Buddhism is the spiritual heritage of Bhutan, which requires the principles and merits of
peace and of non-violence, sympathy and tolerance.
About the environment and self-responsibility of every inhabitant the Constitution says:
Every citizen of Bhutan is a trustee of natural resources and environment of the kingdom, for
the benefit of today's and coming generations. The fundamental obligation of every citizen is
the preservation of the rich biological diversity of Bhutan. His obligation is also to avoid any
form of ecological destruction, including noise, visual and physical soiling and pollution by
introduction and support of ecologically beneficial practice and rules.
The royal government will: Assure protection, preservation and improvement of the
untouched environment for the protection of the diversity of species; Prevent environmental
pollution and ecological destruction; Guarantee the ecologically balanced, sustained
development of the country and simultaneous furtherance of entitled economical and social
development, and guarantee a secure and healthy environment.
The government will assure, that in the interest of the preservation of natural resources
of the country and to prevent the destruction of the eco-system, a minimum of 60% of the
whole country-area of Bhutan be preserved as forest for all time.
Constitution of Bolivia
Very similar to the Constitution of Bhutan is that of Bolivia, established 2009, by
referendum with a voting attendance of 90% [30]. This Constitution, for a country of a high
ethnic diversity, assures equal chances for all.
In the preface stays, in general sense: We create today, a new, on the respect and
equality founding state, with the principles of self-determination, dignity, improvement,
solidarity, harmony and justice, by the distribution and redistribution of the social product.

We create a state in which strive for good life prevails, with respect of the economical, social,
legal, political and cultural diversity of the inhabitants of this country. In the common living
together everybody should have excess to water, work, education, health and housing.
The principles of Bolivia’s Constitution are: To make "good living" possible for all
inhabitants of this multiethnic state; Natural goods and public services can not be private
property; For the first time Pachamama, the Mother Earth, was incorporated in the
constitution as a philosophical-juristic category, for securing the common well fare; Important
branches of economy as oil, gas, telecommunication, transport, water and electricity are
human rights and therefore common property; Democracy is decentralised by extraparliamentary, communal and indigene autonomy, and by space for self responsibility.
Before the General Assembly, the president of Bolivia, Evo Morales, has reported about
his ten commandments for saving the planet, mankind and the life on it. These
commandments are: Finish with Capitalism; Give up wars; The world without Imperialism
and Colonialism; Water as the right for all living beings; Clean and ecologically beneficial
sorts of energies; Respect for Mother Earth; Elemental services as Human Rights; Consume
only what is needed and prefer local products; Respect for cultural and economical diversity;
God living for all people.

8. Globalization
Global solutions exist for different aspects of life.
Some of them are positive, as for instance quick transport connections for people and
goods all over the globe, or personal digital communication between the majority of people,
assuring quick and broad exchange of news and knowledge.
On the other side, Globalization in economy needs a lot of transport being wastage of
energy, but profitable, because of cheaper production in the third world countries at the
present time. Global enterprises, with their huge concentration of money and executive power
over the Majority, are rivals to democratic governments.
Negative aspects of Globalization prevail and are dangerous for harmonic life in society.
Globalization and General-Consciousness or Network are global and have only
apparently a similar scope.
The difference between Globalization and General-Consciousness or Network:
Globalization is an economical construction, connecting stiff all parts of the world by
global enterprises, for the benefit of a Minority. That fore, the Globalization is a closed
system, with negative influence on economy and development of society.
General-Consciousness or Network is an open system, with free connections, based on
Consciousness of harmonic people all over the world. In the time of Globalization, the
General-Consciousness of more and more people is necessary in society to overcome the
disharmonic, negative overall situation.
Obviously, Globalization in economy will not exist in future, because it is
destructive and disturbs society. General-Consciousness or Network has the potential

needed for Harmonization of the society, and to assure a good and happy life for all
people.

9. Risk and Rest-Risk
Risk and Rest-Risk, discussed here, should be understood as a situation produced by a
Minority, intentionally for profit. Rest-Risk is a construction of the owners of nuclear power
plants, chemical, biochemical, pharmaceutical and other industrial production plants, and their
products, suggesting a high improbability of it. The explanation by the Minority why risky
situations must be accepted is that without Risk or Rest-Risk no prosperity could be achieved,
even the supply of some goods or energy could definitely not be secured.
In the past and in the present, technical and economical developments with Risk and
Rest-Risk are attractive for a Minority because of hunger for power and high profit, in spite of
danger for health and life of all people. Such standpoint of a Minority testifies its immorality.
The corresponding and necessary development is to gain the Ethic and Moral Standards.
It is evident that there is an absence of Ethics, because governments in some countries
see the necessity to establish ethics commissions. The deficiency of Ethic means deficiency of
old virtues: honesty, modesty, fairness, decency and reliability. Without these virtues a stable
society is impossible.
Risks for health from alcohol, smoking, drugs, tined food, eating meet and similar, we
can avoid alone, every one by him self. Risks endangering fundamental needs for life, as for
instance pollution of air, water and food, can be removed only by cooperation of the people in
the Network or General-Consciousness.
When by removing the Risk from one problem another Risk arises – the only possibility
is to avoid this problem completely. This is a responsible, moral and ethic decision.
Particularly is this demand unconditional by nuclear power plants, not secure in any
direction, and extremely dangerous for human health and life, for a whole nation, or even for
the whole planet. One can not have a clear view how horrible the damage in the case of
accident could be. In spite of that, an immoral Minority in many countries takes into account
the Risk and Rest-Risk for all, and will build further nuclear power plants for their own profit.
For calculation of Risk, insurance companies multiply the probability of accident with
the resulting damage. In the case of economy, industry, and energy supply, the Risk could be
mostly covered by insurance. Because the damage in the case of reactor accidents is always
immense, unpredictable and incalculable, insurance companies practically are not able to
insure nuclear power plants.
Permanent Risk in obtaining electricity from nuclear energy lays also in the Solar
Flares, Coronal Mass Ejections with energies from some hundred millions nuclear bombs.
The Solar Flares are an emission of electrically charged particles emitted with high velocity.

When coming to the atmosphere they cause a high charge of static electricity in the high
voltage supply lines. This can cause damage in transformers, and even in data transfer lines,
computers, satellites and airplanes. This is especially dangerous for nuclear power plants.
In Quebec, Canada, March 1989, the electric-supply lines broke down totally during
nine hours, caused by solar flares. Solar flares 2003 caused in Sweden an extensive break
down of electricity supply. In South Africa high-voltage-transformers burn through, and parts
of the country have been without electricity supply for months.
To avoid the proneness to solar flares, and also to snow, wind and corrosion, the highvoltage over-land supply lines will be replaced by underground cables. This measure would
only partially diminish the Permanent Risk caused by Solar Flares. The proneness of
computers, transfer lines, satellites, etc. remains.
The accident in the reactors of Fukushima Dai-Ichi nuclear energy plant (Japan, 2011)
showed that apparently highly improbable concatenations of problems happen and have
horrible consequences. This is sufficient reason to leave the use of nuclear energy world
wide instantaneously and completely. Besides that, it is known, that this could be done
without reduction in climate protection or life quality. To realize the change, some
transformations in economy and society will be done. Changes in consumer behaviour,
higher investments in restorable energies and a more efficient use of energy are still
going on.
Different reaction of people on the accidents in the nuclear power plants, for instance in
Fukushima Dai-Ichi, in Japan (11.3.2011), four catastrophes more in Japan (2004, 1999, 1997
and 1991), in Chernobyl, Ukraine (26.4.1986), in Sellafield, Great Britain (1986), in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (27.3.1979), and in Windscale, Great Britain (1980 and 1957) –
show within about fifty years intensified development of Consciousness of human being by
MQE. People, even children, react more engaged now, ask questions, search answers, link
with others all over the world. These all brought clearness in manipulations on Majorities,
concerning problems important for life and health. The Majority has now a high SelfResponsibility and Free Self-Decision, and can not be neglected any more.
Consciousness helps to throw away the dogma, propagated from the Minority, that
people must live with Risk, to attain prosperity. Consciousness of people in society makes
sure, that no Compromise is possible when health and life are endangered, and every situation
should be always clear for all. More and more people undergo MQE, think positive, work
with moral and ethic feeling in economy and in society, accelerate positive development on
all fields of human activity, in the present and in future.
Generally, Risk and Rest-Risk everywhere, when can be avoided – must be done
so, and if not possible – the whole enterprise should be forbidden, because dangerous for
human health and life, and for environment. Every Risk, or Rest-Risk, produced by
Minority for their profit, will be prevented, because health and life of human being and
nature have priority.

Moreover, Holistic Human Beings and Pioneers will see the danger, and before any
accident can happen – they will remove any Risk and Rest-Risk, or change the whole
situation before any harm can arise.

10. Comparisons
1) In his interesting book has Dieter Broers [31] mentioned some models and theories
for description of the World, as: the World from William Tillers [32] and The Model from
Karl Popper and John Eccles [33].
These models are different and interesting, but the World described here and presented
in [1] is our visualisation, born from life, and work in science and art. That fore, to draw
comparison to above models has no sense.
2) People who are closed systems have pessimistic feeling about present and future
world situation. These people are a part of the Majority, that have no trust in mankind, and
that fore also not in the future, take the present situation as not reparable, and think only about
how we can live with Risk, and how we can prepare us for coming, also nuclear, catastrophes.
This standpoint is hopeless, caused by feeling of fear, resignation, weakness and isolation of
the Majority. The situation in the world contradicts this hopeless opinion.
The Minority, on the other side, is also a closed system, but the world situation is
irrelevant for it as long as it can gain its profit.
3) The only possibility for mankind to survive is Harmonization of the Human Being and
through that the Harmonization of the World.
This goal is pursued by the group of Russian scientists (Grigory Grabovoi, Arkady
Petrov and Igor Arepjev) [18-26], and by our Imagination of the World, presented in this and
in the previous work [1].
The difference between these two standpoints is in understanding the Network, i.e. the
path to be followed, in the opinion about the present mental development of people, and their
potential to overcome the disturbances of the world by them self.
Russian scientist Arcady Petrov is the founder of Petrov-Foundation [27], with the
intention to search the possibilities of general healing and harmonic development of the world
and prevention of conflicts and disasters of any kind.
The starting base of this foundation is a dark, apocalyptic view of world situation in the
present that should be changed. The foundation’s concept is a public movement
“Metamorphosis”, where people would be trained in harmonization. This training should start
from school children and should incorporate also the government, where the administration
should understand the necessity of the change in thinking and perceiving world for saving it.
This movement is planed as a network over the world, where persons after training in PetrovFoundation teach others about the foundation’s concept.

The network of Petrov-Foundation and the Network or General-Consciousness
presented here, are different. In the first, the Harmonization would be learned in the
foundation how to do it, and in the second the Harmonization is going on by Mental Quantum
Evolution (MQE).
The Network or General-Consciousness exists from itself, was built spontaneously,
already long time ago, and gains his density continuously. This Network consists of mentally
developed individuals and groups, which from them self harmonize the world, with an
Impulse, coming from inside of the person – with Universal Harmony, as driving force in each
of them. All knowledge is already contained in each person, in his Hidden World. Art and
culture in the widest sense, together with science and technology, are equally important for
Harmonization. Learning, as in Petrov-Foundation, how the Harmonization should be done,
perhaps can recall the hidden knowledge to mind and support MQE.
The starting base in this Network or General-Consciousness is not dark and apocalyptic,
but is positive and light-full, even in disharmonic times, and is always the base to find the
right way. All people in the Network, or General-Consciousness, work on Harmonization.
This Network is reality, seen in positive developments in many parts of the world, already in
the past and now, in spite of some Time-Limited Disharmony.

11. Conclusions
Universal Harmony provides the Network with Information. Harmonization of the
World is going on with love, transformation and harmonization by Holistic Individuals,
Pioneers and Groups of positive thinking people in Nodes of the Network, and by wakening
up the “sleeping” people outside the Network. All these people are crossed by GeneralConsciousness.
Intuition is activated and the Information flows instantaneously through the Network.
Mental synchronicity and cooperation, mutual interaction between different fields of human
activities, are integral parts of the Network.
Harmonization of the World is going on already from long time ago, but now faster, and
more and more individuals are waked up. This process can not be stopped, as can be seen in
the past and in present time. The individuals and groups in the Network are the leaders to the
future, continuously change themselves, communicate and cooperate free and synchronically
in solving the problems everywhere; they prevent any negative influence. They penetrate
deeper in Hidden Worlds, understand more and comprehend the diversity of the world not
seen before, and open new horizons.
The positive energy of the people, contained in the Network, is very high, and can not be
ignored any more. These people influence the future processes in society, economy, initiate
the new harmonic development in science, art, and technology, just everywhere. More and
more people change disharmony or crisis in economy and society into best chances for future.

The goal of all new developments worldwide is to improve the nature and the world, in which
we live now and in future.
Globalization of fair chances for all people, concerning education, nutrition,
employment, availability of water, housing and energy, that is the future for all people, is only
possible due to the World Harmonization. Moreover, Harmonization of the economy will give
fair chances also to nature.
Fact is that in the past only few individuals undergo MQE and were Pioneers in new
feeling and thinking, but in the present the MQE becomes more and more a general
phenomenon. As the consequence, a growing number of Individuals are Creators, and work
with Freewill and with Self-Responsibility. In the future dense General-Consciousness, i.e. a
dense Network, would prevail and more people get free through Self-Decision.
For Harmonization of the World all Individuals are important doing their creative
harmonising work. That fore distinct care should be taken in society on weak members:
children, old, handicapped and ill individuals. Surely, care should be taken on all living
beings, without any differences, and on the whole nature.
In the past, the Majority had the feeling of weakness, because the Individuals were
generally isolated. That fore the manipulation of them by the Minority was easy. This is
changing now, because communication between the individuals and gathering to Groups give
them energy. The People in the Network help and do not allow vanishing of any living being.
The life of every person is precious, because high potential is hidden in each individual.
In history some cultures disappeared, but now is the situation quiet different. Individuals
with negative intentions, have no more chance to influence the future of the world
significantly. They only cause time-and-space-limited Disharmony, some times also violence,
whereas Universal Harmony, through Individuals and Groups in the Network, transforms
these old, disturbing structures, because nothing new could be developed with violence, but
with love and cooperation. Harmonization of the World leads to a stop of violence, of
destroying the nature and species, because Harmonization of Individuals is simultaneously
Harmonization of the World.
Harmonization of the World described here and presented in [1] is not Utopia, but
vivid, indeed partially turned into reality, as in Constitutions of Bhutan and Bolivia. In
other countries social and economic changes started, or are prepared.
The active part of people, in the Network or General- Consciousness, with high
developed consciousness, more and more prevent that the Minority decides about the
life of the Majority. Every Individual who takes Self-Responsibility and makes his Free
Self-Decisions is Creator of his own life and of the Harmonized World.
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Chapter Three:
Universal Harmony – Principle Certainty:
Disharmony Overcome

The results of our work in Natural Sciences - Art - Spirituality - Sociology - Philosophy and
from Search for New Ways on each of these fields – we can understand and explain only by
the Essence being the driving force generally, in processes in nature, in scientific experiments,
in creation of artworks, and in all human activities. We named this Essence Universal
Harmony [1, 2].
Universal Harmony is the Essence in “All That Is”, i.e. in the world and in universes, even in
the Human Being itself, and is the driving force to higher order in all fields. Universal
Harmony is Love, Creation and the Life itself.
In feeling of accordance with Universal Harmony, human being searches for peace, freedom,
beauty and harmony in life and in work, tries to explain the processes in the world and in the
universe. Such individuals and groups cooperating together, linked in the Network with flow
of Information nourished by Universal Harmony, make sure positive development in society,
in spite of Space and Time Limited Disharmony.
In our two previous works we presented Universal Harmony as the base for Human
Harmonization through Mental Quantum Evolution, MQE [1] and for Harmonization of the
World [2].
Universal Harmony is the driving force for Positive Globalization, but consequences of
Negative Globalization are also discussed [2, here].
Further features of Universal Harmony, presented now, are:
- Global Linking of all aspects in human life and activity, of processes in nature and in
society,
- The role of Network or General-Consciousness for Harmonization of the world,
- Three mutually linked Principles Certainty, Creativity and Action-with-Love, based on
Universal Harmony, are important for Overcoming Personal Disharmony and Disharmony in
Society, and in different fields of human activities, as in Art, Science and Scientific
Applications (technologies as economy, physics, medicine, chemistry, biology, biochemistry,
pharmacy).
A Concept for Personal and Global Disharmony Overcome is presented, with the goal to
ensure a positive future for people, nature and the world.

1. All is Global Linked
Consciousness in the Stone Age
The earliest artefacts found were Celts from 1.75 Mil years on, followed by spearheads and
arrowheads. These artefacts were eoliths, flint-stone tools, needed for every day survival.
Already in Stone Age, before 100000 years, the people had made paints of different colour in
a workshop found in the Blomes-Cave in South Africa. The knowledge how to make paint is
the evidence for beginning of research in this early time.
From the beginning human being develops by MQE, links by consciousness (Network), and
left traces in the form of artworks.
Especially astonishing are the paintings in X-Ray-stile on the walls of caves, about 60000
years old, from aborigines Australian artists. These paintings show also the stand of anatomic
knowledge in those times.
From the time of 55000 years, some more art works as sculptures and cave-paintings are
found [1, 2].
A new technique of expression in art started in the Aurignac-culture in the Neolithic period in
Europe. In the cave of Abri Castanet the oldest, about 37000 years old, petroglyphs of animals
and geometric forms have been found. This new art of communication was born in the time of
difficult daily struggle for living, and documents the permanent evolution of consciousness.
The artists, at least 30000 years ago, started to paint signs on the walls of caves, all over the
world, and this is perhaps the beginning of writing [2]. It is significant, that the same signs
repeat over the whole world. One can only imagine that this phenomenon was possible
through linking by higher developed consciousness.
Already in these early days, individuals undergoing MQE influenced the overall development,
and did so through history. Only linking of various fields of human activities can push the
positive mental evolution of individuals and society.
These oldest art works represent the rising through history of always new qualities in human
harmonizing creativity, and the existing of Holistic Individuals and Pioneers [2] with their
work being in advance of their time.
Hidden World
Hidden World [2] contains all Knowledge and Wisdom of All-That-Is, of the whole Creation
by Universal Harmony, and exists stored also in every Human Being itself. These Knowledge
and Wisdom emerge increasingly, as mankind changes with MQE, but in the space-time
system (Duality) could never be discovered completely. As Human Beings develop to a
higher level of Consciousness – they “see” more and more behind the “Wall surrounding the

Hidden World”. Corresponding to their development, they see the complexity of all, the
linking of all, see and understand Global Links, and the equal importance of doing or leaving
undone for development of the society and of the world. This means, they are conscious that
leaving undone is a passive behaviour, but it is also a decision, perhaps intensifying the
problem.
Universal Harmony is the base and is the driving force for positive Global Linking of all on
the world. From earliest time, individuals and groups search for harmony, peace, freedom and
beauty, hidden in Human Being itself, in his feeling with others, with nature and universe.
Deep feeling of Universal Harmony, search for new ways and discovery of Hidden World in
art and science is the base in our art and scientific work, described in [1]. To discover hidden
aspects in each of different fields of performing is only possible by simultaneous spiritual
presence on all these fields.
Cooperation, Communication and Dialog
Between different fields of creation, for instance Art / Science [1], cooperation,
communication and dialog change the former expression of the separate works and shows
many-sided interpretations, containing completely new ideas.
In a similar manner, creation in different fields of science, also called Interdisciplinary Work,
gives deeper discernment into the materials and regularities of nature.
We have seen that the dialog of art-works by two artists gives us a plenty of new expressions.
The same is the case when art and science start a dialog.
This is one of the ways how art and science influence consciousness, in fact promote MQE.
Mass-Consciousness
Comprehension of “All is Global Linked” is manifold. In the space-time system people live in
Duality. Duality means that they are not aware of their Self-Universal-Harmony, i.e. of
Universal Harmony contained in them.
The people are involved in Mass-Consciousness that is predominantly built by thoughts from
desperate and hopeless people, from their grief and sorrow and other negative feeling and
thinking. By this involvement people are influenced by fear, uncertainty, powerlessness and
helplessness. Besides, they are influenced by negative emotions, like hatred, avidity,
miserliness, pride, arrogance and vaingloriousness.
By Mass-Consciousness the Majority of people are global linked. For the global linking there
is a premise, a network. Mass-Consciousness is such a mental network. On the other hand it is
nourished by mental pabulum from the Minority of self privileged people, being themselves in

Mass-Consciousness (the rulers in the background: money, profit, might...). The influence of
the Minority through Mass-Consciousness on the Majority is perfidious: the Minority
persuade people, that the society as it is – is natural: there are lions and quarry, strong and
weak, masters and servants, and so on.
As we can see, the Mass-Consciousness is also a tool to exercise power over the Majority by
making it feel fear and insecurity.
The pity is that even the Majority itself perpetuates the negativity of the Mass-Consciousness
by its thoughts, suggested by the Minority. Even worse, the Majority propagates MassConsciousness by sayings, adages and slogans, we hear every day and by any occasion. There
are negative forecasts or doubts about successfulness of plans. The same is the case when
people speak about luck, health, happiness and money – always doubts are raised about
success.
Especially dangerous is when the Minority stirs up the generational conflict, suggesting the
young that the economical problems are caused by the older people. The Minority also stirs
up the irrational fear of a nourishing problem in future, ostensible caused by the raising of
world population.
The mentioned problems have been raised only for bringing up fear. The solving of these
problems is always a business with a good profit: Extermination of rain-forest for
monocultures of palms for oil, soy-bens, maize and other crops. Gen manipulation of crops is
also justified by these irrational fears.
To have the possibility for manipulations, the Minority tries to implicate that historical
developments from past determine the future.
This could be only possible if the society would be a closed system. In fact, the Minority is
just it selves in a closed system, without possibility to develop further, and hampers further
harmonic development of the whole humanity.
The past historical developments can not determine, not even influence the Future in an open
system, as the present society is. The people, with their positive thinking and doing, change
the society and the own Future in the present permanently and completely.
In fact, there exists a counterbalance to Mass-Consciousness: The people in the Network or
General-Consciousness (below) help to free people from Mass-Consciousness and to solve
problems. The society and nature, i.e. the world is an open system, in a harmonic state that
continuously shifts to better order. So, in reality, all above mentioned problems will be solved
or will disappear continuously in the right time.

Network or General-Consciousness
The Network or General-Consciousness [2] is a positive mental network. This Network
contains Nodes and Information Streams between them and is nourished by Universal
Harmony.
In and between Nodes cooperate and communicate positively developed individuals and
groups. MQE deliberates people continuously from Mass-Consciousness and from its
influence.
The Network or General-Consciousness is overlying the Mass-Consciousness. The GeneralConsciousness influences the Mass-Consciousness by giving the people strength and firmness
for mental deliberation from fear of failure.
The Network has also a memory to bridge over times of Disharmony. It transports ideas and
solutions how to overcome disharmony, how to make the living of all people in all countries
better, and minimize differences.
A network generally is an important attribute of nature. The society is split in two networks,
with different levels of activity. The part of society linked in the network of MassConsciousness is passive or acts negative.
The other part of society is linked with the Network or General-Consciousness that bears the
harmonic force for healing of every system. This Network is the best example that all is
Global Linked; it is the base for positive development in nature and in any field of human
activity.
Society and Economy
Society
Behaviour of matter presented in [1] gives hints for analogy with other processes in living
nature:
- Harmonization is a dynamical process. Only open systems in matter have the
possibility to harmonize their state, i.e. that the processes go in direction to higher order [1].
- The behaviour of atoms and molecules in matter is linked by the crystal- or clusternetworks, that naturally always contain disturbances that should be healed.
- Self-preparing of the structure in atomic dimensions at the crystal surface enables
ordering processes in future in the whole volume, linked over some dimensions and shifted in
time.
- Processes in micro- and macro-structure of matter are also tied up mutually, and are
going on shifted in time and sometimes also simultaneously.
Such linking of micro- and macro-structure and processes in matter is analogous with society,

where the harmonization starts by individuals, proceeds by families, small groups and finally
reaches the whole society. The analogy between matter and society is also a global linking,
but a vertical one.
When we speak of society we really mean the whole humanity, because there are many
societies, from the society of homeless people to the "high society". In society at the moment
there is disharmony. Today there is a lot of it: homeless people, unemployed, half-timejobbers, loan workers, refugees, and impoverishment of the Majority and extreme enrichment
of a Minority.
Economy
Disharmony in society is the consequence of disharmony in economy.
The production of goods is increased and the unit price lowered by automation and
employment of cheaper workers, for instance loan workers. A step in the same direction is
globalisation from the standpoint of industry that is the transfer of production to cheap-labourcountries.
On the other side, the consumption of goods is governed by the salary the workers get. This
increasing of profit comes sometime or other to an end, when the purchasing power of
workers for these same goods reaches zero. Till now this is avoided by credits from loanbanks, but as the workers and employees lose their jobs, the loan-banks get bankrupt, as seen
in the immediate past. There are possibilities that this further will not happen, because, for
instance, some of the big factories still now give all the workers a premium, if the company
makes a good profit. This shows that some of the rulers begin to see the problem. The superprofits must be cut back.
We have now the ultimate times of turbo-capitalism. The governments, having high
expenditure for the socially weak that is for the losers of this economical system, must raise
the taxes and issue government bonds. Through higher taxes the profit of companies is
diminished, and in some cases it could be more profitable to employ more workers and so
create more customers. On the other side, these workers are also tax-payers and so the
government would get more money, had less social expenditure and could lower the incometax of the company. It could be interesting to calculate such a model of cooperation between
government and companies.
The profit the Minority gets from its speculations on the stock exchange and on the raw
material exchange is much less than the damage made to the Majority by general price
increase of all goods.
Some superrich think of doing a benefit to the poor giving a part of their money to a
beneficence foundation. This foundation again gains more money in the same manner the rich
gained theirs. So the foundations further pauperize the Majority.

Full employment could be reached if the speculations, with money on the stock exchange and
with row materials, could be stopped and the super-profits of companies lowered.
This would be the first step in Harmonization of all sections of society.
The Future of Bees is the Future of Mankind
Products coming from chemical industry for agricultural application have multiple and often
dangerous consequences. Such products have side effects the management has taken as a risk
justifiable for good profit. These products are for instance pesticides that have negative effects
also on useful insects as bees.
As first developed the pesticides have been called insecticides. It is interesting how the name
has changed to suggest harmlessness to useful insects and suggests also that it was an
accepted risk.
Almost an equally important factor, influencing the dying of bees, is the change of living
nature to an artificial environment by deforestation, monocultures, gene manipulated plants
and, as a consequence, lack of pasture diversity.
By all these factors the immunity of bees is so lowered, that they are dying already
worldwide.
From this example it is obvious how all is globally linked, and the intervention in the complex
life of nature is neither necessary nor useful, but harmful and disastrous.
The toxicant substances should be band by prohibition of their production, and so stopped
damaging the nature and the whole humanity.
In fact, the Network or General-Consciousness of harmonic people helps to solve all these
problems. In the present (2012), one international activist-group has sent a petition, with
almost one million subscriptions, to one of the world biggest chemical companies to stop the
production of high toxicant chemical products. This petition was refused by share holders and
the production of neonicotinoids was continued.
But, this is not the last step in Harmonization of this problem.
Albert Einstein (translation): “When the bee ones disappears from the earth, has the
human only still four years to live. No more bees, no more fertilization, no more plants, no
more animals, no humans anymore”.

2. Overcome of Personal and Global Disharmony
In nods of the Network Holistic Individuals, positive developed Pioneers and waked up
people from Mass-Consciousness permanently undergo Mental Quantum Evolution (MQE).
They are moral and ethical active, and their activity is determined, besides three Principles
(presented below) by some Qualities reinforced by MQE [1, 2], as: Feeling of love for himself, for all living beings and for the planet; Self-Respect and respect for all living; Awareness
of Higher-Self or Self-Universal-Harmony; Feeling of inner freedom; Positive, fear-less and
doubt-less thinking, feeling and doing; Cognition of equal effect, positive or negative, coming
from doing or leaving undone, because doing nothing is also doing; Attentiveness;
Reliability; Trust in himself; Self-Responsibility for all; Free Self-Decision; Listening to
Intuition-Impulse from Self-Universal-Harmony; Work with Creation Impulse and Creation
State from Self-Universal-Harmony; Search for harmony, peace, freedom and beauty;
Permanent learning; Permanent self-development (positive transformation or changing);
Taking care of all people without any differences, and of the whole nature.
Crisis or Disharmony
In human life and activity, in nature, society, in art, science and scientific applications
sometimes a Crisis, or Disharmony, is needed to intensify the problems to be seen and solved.
Time and Space Limited Disharmony is a step in direction to healing, and could be
understood as a positive process, because Universal Harmony is always the driving force for
Self-Ordering of every system.
Danger exists for society and nature from catastrophic situations caused by side effects or
misuse of Scientific Applications made for profit. This situation can be and should be
avoided. Fortunately, in the present time there is a high potential of an increasing number of
harmonic people, with virtues obtained by MQE for positive action with love for healing
systems.
Influence of Art and Science on Harmonization of the World
Creative Art is not a skill – art can be done only with an Impulse from Self-UniversalHarmony, in a mental state in that ideas are born.
Learning to do artwork, for instance in an academy, often hampers or even prevents own
creativity, or makes difficult for the artist to find his own style. For doing the artwork, selfteaching or learning art history in schools and libraries, and the technical skills in a workshop
– is all what and how has to be learned.
On the other side, for work in science one needs firstly to learn the tools in university to do
complex theoretical and experimental work. The creation or only application of the acquired
knowledge depends on the level of reached MQE, and it is not easy to discover by oneself the

difference between creation and repetition. This is the reason why some scientists have
difficulties to do creative work, and why a high number of non-creative scientists exist.
Between Creative Art and Creative Science there are similarities. The creation can be positive
only when the artist or scientist works with Impulse from Self-Universal-Harmony.
When creativity is absent, results are only repetitions of already existing artworks from other
artists, and of somebody else’s scientific achievements. Repetitions of artworks express no
feeling of life, are empty, and bring not a good or positive influence on viewers.
This situation in art and in science does not support, but hinders positive development
elsewhere.
In the case of scientists and artists without morals and ethics, the creation can be negative and
even dangerous for society and nature, because goals as profit, fame and power usually play
the primary role, as it is well known.
These characteristics of scientists and artists are in history often utilized from the Minority for
its goals. Some scientists and artist have made commissioned work for the Minority to
influence the Majority.
With further intensified MQE this situation will be altered.
In Creative Art Disharmony has its Satisfaction.
Creative Art is never political; the artist tries to express own feeling about all surroundings.
Disharmony in art creation is only a time- and space-limited process. Disharmonic artwork is
the reply of the artist on grievances in society. His role is healing the grievances by presenting
a mirror to the society. The artwork will change to harmonic one when the grievances have
been eliminated, and a higher order is established in the sense of Universal Harmony.
Disharmony in Science, Scientific Applications and in Society has no Justification.
Moreover, intensified disharmonic development in these fields could be the reason for
catastrophes.
Disharmony is anchored in grievances caused by individuals and parts of society, and has the
roots in their immorality, and lack of ethics and culture. Through greed for power or control
over the Majority, for profit and fame, taking into account the risk in these mentioned fields
without care for life and health of people – such individuals or groups cause sometimes
apocalyptic disasters, as already known from history and present time [2]. Such standpoint of
a Minority testifies its immorality.

Ethic and Moral Standards are necessary for positive development of human specie.
Creation-Act in Art and in Science is similar, and the Impulse from Self-Universal-Harmony
is from basic importance for both.
Creative Art, Creative Science and Culture have the most important influence on
humanization of society, are the base for ethic, moral and humanitarian development of
Scientific Applications, and so ensure a healthy life for all people.
Individuals and groups linked in the Network influence, with their Ethic and Moral Standards
art and culture, and through these influence society.

Principles of Positive Future Development Based on Universal Harmony
Only the Harmonization of Human Beings by MQE and through that the Harmonization of
the World enables positive, for all people and nature, beneficial acting in all branches of
human activity. So, MQE ensures moral and ethic acting of individuals in each field.
This positive development is the consequence of Principles based on Universal Harmony:
Certainty, Creativity and Action-with-Love.
Universal Harmony – Principle Certainty
Based on Universal Harmony Principle Certainty determines action to reach some positive
goal. The individuals working with this principle have no doubt, no fear, but certainty that
their goal will be reached. This principle ensures that future for all people depends only on
each individual’s own positive thinking and doing. A Holistic Human Being bears Principle
Certainty in himself, and other individuals need the Network or General-Consciousness – the
link with others to feel certain.
This Principle Certainty determines Network, Communication, Cooperation and Action-withLove. Harmonic individuals and groups working with this principle overcome all disharmonic
developments in society, even in science and scientific applications.
Universal Harmony – Principle Creativity
Creativity is a positive principle when the Creation is in accordance with Universal Harmony.
The Birth of an Idea is the Impulse from Self-Universal-Harmony, or Higher-Self, and the
Following Process is the Creation from Higher-Self.
Positive Creativity is the base of all, of each development and even of life.

Principle Creativity is contained in all people, depending on the step of their development by
MQE. This shows the importance of life conditions of individuals and so making possible the
basic mental development of all people.
The most important conditions for creativity of an individual are Imagination and
Visualisation, developed through MQE. With imagination and visualisation human being can
lower the boundary to Hidden World [2], and so see deeper and clearer the solutions.
Universal Harmony – Principle Creativity is most important for Science and Scientific
Applications, because all disturbing developments there are excluded by this Principle.
Following this Principle, Risk in these fields is avoided.
Harmonic, especially Holistic people have high moral and ethic standards, and during the
Creation Process have no fear, and feel free from any influence. For this reason they do
already and will in future repair through the Network or General Consciousness disturbances
in these fields.
Universal Harmony – Principle Action-with-Love
Principle Action-with-Love is vital for avoiding dangerous action by violence, because
violence gains violence. Therefore, Love is the important condition for every action.
Principle Action-with-Love depends on the level of human development by MQE to such an
extent that no passivity, caused by fear, exists.
Fear is one of the causes for all negative, even catastrophic, developments. Fear has roots in:
poverty, loss of job, hunger and becoming homeless. It is the worst weapon implanted into
Mass-Consciousness from the Minority in the background, to discourage the Majority and
make it manoeuvrable.
Holistic Individuals and positive Pioneers act with love through the Network or GeneralConsciousness. They wake people up and help them to overcome Mass-Consciousness, i.e.
help the Majority, to develop in the sense of MQE, to understand that only action with love,
without fear and with certainty, can solve its problems. On such a way waked people are also
in the Network, communicate and cooperate, build Groups that grow faster now, and isolate
the Minority. In this way the Minority loses the field of its negative influence and action,
loses its “fertile soil and becomes dried up”. The Minority cannot exist without the Majority,
but the latter can build a free future, and can do so at the moment starts to comprehend the
power of Self-Trust.
Principle Action-with-Love means action without violence, even when violence from Minority
over Majority still exists. With this principle the Majority have the possibility to free
themselves from violence of any kind, but it needs time and help from Harmonic people in the
Network.

Universal Harmony is the Base and Mutual Linking of these three Principles, presented here.
In this way, the goal strived for is positive, born through Creativity, achieved with Certainty
and Action-with-Love.
Principle Hope from Ernst Bloch and Principle Responsibility from Hans Jonas
Only some aspects of The Principle Hope [3] and The Principle Responsibility [4] are
discussed here briefly. These two principles are different from our point of view regarding the
development of people and their activities [1, 2, here].
Both principles [3, 4] were developed in a time of a completely different world situation as it
is in the present. Since that time, society, science, and scientific applications change faster, in
positive and by time also in negative, even sometimes dangerous direction. From that time on,
people also undergo MQE [1] faster and in increasing number, see solutions of problems and
are certain in positive solving them.
Philosopher Ernst Bloch developed in the time 1938 till 1947 The Principle Hope [3], as a
concept of future ethics, where the aspect of social and technical development is of minor
importance.
This Principle Hope from Bloch is far from real life, not taking into account people’s
development already existing in his time, as positive thinking, feeling and acting individuals
and groups.
Our opinion is that Hope is only a nice but passive feeling, incapable of solving a crisis, but
causing stagnation; thus from this point of view Hope is negative.
The Principle Responsibility from Hans Jonas [4], developed in 1979, tries to find ethics for
the technologic civilization. This goal is positive, because he warns of dangerous
development in sciences and scientific applications.
On the other side, the given solution is Heuristic of Fear from future danger caused by
technologic crisis. The disaster prognosis is more important than the healing of the crisis.
Therefore, Principle Responsibility from Hans Jonas’ point of view, is negative.
Moreover, the Responsibility of the Minority is only fixed on themselves; they feel no
Responsibility for the Majority. For instance, every risk taken for profit by the Minority is a
risk only for the Majority. So the Heuristic of Fear does not gain the Minority’s responsibility.
Only in conflicts between nations Heuristic of Fear freezes dangerous situations, but cannot
solve them. Such solution is known from the past as Cold War. Here the Minority was in the
same danger as the Majority.

The Cold War was solved finally after an extended period of time by communication,
cooperation and dialog.
On the contrary, in conflicts between people and their governments, Fear does not solve or
freeze the existing problems. These conflicts can be solved only by people, by direct
communication and cooperation.
These harmonic people completely change the manner of solving problems now and in future.
Comparison of Principles
Principles of Bloch and Jonas [3, 4] do not contain Universal Harmony, or even Harmony, as
a base, and therefore can be positive or negative in solving problems. When individuals,
groups, or nations follow the negative aspects of these principles then they are passive (doing
nothing), or act negatively and Disharmony can be even intensified.
The difference between these two Principles [3, 4] and our opinion [1, 2, here]:
The Principle Hope from Ernst Bloch and The Principle Responsibility from Hans Jonas do
not show and have not taken into account high potential and positive possibilities hidden in
people, already in their time.
Moreover, the difference lays also in the harmonic development of the society as the most
important process, including the healing and harmonic development of Sciences and
Scientific Applications. These processes are necessary in order for creative people to act
under Principles based on Universal Harmony: Action with love, positive Creation and
Certainty that all will be made better. These Principles are implemented in these Harmonic
people.
Besides this, Self-Responsibility of harmonic people for the entire world is important, and is
the way to prevent dangerous developments already before starting.
No philosophy can insure the future alone – only the people can do this and they have the
potential to do it.
Negative aspects of principles [3, 4] have no negative influence on Harmonic individuals in
General-Consciousness, but are dangerous when influencing individuals in MassConsciousness, not yet developed to a high enough degree until now. Fortunately, this danger
is even more frequently and successively overcome by the influence of people in the Network
on individuals and groups in Mass-Consciousness.
Principles based on Universal Harmony, Creativity, Certainty and Action-with-Love, work
successfully.

3. Development of People, Society and Nature
Harmonic development (by MQE) of one part of Mankind intensifies continuously from the
Beginning. These Harmonic individuals and groups grow also in number in the present, and
guarantee a positive and permanent route for society’s development, regardless of Space- and
Time-Limited Disharmony, of sometimes dangerous social and economical conditions.
The active role of people with highly developed consciousness, in the Network or GeneralConsciousness, increasingly prevents the Minority, the self-privileged individuals, to decide
about the health and life of the Majority. Every Individual who takes Self-Responsibility and
makes his Free Self-Decisions is the Creator of his own life, harmonizes it and harmonizes the
world.
The analogy with Darwin’s Evolution of Species had in history a negative influence on
development of mankind. In Darwin’s Evolution Theory the competition and battle is the base
for becoming a stronger species. Application of this Theory on human society results in
unfair, cut-throat competition and does not contribute to the positive evolution of the specie
Homo-Sapiens, but has brought it almost to the brink of the stone-age by atomic war.
Nothing new could be developed with violence, but with love, communication and
cooperation. The future development, sometimes rough and interrupted by some stagnation, is
positive and without world wide apocalyptic catastrophes. The danger, coming from the
Minority exploiting the Majority, diminishes more and more.
The analogy between processes in matter and in society shows humanity’s future
development:
Processes in open systems in nature go by Self-Ordering in direction to better order. Every
disturbance hampering the higher ordering of the matter is squeezed out [1].
In analogy, the Majority by the help of Harmonic people will vis-à-vis Self-Ordering
successfully isolate and crowd individuals or groups out that hamper Humanity’s
Harmonization and attain justice and a better life.
Disharmony Overcome, presented here, is not an ideology, but it is Action-with-Love,
Communication and Cooperation. This is the reaction of Harmonic individuals and groups in
the Network and of all people awakened in Mass-Consciousness on injustice, arbitrariness and
violence.
Global linking of all positive people gives the possibility for understanding and positive
linking of nations.

Universal Harmony is the Essence contained in “All That Is”, even in the Human Being
itself.
The Human Being acts by mutually linked Principles based on Universal Harmony:
Creativity, Certainty and Action-with-Love, and by Qualities attained by Mental
Quantum Evolution.
The Human Being acts with love with others in and through the Network, with the goal
to establish Harmony everywhere.
The Fears, formerly the worst weapons, are in the future no longer dangerous; no one
has to fear anyone or any thing, and the Harmonic individuals and groups are conscious
and certain of their harmonizing power.
Development in the Future:
- Personal and Global Disharmony will be overcome.
- Harmonic (moral and ethic) and humanitarian development of Sciences and
Scientific Applications (technologies as economy, physics, medicine, chemistry,
biochemistry, biology and pharmacy) will be ensured.
- For all of these it is absolute necessary to intensify the influence of the Creative
Arts and Culture on society.
- Positive Future exists for all people and nature.
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Chapter Four:
Positive Global Solutions
through Network or General-Consciousness
In the present time there is a high potential of an increasing number of harmonic people, in
the Network or General-Consciousness, with virtues developed by Mental Quantum Evolution
for positive action with love, for harmonization of human life and for positive development of
mankind in the future [1, 2 and 3].
A network generally is an important attribute of nature. The society mainly splits in two
networks, with different levels of activity.
The part of society linked in the network of Mass-Consciousness is passive or acts negative.
Globalization as an economical construction is negative, because it connects stiff all parts of
the world by global enterprises for the benefit of a minority privileged by money, and with
negative influence on economy and development of society. This Globalization is a closed
system, without possibility of further development, and that fore will not exist in future.
The other part of society is linked with the Network or General-Consciousness that contains
the harmonic force for healing of every system. Network or General-Consciousness is
contained in human being itself, and that fore global. This Network is the best example that
all is global linked; it is the base for positive development in nature and in any field of human
activity. Network or General-Consciousness is an open system with free connections, based
on consciousness of harmonic people all over the world.
Network or General-Consciousness harmonizes the world acting on Positive Globalization
for fair chances for all people, concerning education, nutrition, employment, availability of
water, housing and energy. Moreover, harmonization of economy will give fair chances also
to nature.
Network or General-Consciousness has the potential needed also for harmonization of the
society, and to assure a good and happy life for all people. Global linking of all harmonic
people gives the possibility for understanding and positive linking of nations.
The General-Consciousness of more and more harmonic people is necessary in society to
overcome the present disharmonic and negative developments.
Outlook in the future:
- Personal and Global Disharmony will be overcome.

- Harmonic (moral and ethic) and humanitarian development of Sciences and Scientific
Applications (technologies as economy, physics, medicine, chemistry, biochemistry, biology
and pharmacy) will be ensured.
- For all these is absolute necessary to intensify influence of Creative Art and Culture on
society.
- Positive Future exists for all people and nature.
References: Dr. Jasna Loboda-Cackovic and Dr. Hinko Cackovic, Published in The Journal of
Global Issues and Solutions: [1] “Universal Harmony – Mental Quantum Evolution”,
Sept./Oct. 2010; [2] “Universal Harmony – Harmonization of the World”, July-Aug. 2011; [3]
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Chapter Five:
Universal Harmony – Principle Affirmation of Life
Tray to look at things, as seen for the first time,
as not be familiar with the attitudes of society.
Let reject all we have learned as to be normal.
Let see things with the eyes of a child.
The results of our work in Natural Sciences - Art - Spirituality - Sociology - Philosophy, and
Search for New Ways on each of these fields – we could understand and explain only by
existence of one Essence, we named Universal Harmony [1-4], and with Global Linking of all
processes in the world [3]. Global Linking of all is one characteristic, among others, of
Universal Harmony.
Universal Harmony is the Essence contained in all, in Nature and also in every Human Being.
Therefore, every problem can be solved positively by the Human Being itself, and not from
outside.
In our work we search for New Ways in Positive Global Development of all, in the present
and into the future [1-4].
At the present, we put attention on development of the Creators and Carriers of the good
future for all: on Holistic and Harmonic Individuals and their Groups, especially on Holistic
and Harmonic Children, as Messengers of the future.
From interest are the qualities of children as they are born. Their further development by
Mental Quantum Evolution (MQE) [1] can be influenced by society, but also the society
changes by all these differently developed individuals.
1. Holism of Mankind
– Human Being develops by MQE to a higher mental level over his whole life.
Harmonization of the World is going on by positive thinking people, as Holistic and
Harmonic Individuals. These Individuals cooperate and communicate over the world by the
Network of General-Consciousness [2, 3].
Individuals in General-Consciousness are differently high developed:
Holistic Children and Adults are universally developed Individuals and reveal by MQE most
of the mental qualities on the highest level till now.
Holistic Individuals have the highest moral attitudes in communication and living together

with other people. Holistic Individuals have the unlimited and selflessness Love for other
people and the whole nature.
Harmonic Individuals are not so high developed as the Holistic. For instance, these are
harmonic Positive Pioneers [1, 2], with their positive work being in advance of time. Through
such work they positively influence development of Humanity.
– The Majority of people being in Mass-Consciousness [2, 3] reveal by MQE only a few
positive mental qualities [1], if at all, till now. Some of them are deep bounded, disillusioned,
helpless and are impossible to free themselves out of Mass-Consciousness.
People in Mass-Consciousness on the beginning of their harmonization we call “sleeping”
people [2]. They wake up out of Mass-Consciousness by MQE, and by the mental help of
Holistic and Harmonic Individuals, and transform and harmonize into GeneralConsciousness.
The number of positive thinking people supporting the development to a better future
increases all the time faster by this process.
Some people in Mass-Consciousness show negative mental characteristics, dangerous for
society, and we call them the Minority. They manipulate the Majority, by their negative
Network in Mass-Consciousness.
The history of the last time shows till now the existence of enough positively thinking people,
securing Positive Global Development of Mankind and Nature, in spite of sometimes
dangerous situations worldwide.
– Harmonic and Holistic Children and Adults in General-Consciousness, on one side, and
people in Mass-Consciousness, on the other – should not be understood as two classes.
The quality of Harmonic and of Holistic Human Beings, and people in Mass-Consciousness,
discussed in our work [1-4], is determined by Mental Quantum Evolution (MQE). Only the
moral, ethic and aesthetic life of Human Being, i.e. the MQE-Level, is essential for positive
development of Mankind. Only the high MQE-Level is the guaranty of a good future for all.
Mental Moral Codex
We define Mental Moral Codex on the base of Universal Harmony, MQE, Holism of future
society, on the base of present living and acting Holistic Individuals, i.e. from our view on
development of Mankind [1-4].
Mental Moral Codex contains general norms for living and doing of Human Being: not to
harm others and act positively as for himself also for others.
Mental Moral Codex is saved in the sub-consciousness of every person, because based on
Universal Harmony contained in whole Mankind.

Even criminals can distinguish between right and wrong, but by doing wrong they violate
deliberately the Mental Moral Codex, depending on the threshold of theirs MQE.
Obeying Mental Moral Codex is already an obvious attribute for Holistic Individuals. The
Future Society will obey the Mental Moral rules only after Vanishing of Mass-Consciousness
(see below).
Universal Harmony – Principle Affirmation of Life
Holistic Human Beings influence positively all aspects of life, secure future of Mankind and
of nature by Positive Global Solutions through Network of General-Consciousness [2, 3]. For
this purpose, the feeling of Affirmation of Life is the most important feeling.
Positive influence on the development of the world would be impossible without deep and
positive feeling for Life. Affirmation of Life is necessary to overcome disharmony and to
resolve problems positively in society and economy.
Moreover, the deep feeling of Affirmation of Life is important for each individual, to live
without any fear, without existential dread, to recognize the Knowledge hidden in him and in
nature (Hidden World [2]), to live healthy and lucky.
Only on this way one can solve positively each negative situation, overcome any disharmony
and see the future positive.
To help himself and others – is only possible by feeling of Affirmation of Life, of Love
generally, and by Action with Love.
Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony
For every Living Being, the fact to be born is a miracle, and the life in all its facets is a
miracle. Therefore, the own personal way of life must be protected against whatever
interference from any individuals, groups or society.
Every Living Being should have absolutely free decision how it will live and develop.
This is possible only under the conditions: not to damage other Living Beings and Nature, and
with Affirmation of Live and Action with Love secure positive and free development for
himself and all others.
In reality, many individuals live and work in imposed conditions, dictated from establishment
or Minority [2], and not following personal feeling and needs.
The people in Mass-Consciousness cannot get rid of the strange, imposed conditions. They
except slowly these imposed conditions as their own, without being conscious of that.

On the other side, Holistic and Harmonic Children and Adults can be disturbed in their
development for some time, but fortunately their Mental Quantum Evolution and other
Holistic Individuals mentally help to restrict and repair such disturbances.
To impose violence on nature and on everybody’s live, even on animals, is a criminal,
unnatural and immoral act. Such behavior will be impossible in the future society.
Sensitiveness
– Holistic and Harmonic Individuals increase their Sensitiveness by MQE, as a positive
emotional characteristic. This is necessary to feel positive and negative emotions from the
surrounding. They also feel generally the suffering of people and nature. To be able to heal it,
the Holistic and Harmonic Individuals develop one Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony around
them, from their own positive energy, centered in their hearts.
It is a Multidimensional Sphere, with the number of dimensions depending on MQE of the
Sphere’s Creator. The radius of the Sphere depends also on his MQE.
Depending on the needs the Multidimensional Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony serves as
Multidimensional Sphere of Action and Multidimensional Protecting Sphere.
The Sphere is defined by positive energy, i.e. by Certainty in protection, by Affirmation of
Life, Free Will, Freedom, identity with nature, and is the source for harmonic influence on
Mass-Consciousness, and for the Positive Global Development in the world.
Generally, this Sphere is always permeable for positive energy, from and to the Individual,
and can be closed for negative energy from outside.
– The Holistic and Harmonic Individuals are sensitive for difficult life conditions and
suffering of other people, animals and nature, all over the world. This compassion causes also
their personal suffering
The Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony acts also as a Sphere of Action to help suffering people
and nature.
The boundary of this Sphere has a high Permeability for Positive Mental Energy, harmonizing
Energy of Light representing positive thoughts and emotions.
Individuals permanently strengthen energetically their Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony, or
Sphere of Action, to be able to help more people and to cure world from disharmony.
– Energies of negative thoughts and emotions, when directed against Holistic and Harmonic
Individuals, can cause disturbing, and they must protect themselves.

Consequently, protection of positive thinking and feeling people against negative energies is
necessary for living and acting in the present Dualistic World. Therefore, Holistic and
Harmonic Persons develop their Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony to a Protecting Sphere.
The Protecting Sphere is an untouchable, a forbidden zone for others.
The Sphere is the region protected against violence, disharmony, and each negative influence.
This means, protection against dangerous influence from outside, from Mass-Consciousness,
from Established Minority.
Depending on the MQE-Level, the Permeability of the Boundary is lower for the Sphere of
Holistic, and somewhat higher of Harmonic Individuals.
The Permeability of the Boundary of the Protecting Sphere gets damaged energetically after
the influence of negative energies from the surrounding.
Holistic and Harmonic Individuals have developed a high potential to repair the permeability
of their Protecting Spheres simultaneously and permanently. They heal the energetic disturbed
places on the boundary, by own positive energy through Consciousness and the imagination
energy of Light.
– People in Mass-Consciousness posses only a “Point-like Sphere”, since they are in an
incoherent, chaotic, disharmonic state, and therefore very vulnerable.
The “Point-like Sphere” is in the present the seed for the Protecting Sphere. For instance,
“sleeping” people [2], have the possibility to develop the Protecting Sphere by MQE, and
with the mental help of Holistic and Harmonic Individuals and Groups.
They need the Protecting Sphere urgently because they must get rid of Mass-Consciousness
and of its negative influence.
– The Positive Interactions between Individuals go through positive energy by their
Consciousness and the imagination energy of Light.
The interactions between Holistic Individuals, with their positive energy, and the surrounding,
with negative energy, are always possible only in direction to outside.
The Interaction between Holistic Individuals is always going on with positive energy, and
therefore in both directions, from and to outside.
– The Holistic and Harmonic Individuals with their Multidimensional Sensitivity Spheres of
Harmony are in the nods of the Multidimensional Network of General-Consciousness.
Vanishing of Mass-Consciousness in the future means vanishing of Mental Duality of
Mankind (see below).
Consequently the personal Multidimensional Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony widens to a

personal Multidimensional Field of Harmony all over the world, and overlaps with other
personal Multidimensional Fields of Harmony, always preserving the individualities through
this whole process.
Influence of Environment
Differences in One Family
It is the fact, we know, that in one family, i.e. in the same social, economic and cultural
environment, when more children are born, they can have completely different mental
characteristics, varying from holistic, harmonic, down to criminal. This means: each
individual is born with his own special, personal MQE-Level.
Holistic Born Children
It is the fact we know that Holistic Children are born already as Holistic Individuals.
They understand all around, are conscious of general Knowledge saved in their Hidden
World, feel free, feel their unity with healthy nature, have a deep feeling of Love, and are
lucky children, without fear. Already at the beginning of life they posses most of the qualities
obtained by MQE. They are higher positive developed than the most Adults.
Environment
– It is the fact, we know, that by difficult living conditions, Holistic and Harmonic Children
are not influenced essentially, if at all. They can at first lose their carefree way of life, but
through development by MQE to a higher mental level they find back, and develop further
free. Decisive for their development are their firmness in Principles, as Affirming of Live, and
Certainty, Creativity, and Action with Love [3].
Holistic Children and Adults overcome any difficult situation or disharmony.
Personal Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony, as the forbidden region and the region of Protection
and Action, is most important for development of Holistic and of Harmonic Children.
Harmonic Children develop only somewhat slower than Holistic ones.
– The situation is different for Children and Adults in Mass-Consciousness. Because of their
low level of mental evolution, they are endangered by negative influence from their
surroundings.
Difficult living conditions, poverty, unfair competition, negative influence and wrong
programming by the parents, school and established society, have immense influence, and can
cause or wake up negative, even criminal behavior of such children or adults.
Help of Holistic and of Harmonic Individuals, and own development by MQE give to
problem-children and problem-adults the possibility to gain step by step deeper
understanding, affirming and believing in beauty of life.

Their “Point-like Sphere” widens and reveals into the Personal Sensitivity Sphere of
Harmony.
Parents
Parents, of whatever MQE-Level, shape and determine deepest the life and development of
their children. Parents have the most influence on the developing of their children to adults,
more than school, society and any other factor.
Parent’s way of life, Affirming of Life, respect for all Living and Nature, distinction between
right and wrong – are the determining characteristics for child’s whole life.
A too large number of parents in Mass-Consciousness have no mental responsibility for their
children, independently if born in abundance or in poverty. These children are born without
love, undesired, or needed only to make money to secure the parents old age. Such behavior
of parents is most harmful for the child’s development. On this way, children have low chance
to come out of the misery of Mass-Consciousness, independent if rich or poor.
The birth of one new Individual is a miracle. Therefore, besides the feeling of love for the
new life, the parents should have the duty and responsibility to live harmonic, at least from
the time of conception.
The influence of Holistic Parents, with their way of life, is helpful for the mental development
of Children. Fortunately, in the present, there are more and more Holistic Parents, leaving to
Holistic and Harmonic Children free development, and so secure lucky infancy and easier
development to Holistic Adults.
Birthright
We discuss the negative influence of the established society on mental development of
children, but there are other also destroying influences.
The arrogance of power of the Minority in Mass-Consciousness is the cause for suffering of
Human Being, Animals and Nature.
Present society should not disturb the own future through disturbing not only the mental
development of children, but also their health, by poverty and hunger, causing the present
dying of many children all over the world. Such action of the established society is imprudent
and self destroying even criminal, caused by fear to lose own present convenient life.
This Disharmony is a Time-Limited state (see: Natural Low). Fortunately, in spite of present
disharmonic situations, in some parts of the world growing number of Holistic and Harmonic
Individuals and Groups see the right way out of the misery everywhere, and Act with Love
successively.

Each individual has the Birthright for Healthy Nourishing, Clear Air and Water, Housing,
Education and Work for Salary, all necessary for a simple but good feeling Life.
Each individual has also the Mental-Birthright, for Life in Freedom and Liberty, and for an
inviolable Human Dignity.
The Animals are Feeling Beings, and therefore have a Birthright as the Human Being has,
have the same right to live adequate to their nature and without existential dread for life.
A positive society and healthy nature are the necessary conditions for realizing these
Birthrights.
Learning Process
The Learning Process discussed here is valid for both, children and adults, and should be a
continuous process, like MQE, during the whole life.
The Problem
The question is how can persons in General-Consciousness (Holistic and Harmonic Children
and Adults) and those in Mass-Consciousness learn and develop.
The answer is difficult and depends on their personal consciousness and MQE, and on
society.
Present established society is a closed system and cannot imagine and understand the Future
Society, which will be an open system. Therefore, the established society cannot understand
the Holistic Children and Adults – the Messengers of the Future Society. Because of that,
conscious or non conscious influence of established society on Holistic and on Harmonic
Children through the teaching process is harmful. The reason is in coercive overlapping of
thinking, experiences, and emotions of teaching adults over those of children. On this way,
the established society retards the development of the pupils. They are torn out of their higher
level of mental evolution to a lower level, and need time for development to find back.
Generally, the present established society is an elbow-society, being in Mass-Consciousness,
with thinking and feeling accommodated to the present, and to the past. Therefore, it is not
adequate to teach Children and Adults, is harmful and retards the development of the Future
Society.
The Way
One should leave the Holistic Children to be free from the beginning, as they were born, leave
them their infancy and give them love.
Holistic and Harmonic Children should develop spontaneously by MQE, should
independently invent the world, be aware of nature and feel the affirmation of life.

On this way, they can gather themselves all Knowledge if and when needed, saved in their
own Hidden World. They should firstly learn all around, and should not be influenced by
usually strange experiences and negative feelings from established society. This is the natural
way of development of Holistic and Harmonic Children.
They have their personal Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony, forbidden for others, besides of
positive help from Holistic Adults.
Present Holistic Children belong to Future Holistic Society, and therefore should not be
disturbed mentally, and their development should not be hampered.
It is better leave Holistic Children to develop free, and create by Action with Love together
with Holistic Adults a better life for all.
Present education programs prevent creativity of children, inquisitiveness to make the
acquaintance of something new each day, joy to learn, enjoy life, live in Now.
Children in Mass-Consciousness have a low mental level. Therefore they need help, but
without force and personal negative meanings and emotions from Mass-Consciousness. Only
Holistic Adults can help, since they do this with love and respect for child’s individuality.
The parents should themselves develop mentally at least to Harmonic Individuals, to be able
to give the children a positive home atmosphere.
Parents and adults, being in Mass-Consciousness, should not teach children, because they
always influence them with their negative thinking and feeling.
Children on any mental level should be protected from negative emotions, influences and
manipulations from Mass-Consciousness.
Teaching and Learning Programs for Children and Adults
– Holistic and Harmonic Children and Adults should develop independently and
spontaneously by MQE. This means, by self-learning from all existing around, and from
Knowledge about all in the world, saved in own Hidden World.
This personal saved Knowledge can Holistic and Harmonic Children and Adults discover
only when they can feel free and if they are conscious of their free will.
– The Holistic Individuals feel, understand and discover that they are a part of Universal
Harmony.
This means: They understand Love as general idea, as the strongest energy. They feel
different expressions of Universal Harmony, as various energies, for instance thoughts or
words, ideas, sound, color, form, numbers.

– Good literature, fable, theatre, music, form, i.e. all sorts of art, develops fantasy, influence
the development, interests and understanding of all around. They are the base for broad
knowledge, widen the personal Multidimensional Sensitivity Sphere of Harmony, and are the
best guide through the whole life.
– The personal teaching of children, on all mental levels, by Holistic Adults is the best way,
since it is done with respect to personality, with positive emotions and with love.
– By personal contact of children with lucky animals and healthy nature, inner pictures were
imprinted, important for infancy and for later life.
– Communication with not holistic persons should be allowed, but only without personal,
emotional influence. This means, by analog (libraries) and digital knowledge, and by
technical skills in workshops. Teaching only the historical facts of development in different
fields of human activity must be given in school impersonally and emotionless.
For all of this, the teaching digital programs should not allow negative influence and
manipulations of pupils.
– Children learn also by play, because it is able to influence fantasy, cooperation and positive
development.
On the other side, in games can be hidden dangerous mental influences and manipulations
from Mass-Consciousness. Electronic games consisting of war, battle, and invasion of aliens
are programming children for war, confrontation and competition, and through that implant
negative emotions. Moreover, electronic games have a high danger of addiction.
This combined type of learning is necessary, until all influencing people (teachers) develop to
Holistic, at least to Harmonic, Individuals.
Learning systems, now and in future, must be always available to all children, independent of
social status and nationality, all over the world.
2. Society – Moral – Economy
The Globalization brings people from distant countries mentally and emotionally nearer to
each other, but nevertheless the whole society of mankind diverges, drifts apart.
The rich get richer and the poor get poorer. Why? What is the reason? Where does it originate
from?
The attempt is made to find the cause or causes, and here the search starts.
Society – Moral – Economy is a Triplet Influencing Each Other.

In the consciousness of the Majority of people the image of the smart business-man is
decaying.
Earned income is here put against "Collected money".
Earned income means salary or remuneration for a productive work, or service, done.
"Collected money" means money produced from money, without production of a material, or
mental product, or service, only with the misuse of trade, or manipulations of stocks or firms
and also misuse of banks.
Normal trade, that brings a product from the producer to the consumer, has its entitling.
The trade should be fair and give both partners a reasonable income. The price should be
governed by offer and demand between producer and consumer, without unnecessary
intermediate trader.
Investment in an industry, producing goods for everyday life, is pursuant to Mental Moral
sense, if not done for speculation.
This seems as going to the roots, but any possibility to make money without producing
material goods or services, is morally intolerable and results in the last consequence in
poverty of the people’s Majority.
Collectors
People collecting things, like stamps or coins are familiar to us. People collecting other things,
like figurines of elephants or frogs, used railway-tickets or other odd things, evoke an amused
smile.
Such attitudes do harm nobody.
More and more people see the problem, but the "collectors of money" deny doing harm to
others, even accuse the critics to be envious of them, because of the money they have. To
deny the harm done to others, shows they are driven by avarice, by greed for money.
This "collecting money" is a mental deficiency, because they harm others. Moreover, it is a
mental illness, a disease, because they deny the evident harm done to others.
To accumulate riches further on, beyond modest and even immodest needs, has the
appearance of an obsessive neurosis and megalomania.
The excessive amount of money gives them the feeling of might over others, typical for the
overcompensation of an inferiority complex.
Collecting money is also near to an addiction, like that to alcohol or drugs, and could perhaps
be cured by withdrawal.

The "collecting money" harmful to others is the worst and reckless sort of making profit.
Profit
The present established society consists of rich persons, and persons to whom the Majority
has given the right to rule. Both groups of people (Minority) try to make profit without any
Mental Moral scruples.
The Majority does not belong to this society. The rich manipulate these people that have less
money, and make profit from their work.
The manipulations of the established society result in a “surplus” of people that cannot be
further exploited. The Minority pushed this part of Majority on the fringe of living conditions.
The rich can manipulate governments and nature on the whole planet, so if they would not be
stopped they would create slums everywhere to get rid of this part of Majority. Bad living
conditions, lake of pure water, infectious diseases causing high mortality should solve this
problem for the Minority.
The Minority has made also the rules for manipulating money, and therefore they are always
in the right. They have also made rules for banks, useful for themselves.
Law and justice are farther away from each other than ever before. The Majority begins to
understand the system of manipulations on the whole society of Mankind, and starts to
organize resistance.
Branches of "Collecting Money"
The consequence of all four Branches is that the rich get richer and the poor get poorer, and
the whole society of mankind diverges economically.
– One is speculation on the future exchange, forcing up prices for raw materials, also food.
Such an action is fraud on the poor and even on the middle-class in the richer countries.
In the poor countries can cause even hunger and death. Therefore, it comes near to negligent
homicide.
The speculators on the future exchange reject in all respects that their manipulations push the
prices up.
Studies of the UN-organization for world trade and development (UNCTAD) show, to the
contrary, that the prices for wheat, soybean and maize often gets higher, than the price
determined by offer and demand.
– Another deed of "collecting money" is speculation on the stock exchange, baying shares of
a company or a factory, and force their price up, over the real value, and then sale them,
causing a price drop to the former price.

This system destroys money, some people say, but only in the view of the too slow reacting
share-buyers, who buy too late and only wait for the distribution of a dividend. In fact the
money changed into the pockets of the quick ones, the speculators.
The shareholders, trying to get profit from the companies or factories dividend, often force
them to a higher profit by rationalization.
Rationalization without investments in the enterprise, that would diminish the dividend,
means diminishing the staff, gaining unemployment, burden the remaining staff higher.
Another, often applied, possibility is exchanging the staff by cheaper part-time employees, or
rental workers. Both last methods harm others.
– A third possibility is investment into insurance. This possibility of "collecting money" is the
business with the existential dread, economic fears and fear from illness. Some of the
insurances are prescribed by law, but not the profits for the insurance company.
Fears of everyone about a failure or misfortune, even everyone’s fear of catastrophes – are
deeply rooted in Mass-Consciousness and augmented by the Minority. The best profit is made
by persuasion to a great amount of totally needless insurances.
– There is a fourth possibility of "Collecting Money": Financial Investors have formed
organizations of people with the intention to make quick money.
Their modus operandi is like that of locusts, they buy an enterprise, and then make it to
money, on the most profitable way in shortest time. At the end remains nothing of any worth
but redundant workers.
Armaments Industry
The investment in armaments industry is aid and abet before the multiple criminal act of
felonious homicide. World War was mass-homicide as any other war too.
The business with death is for the Minority very lucrative, only the market gets smaller. Only
dictators, putschiests and insurgent movements are now-a-days buyers of weaponry.
The established society used money to initiate political crisis, putsch and civil war in Third
World Countries. The same have done and do some so-called religious organizations, trying
to get power and profit.
At the end, the established society gets the money from the weapons deal, and the mineral and
agricultural resources of the target country. The target country gets a new government that is
again an established society, similar and accompanied with the initiating one.
On the other side, now most of the western countries start to repeal the universal compulsory
military service, because it is expensive and most of the young people reject the service on the
weapon.
Moreover, a war cannot be started the same way as before, with the same pretext, because too

much people are immunized by MQE against brainwashing, stupefaction and persuasion or
force to kill.
In the battle for resources, the Minority can now use only paid professional warriors, killers
on command.
Development Dangerous for Democracy
– One especially lucrative method is to trigger a bank-crisis.
To do this, some investors invest through a bank, money in very speculative enterprises,
looking very lucrative, as investment in cheap house building, and give people low interest
credits. The bank is now the investor and debtor to the real investors, who are now only
clients of the bank. If the investment fails, the bank must return the debt plus interests to their
clients.
The bank must go bankrupt, if had not enough reserve funds, and the clients are safe by
bankers discretion. Then the bank can blackmail the government, and the tax payer for saving
it, because otherwise the bank is not able to give credits to the economy.
The government must save the bank to ensure credits for the economy, to avoid recession.
The government cannot get hold of the investor in the background, safeguard by banker
discretion. From this is seen, that the established Minority tries to hide, because they are
afraid of Majorities understanding and accelerating of MQE (see Appearing Positive
Globalization).
Because of Negative Economic Globalization, such morally criminal, but legal transactions,
can be made also over borders and can ruin a small country totally, as seen in the near past in
Ireland, Spain, Greece and Cyprus.
This economic development is very dangerous for democracy, because the investors try to
destabilize democratic governments and establish a totalitarian regime of money.
The governments have been forced to limit the banks freedom of trade, otherwise as happened
in the near past, the banks mismanagement can bring them to brink of bankruptcy.
As long as the rapacity of the investors cannot be stopped by moral persuasion, the
government must limit the freedom of trade drastically what just has been started.
The next, should be to abrogate the banker discretion, to secure the democratic governments.
– Malfunctions: The possibility to “collect money” is a deficiency of the economic, political
and social system.
The deficiency of Mental Moral, combined with avidity, is the proof that the Minority is deep
in Mass-Consciousness.

Our monetary system is neutral. It can be used for the prosperity of all, or misused as it is
done in the so called social market economy.
The politics has the possibility to change these malfunctions of the economic system by laws,
and should do it soon, because the democracy is endangered.
Negative Globalization
Before begin of globalization, different factories producing different products unite into
consolidated companies.
The next step was the fusion of enterprises over country borders, called Economic
Globalization. Globally operating companies had best possibilities to obscure their profits,
and commit tax evasion, even legal. Now the situation is as described above.
People also understand more and more, that tax evasion is also fraud on the populations
Majority. On this way, some individuals get rich and enlarge their assets, also by lending
money to the government he had defrauded before by tax evasion. On this way, the poorer
people paying higher taxes to pay back the debts of the governments, caused by the tax
evader, make him even richer.
Such behavior is also an attack on democracy.
This development can be only stopped by closing the tax havens, so the Minority (financial
establishment) cannot hide money, originated from tax fraud.
Systems Economic Deficiencies
The working people had not enough money to surmount the gap between two times of
employment, so the state has taken charge of the workers and employees well-being.
To hold the whole country together, the government was forced to take care of people,
damaged by the economic development that is victimized by rationalizations.
Social legislation: unemployment insurance, unemployment relief and social welfare have
been the result.
The first victims have been the unskilled and semiskilled workers that get unemployed after
automation. This was the first big wave of rationalization for higher profit. The owners of the
factories brag about the improvement for the workers, because work dangerous or detrimental
to health was taken over by automatic machines. The workers former employed there see no
amelioration; they get redundant.
People understand also the intention and aim of the Minority, to create a working class of
poor people, demoralized and in fear, but hold in equilibrium by low-paid jobs, "all become
better"- slogans from the Minority, and money from social welfare, paid by the government.

For the nourishing of these people, cheap synthetic food is produced, as for instance
imitations of cheese and meat, synthetic beverage, cheap margarine, and so on.
The problem of cheap clothing is solved by production in Third-World-Countries by
underpaid women and children.
In the Third-World-Countries the local Minorities in the government license companies from
the First-World to exploit mineral and agricultural resources, and get a part of the profit. The
living standard of the Majority changes only in a very few cases slightly.
In the First-World we live in a waste-oriented society.
In the industrialized countries there is a surplus production of food.
The chain-stores, for instance, throw away a lot of packaged food after exceeding the date of
expiry. Charity organizations sometimes persuade these stores to relinquish such food for the
poor, but the greater part of them rejects.
To squeeze out some more money, even again from the poor, these stores lover the price of
the food near date of expiration.
Social Market Economics
The economic development of today is some times before defined as social marketeconomics. That is not quite correct at the present.
It is right, that in the industrialized countries nobody is suffering from real starvation, as
before or as in the Third-World-Countries. The social and sickness insurance funds, supported
by the governments, prevent the worst. These insurance plans are also dependent on banks,
administering the money and increasing it again by speculations, also for their own profit. The
profit of the bank again diminishes the gain of the funds money.
Banks under democratic government administration would be the better solution.
Again, the rich get richer and the poor get poorer.
The whole system in which this is possible is a malformation.
How this trend can be stopped, or slowed down, or even reversed?
Going into detail: where lie the roots of the problem? Is perhaps the freedom of trade
understood as freedom of recklessness rapacity?
Is it perhaps only the human rapacity and recklessness to grab money, and achieve might over
others that hampers the prosperity of the Whole Society of Mankind, i.e. the whole Humanity?
Working people bring, if they have a surplus, the money to a bank. This money is to a certain
limit secured by the government, as it said. The bank "works" with that money, gets profit,
and gives a small interest to the depositor, smaller than the loss by inflation. Again the rich
get richer and the poor get poorer.

To prevent such a larceny and fraud on the small depositor, and all for the benefit of the
Minority, the central bank of a state should be under government control and all the other
banks also.
To finish with the malformation of the system for the small depositors, the government should
open a bank and give higher interest for depositors of limited sums of money. This would
draw all small depositors in the new bank, and free the government from influence of the
Minorities money.
Growth, Expansion and Increase of GDP
Our monetary system can be used for prosperity of all, or misused for the prosperity of a
Minority, as done till now.
If the Minority would give others a chance, there would be prosperity for all, without Growth,
Expansion and Increase of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The last is only needed for the
extreme profits of the Minority.
The Gross Domestic Product implies the Minorities "collected money". Therefore they
suggest to the government that a high GDP is a measure for the countries prosperity. In fact it
is only a measure for the Minorities enrichment.
Some Deficiencies of Democracy
Democracy is at present the most favorable form of government. With only a few exceptions,
all states on this planet have democratic governments. These governments are dependent on
money, they collect by taxation. The tax fraud or tax avoidance is not only a financial offence,
but a political one, attack on Democracy.
Democracy disturbed by the Minority has some deficiencies for the Majority.
The Minority influences the "representatives of the people" by lobbyists, informing them what
would be good for prosperity, that is Growth, Expansion and Increase of GDP (Gross
Domestic Product), and what else "would be good for the country", what means good for the
Minority.
The Majority has no lobbyists and no self-confidence.
The Minority blackmails the governments with the promise of safeguarding employment, but
they fulfill it only partly and not with fulltime jobs, only by low-paid part-time jobs with not
cash enough for living.
The government again must support the low-paid jobber’s, or they must take some more jobs,
if they can get them. The Minority defends itself from the reproach of high unemployment by
blaming the high taxes for it.

If one is able to see this from outside, it seems as if all are crack-brained, but this whole back
and forth squabbling serves only the stupefaction of the Majority, and is also an attack on
Democracy.
Being in Mass-Consciousness, disappointed and disillusioned by the government, the
Majority does not vote, because whatever politician they vote, or whatever political party,
their living conditions do not change to the better.
This will change when the Majority will get aware of their clear and distinct consciousness of
power. Changing by MQE the Majority, assisted by people from General-Consciousness, will
initiate the change. The Majority will by voting and lobbying by their every member, change
the attitudes of the government and remove the Minorities influence
Future Economy and Society
The Mental Moral always links the Society with Economy. Society and Economy will obey
the rules every Human Being has, in his moral feeling, developed by MQE.
The Future Economy will be based on Universal Harmony, and on the work of Holistic
People. It will be an open system and develop under the Natural Low of Development to
Higher Order. The same development will undergo the whole society of mankind, and it will
be united economically, because the chances for all people on this planet will be equal.
All present problems described in this work are Time-Limited-Disharmony, and will be
solved by “Vanishing of Mass-Consciousness and of Negative Globalization” (discussed
below).
3. Creators of a Positive Global Development and of a Good Future
Jump in Mental Quantum Evolution
Mental Quantum Evolution of Individuals usually changes almost continuously, but after
strong Negative Emotional Events, MQE can jump instantaneously.
Such change in the mental level can be positive or negative, depending on former mental
level, and from the event causing the jump.
Events can be personal, or occur to other persons, but in each case cause immense emotional
suffering, that can change the personality.
The cause for the change can be events dangerous for health and life, for instance, involving
in a war, dangerous events happening to other human groups or nations, as hunger, accidents
in a nuclear power plant, or death of a near person, own near death event, dangerous illness,
and other serious events.

Jump in MQE undergo people in General- and in Mass-Consciousness.
Jump increasing MQE means positive change of mental qualities [1] in such extent that one
new positive person develops in General-Consciousness. For instance, Holistic and Harmonic
Individuals can develop self-healing, or be able to help other persons and nature, and
influence the world positively.
People in Mass-Consciousness can start to “wake up” out of passivity.
Jump decreasing MQE can, in extreme case, produce a negative person, still deeper bounded
in Mass-Consciousness, for instance, with deep feeling of hate and vengeance.
In the present the MQE instantaneously jumps for a large number of people, because of the
higher possibility to be involved in a dangerous or catastrophic occurring, or get after
catastrophe an emotional shock.
Holistic Individuals Prevent and Repair Global Catastrophic Situations
Prevent and Repair of Global Catastrophic Situations, caused by negative human activities,
means surviving of all present species and nature, all over the planet.
Holistic Individuals see global catastrophes, which can develop in future from present
situations, and they repair and change these present situations with their positive
consciousness and energy.
In the present, Groups of Holistic Individuals, linked in the Network, are more energetic as a
single person, and can repair successively global catastrophic situations before they happen.
Development of Individuals and Groups by Mental Quantum Evolution (MQE) is decisive for
moral development of society and economy.
War and violence do not solve problems, but generate them. Therefore we search for such
Individuals, who by Action with Love, as the only possible way, solve problems in society.
Such a way is in some situations difficult and complicated. Events endangering larger groups
of people, their life, health, development, at least their peace and freedom, even endanger
some nations – needs corresponding solutions.
Time-Limited Disharmony, like an abscess, with catastrophic potential to destroy species and
nature – needs Adequate Solving, for a Good Life for All. This way is always linked
additionally and simultaneously with Action with Love.
The Holistic Individuals are the highest positive developed persons, but they should develop
in future even more, to reach such a high mental level, to be able to prevent global
catastrophes by themselves.

Some Holistic Individuals are already now near to be able to do so. Consequently, global
catastrophes caused by human activities will not happen in future.
Mental Duality of Mankind
Universal Harmony is contained in every person, whatever mental energy it has.
Holistic and Harmonic Individuals are deep conscious that Universal Harmony is in them.
The persons in Mass-Consciousness are not conscious of that.
There is no Duality between Human Being and Universal Harmony.
Holistic and Harmonic Individuals can help people in Mass-Consciousness by Action with
Love, appealing to Universal Harmony in them.
We define Duality as the positive contra negative energy of thoughts and emotions. It is a
Mental Duality.
This Duality depends on people and their thoughts and emotions.
Every Human Being, which develops by MQE, goes through a change from more negative
energy of thoughts and emotions to a more positive one. So, any Individual develops from
Mental Duality to Mental Unity, i.e. to a Holistic Individual.
From our definition of Mental Duality follows that the Duality in this world is not a constant,
but varies from prevailing negative (Mass-Consciousness) to prevailing positive (GeneralConsciousness).
The Mental Duality develops to Mental Unity, when Mass-Consciousness vanishes.
Holistic Individuals have only positive thoughts and emotions, and the Harmonic people have
predominantly positive thoughts and emotions. Both are in General-Consciousness.
The others, having predominantly negative thoughts and emotions, are in MassConsciousness. But there is also a zone between these two. Some people, going through
MQE, waking up from Mass-Consciousness, are in this zone.
Holistic Individuals live in a Dualistic World, constructed and organized by the Minorities
being in Mass-Consciousness. Therefore, it is a world of Duality in which we live.
MQE and Affirming of Life is the way for Individuals to come out of Mental Duality. So,
Holistic Individuals having no negative thoughts and emotions, have already no Duality, but
have Unity in them.
Fortunately, groups in Mass-Consciousness vanish (see below), and Holistic Individuals, with
their Multidimensional Field of Harmony (chapter Sensitivity), will work in future on every
field of human activities. The World of Duality will develop to World of Unity. This means
the Good Future for All.

Vanishing of Mass-Consciousness and of Negative Globalization
Globalization in the present Dual System has two antagonistic features: Positive
Globalization through Network of General-Consciousness and Negative Globalization
through Minority and their Network in Mass-Consciousness.
– Negatively active and passive people and groups are bounded deep in Mass-Consciousness.
The Minority, as the active part, manipulates through their Network by negative energies the
Majority in Mass-Consciousness.
On the other side, the “sleeping” people in Mass-Consciousness feel, by their personal MQE,
the offered mental help from Holistic and Harmonic Individuals, used it and wake up.
Emotional Energy is immense strong, and important for interaction between people.
Active part of people and groups in Mass-Consciousness (Minority), with dangerous Negative
Emotions, as egoism, greed for money, profit and power – influence and manipulate the
Majority, i.e. the passive part of people in Mass-Consciousness.
Passivity has always the source in feeling of helplessness, in paralyzing feeling of not be able
to defend themselves against violence and poverty, and in feeling to be alone. Emotions, as
sadness, reaction on unfair competition, feeling of being victim, absence of self-responsibility,
cause a state of resignation, and therefore such individuals are not able to solve and transform
their own problems.
Fear is the worst negative feeling of all, and produces passive children and adults, who can
therefore not think creative and are easy negatively influenced. They cannot recognize their
own potential and possibilities, and consider their present mental state of weakness as normal.
Natural Low of Development of All to Higher Order
The order in the positive part of society increases by Mental Quantum Evolution, analogous to
the processes in nature flowing in direction to decrease the entropy of the open system.
From this Natural Low of Development of All to Higher Order [1], proved on processes in
nature and on MQE in society, follows:
Disturbances in nature and in society are only Time-Limited Disharmony.
After this Natural Low follows also:
Because the Mass-Consciousness is a closed system, with increasing entropy – the active,
negative people and groups in Mass-Consciousness, the Minority, with their disturbing
influence on society and nature, will vanish with positive development of Mankind.
– If the passive part of Majority in Mass-Consciousness will further exist, then must
overcome the own passivity by Action, make use of the help of Holistic Individuals and

Groups, and change over in the General-Consciousness, i.e. in an open system – all these in
accordance with the Natural Low of Development to Higher Order.
The remaining passive part of Majority immerged deep in Mass-Consciousness with their
fear, resignation, without being able to escape out of misery, is the weakest part of society.
The Minority pushed this part of Majority on the fringe of society, because they cannot get
profit out of them. Therefore, it will vanish with the Minority.
The vanishing of negatively active part (Minority) in Mass-Consciousness and the remaining
passive part of Majority, means the vanishing of Mass-Consciousness itself, vanishing of
Mental Duality of Mankind, i.e. vanishing of Negative Globalization.
This is the consequence of the Natural Low of Development to Higher Order.
This process starts already, in the present, certainly, determinately and successfully.
And then, one day, all people will understand, that there is enough of all needed for good and
healthy Life, for all people on earth. Therefore for such a Life is not needed to destroy other
people, other Living Beings and Nature.
All people will be conscious that to achieve this state only each person should act with Love,
and in Affirmation of Life.
Appearing-Positive Globalization
There are Positive and Negative Globalizations, but more negative than the Negative
Globalization is the Appearing-Positive Globalization.
The reason is that such Appearing-Positive Globalization has the potential to be accepted,
because the real motives are highly in-transparent.
At the present, Appearing-Positive Globalization is the way Minority obscures its action,
because for many people the former methods gone transparent.
The established society is a closed society, oriented on the present and on the past. Because it
is deeply anchored in Mass-Consciousness, it sees in the future only profit and might, and
fears further positive development. So, their Agendas are at the present an instrument to
manipulate the Majority and Nature, to make profit and to retain power over them.
Agendas for further Globalization, i.e. actions and development on many fields, influencing
everyday life, edited from the established society – are only Appearing-Positive
Globalization, and in reality are harmful, even dangerous for the Liberty of Mankind.
Such Agendas are edited by government organizations, and also by organizations appearing to
work without profit, and further by firms known as dangerous for catastrophic development
for nature and animals, and therefore for humans too.

For instance, one of such firms is, among other, known for gen-manipulations of food and
feed plants, which proliferates these gen-manipulations further in the food chain. Further on,
this firm occupies land of peasants and rainforest, for monocultures. By licences for its seeds
this firm forces the peasants to by only its (gen-manipulated) seeds, because of “higher yield”.
This firm pleads it as a necessity for the survival of the world’s growing population. These are
only some examples how mendacious plans for their future world are.
All these would change the nature and our planet to artificial gadgetry for exploiting and
ruling over the majority isolated in some ghettos.
If one Agenda shows some positive solutions, but only one supporting partner is only
appearing positive, or even negative – the whole Agenda cannot be trusted.
An Agenda must be uncompromising positive.
The profit-makers of all colours have only one goal, to generate a world structure giving them
the highest profit and the unlimited power over the whole planet.
All these organisations are influenced from the Minority or their exponents.
Already in the present, more and more people see the real motives and consequences of
Agendas, and damask them.
Therefore, these Agendas are only a Time Limited Disharmony, vanishing after the Natural
Low of Development of All to Higher Order in an open society.
Only the solutions for further development, coming from people deliberated from MassConsciousness by MQE, and from Holistic and Harmonic Individuals – can be trusted.
Holistic Individuals – Messengers of Future Society
Holistic Human Being, in General-Consciousness, is a Creator, and creates himself almost
continuously by MQE.
He works in the feeling of inner and outer freedom, listens to Intuition-Impulse, impulse from
saved inner Knowledge (personal Hidden World), and works with Creation Impulse and in
Creation State [3]. They create the harmonic world, and secure good future for all species and
nature.
Such individuals and groups harmonize other individuals having “point-like Spheres” as for
instance “sleeping” people in Mass-Consciousness.
Only Holistic and Harmonic Individuals, in harmony with themselves, influence the Global
Development positively, and transform Disharmony wherever it appears.

Holistic and Harmonic Individuals create their personal Multidimensional Sensitivity Sphere
of Harmony with a high Positive Mental and Emotional Energy. They are linked mentally and
emotionally in the Network of General-Consciousness over the whole world, work harmonic
and synchronically together, and this gives them the power for positive action.
They work not with violence, but Act with Love, with respect for Life, for personal Freedom
and Individuality of all Living Beings, and respect for Nature.
The Holistic and Harmonic Individuals have a high culture, and are able with Creative
Impulse search for new ways in solving problems at work and in life.
Such behavior is a personal quality and cannot be learned, but only developed by MQE.
Development by MQE lies in the Individual alone, and is supported by overall Interest for all
what was, what is, for development of Human Species, Society, Nature and the whole Planet.
Children are important as future Holistic and Harmonic Individuals. Therefore, care must be
taken on their infancy and development, to secure lucky and healthy life for all in the times
coming.
Holistic Human Beings call for harmonic values, clear insight, positive and motivating
relationships, and for affirmation of life.
Holistic Human Beings are visionary leaders, who have the overview and successfully form a
strategy for Positive Global Solutions, to enhance the positive and harmonic development to a
higher level, necessary for future.
Surviving of species and nature is secured by the help of Holistic and Harmonic Individuals
and their Groups, on the base of Universal Harmony, with Affirmation of Life, and with
respectful working with Children, as Messengers of Future Society. These Individuals and
Groups are the active Creators of Positive Global Solutions for a good life for all people and
nature, and work together without loss of individuality
High Moral and Affirmation of Life are necessary for Positive Globalization, to solve
problems positively in society and economy, and wherever it is needed.
Each Individual, Groups and Nations should develop to an as high as possible MQE-Level, to
have success in each positive work generally, especially to gain and to keep peace and
freedom.

Note: Some words in the text are written with first letter capitalized, intentionally to point out
the importance of the word’s meaning.
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Chapter Six:
Universal Harmony – Exchange of Paradigms:
Overcome the “System”
Authors’ Note: The Essence called The Omnipotence of the Universes, The Unity, The
Source of All, The Primary Thought, The Primary Creator – we named Universal Harmony.
This Essence is the Creator of the Human Being, on the base of inter-changeability of energy
and matter.
Universal Harmony is Love, Creation and Life.
Universal Harmony is the base for Human Mental Quantum Evolution (MQE) [1]. Universal
Harmony, as a Natural Law, is the driving force in all processes to higher order in society,
nature and everywhere [1]. This means, in the last consequence, globally good living for all
people and good conditions for the whole nature.
Harmonization of the world develops through the Network, the General-Consciousness, which
influences positively the Mass-Consciousness by information flow from the Nodes of the
Network. This Network is an important feature of nature and society, bearing the harmonic
force for healing the Planet.
Universal Harmony allows also Disharmony or even Crises in society and economy, because
a short interruption in positive and harmonic development of Society can be an impulse for
solving apparently unsolvable problems.
The results of our work in Natural Sciences - Art - Spirituality - Sociology - Economy Philosophy and from Search for New Ways on each of these fields [1] – we could understand
and explain only by existence of Universal Harmony. This Essence is the base for
development in the past and to the future of Mankind, Society and Nature to Harmony.

The present work follows already published papers [1-5] about the Mental Quantum
Evolution (MQE) of Mankind, based on Universal Harmony, and about various influences of
Universal Harmony on development of Human Being, Society and Economy.
In the old time and in the present the social and economic structures are different. Through
history disappeared numerous old social groups, cultures, nations. In the present, the living
conditions and development of people is quite other than in the past. Therefore, the
probability for overcome the catastrophe now must be investigated.

It is important to investigate the development of the society to the present instable state, to
find the causes for possible disaster for the World, and how to avoid it.
The theme of our whole work is to search for positive development of the World-Order for
future, in spite of timely disharmonic situations.
We search for initiators and carriers of the present Disharmony in the World.
We also search for initiators and carriers, and the instruments, necessary for unconditional
survival of Mankind, Nature and Planet.

1. Introduction
1.1 The General-Consciousness or the Network
General-Consciousness:
Universal Harmony is contained in “All That Is”, i.e. in the world and in universes, even in
every Human Being itself, as his Self-Universal-Harmony, or Higher-Self [3].
Therefore, in each Individual is saved all Wisdom of the Universe.
People in General-Consciousness [2], because of their high Mental Level, have contact to
Wisdom of the Universe, saved in their Higher-Self.
People at low Mental Level, in Mass-Consciousness [2], have no access to their Higher-Self,
i.e. no access to Wisdom of the Universe.
Sub-Consciousness:
In Sub-Consciousness are saved: positive or negative memories from the whole own life, the
influence and opinion (Paradigms) of the society, of family also, all conditionings, all
remembrances.
People in General-Consciousness, because of their high Mental Level, have no negative
thoughts in their Sub-Consciousness.
People in Mass-Consciousness have low Mental Level and therefore can get information only
saved in Sub-Consciousness.
Function of General-Consciousness
“The General-Consciousness is a Network with Nodes and Information Stream between them,
and is nourished by Universal Harmony.
General-Consciousness is a Network overlapping the whole world. As a model: the Network
is putted over the Mass-Consciousness. Holistic and Harmonic Human Beings, Mental
developed Children, Pioneers, waked up former “sleeping” people, and Groups of such
individuals are in the Nodes of the Network, communicate and cooperate in love with people
in other Nodes.

All these people already have influence on Mass-Consciousness, and cannot be neglected
more, because their number increases in time and is just much higher than the critical amount
[2].”
Disharmony of Mass-Consciousness is only a temporary state, whereas Universal Harmony,
saved in people in Nods of the Network, initiates the ordering processes.
Intensified violence in the present, over the world, leads to overpowering the old structures to
get space for the New.
The most important condition for improvement of ethic/moral human relations is the access to
higher culture for all parts of the society, besides MQE.
Virtues of Holistic and Harmonic Humans
Holistic Individuals, in General-Consciousness, with highest Mental Level, and Harmonic [1]
with still somewhat lower level, have qualities reinforced by Mental Transformation (MQE),
as for instance: Love for life, life-affirming feeling, thinking and activity, and having the
courage to dream; Love for him-self, for living on earth, for nature and all living beings;
Interest, inquisitiveness, thirst for knowledge, developing intuition, learning all over the time are the base for fearless life; Ethic/moral and aesthetic in Human living, activity and interhuman relations; Creativity in all fields of life, searching for new ways in different fields of
activity, fantasy combined with intellect and to be open to New and to Changes; Active
engagement worldwide to help the weak members of society, as children, ill, enabled and old
individuals, animals; To give children better chances by sponsoring their education; Deep
understanding and help to poor people, poor children to come out of misery; Mental
synchronicity between people working creatively in projecting and elaboration of solutions;
Humanity`s free will is always preserved; These people solve problems in accordance with
Universal Harmony; Engagement for survival of Mankind, Nature, Planet.
Virtues of Holistic, Harmonic, and other Humans are fundamental positive opinions, are the
base of thinking and feeling, of living behaviour and activity. When Human has more
different Virtues his Mental Level is higher, and in consequence his development and help to
others is broader.
1.2 Human Mental Influence on Reality
Thinking and Feeling
It is known that already old cultures [1], more than about 30000 years old, developed a new
quality in human harmonizing creativity, appearing in that time.
In the time of harsh and disharmonic life conditions, some individuals needed a sort of
counter-balance, to express their feeling to one-self and to share it with others. Only a few
individuals, out of mean stream, started painting on cave-walls. The paintings show animals
and their beauty. These were the first remains not needed for everyday living. But, by this
activity they have changed the Usual Thinking and Feeling, and contributed to new, more
positive development of all. They have changed the own Reality and that of others.

Water of good quality is needed for any form of life on earth. Drinking water that comes
from certain fountains has been found able to ameliorate or even heal illness.
Through the history many individuals had a vision, the intuition, of the general healing
influence of water.
For instance, there is the well known picture “The Fountain of Youth” (1546) from Lucas
Cranach the elder, showing transformation of ill and old people and of disturbed nature, in to
healthy and yang people in nice surrounding on the other part of the picture. This process is
shown symbolically by ill people going through the water of the fountain and be healed.
We discussed very interesting experiments done by Masaru Emoto [1]. In numerous
experiments [6] he exposed water to positive or negative human mental influence. Positive
thoughts and feeling of Human Being caused the water to crystallize in a nice crystal
structure, of high order. Negative Human feeling or thoughts produced disharmonic order in
water, resulting in bad ordered crystals, if crystals at all.
Universal Harmony is the Creator of the Natural Multidimensional Laws that govern the
changes and processes in the organic and inorganic world, the Memory of solid and fluid
matter and order/disorder phenomena [1].
The cleaning of polluted water by mechanical removing the pollutant, as it could be found in
streamlets, rivers, ponds and lakes, even in tap water, was not sufficient, because the
accumulated Information of the pollutant is the content of its Memory, and is not cleaned
up by such a procedure.
Only positive Human Thoughts cleaned and improved successively the quality of water.
This means, the energies/frequencies of Human Thoughts and Feelings are high enough to
clear the negative Information contained in water.
The Water is an obvious example for importance of Positive Human Thought and
Feeling.
Negative Thoughts and Feelings cause illness, getting old, even death, are activities disturbing
Mankind and nature.
On this place, we recall to mind the successful healing with Homoeopathy, i.e. healing only
with Information (as energy, or frequencies) of different substances high diluted in water and
not with substances itself. Positive Human Thinking is necessary to apply the Information
contained in solution.
Similar, Placebo Effect is based also on positive, the Nocebo Effect on the negative Human
Thinking and Feeling.
1.3 Self-Reprogramming
Self-Reprogramming is necessary to avoid negative influence from Mass-Consciousness
(negative Paradigms) and to develop positive activities.

Human body consists mostly of water. The other fact is: the Human Being is a Creator.
Therefore, Individuals, depending on their Mental Level, can exchange by SelfReprogramming own negative Opinion, Thinking, Feeling and Behaviour in positive ones.
The Humans can create own new, positive or negative Reality, and influence the Reality of
others and of the world. Negative slogans, opinions, expectations and behaviour, thinking, and
emotions coming from Mass-Consciousness, remain in Sub-Consciousness.
By positive Self-Reprogramming this Ballast can be cleaned from Sub-Consciousness.
Intention and Principle Certainty [3] are necessary for Self-Reprogramming. Now the positive
opinion, thought and emotions are anchored in Sub-Consciousness and are able to exchange
negative Paradigms to positive ones.
Only on this manner, the Human Being feels Absolute Liberty and is a positive Creator.
Holistic and Harmonic Humans, in The General-Consciousness, can be attacked with negative
energies from the Mass-Consciousness. In this case they defend successively by SelfReprogramming.
Moreover, they help the people in Mass-Consciousness to exchange the negative Paradigms
of Mass-Consciousness into positive Paradigms of General-Consciousness.
Generally, Thoughts and Feelings have positive or negative energy. Negative Paradigms, i.e.
negative thoughts and feelings, are dangerous for the individual itself, resulting in his illness,
getting old and even in his death.
It is well known from the history, and from present time, how disturbing is the influence of
individuals with negative thinking, feeling and doing for the society and nature, even for
development of Mankind and for the whole planet.
The MQE development to higher mental level and the Self-Reprogramming of every Human
Being, and consequently of Mankind as the whole, is of vital importance for the future of all.
From this aspect, the importance of Holistic and Harmonic Individuals, with their positive
Mental Power and possibility to change the Thinking to a positive one (Self-Reprogramming)
– is obvious.
Therefore, it is necessary that every Human Being should be conscious of his own
Power, positive or negative.
The Difference between MQE and Self-Reprogramming:
MQE is the development of the Ethic/Moral attributes (Virtues, above), and SelfReprogramming is the positive exchange of Paradigms saved in Sub-Consciousness.
1.4 Mental Level, Brain Waves and Exchange of Paradigms
Mental Level of the Human Being is characterized by the Virtues, projected to the threedimensional-space.
We compare Mental Level of the Human Being with their Brain Waves. The Brain Waves are
not the projection to the three-dimensional-space; they are measured in this space.

Beta-Waves: 38 down to 13 Hz, Alpha-Waves: 12 down to 8 Hz, Theta-Waves: 7 down to 4
Hz,
Mental Level and Brain Waves
In the range of higher frequencies, of Beta-Waves, the brain is restless, and oscillates from
ca. 38 down to 13 Hz.
This is the region of the Mass-Consciousness, of Humans with negative feeling, thinking, and
activity.
Especially, frequencies near to 38 Hz: Individuals are susceptible for influence of negative
energies, and usually are caught in the Mass-Consciousness.
Generally, this is the region of the Minority (rich people, the exploiter), the most negative
Individuals and their groups.
This is also the region of one part of Majority (poor, exploited people), Minority-ofMajority, which is negative as Minority. Their brain frequencies are near to highest values.
Especially, at somewhat lower frequencies of Beta-Waves, near to 13 Hz, the Majority of
Mass-Consciousness has chances to positive and faster development by MQE.
The Human being in this state is not a Creator, with the exception: the Individuals in Majority
can after a dangerous accident, or with the help of Holistic Individuals, jump for a short time,
in the higher state of Creation (Theta-Waves).
- In the range of Alpha-Waves (12 down to 8 Hz), the brain oscillates somewhat quiet. In
this range the Individuals have a higher Mental Level. Meditation is possible, especially near
to 8 Hz.
For a short time, and with the help of Holistic Individuals, jump in the higher state of Creation
is possible (Theta-Waves).
At these frequencies the Human Being can defence oneself from the negative influence of
Mass-Consciousness.
Especially, frequencies nearly 8 Hz: Generally, this is the region of Harmonic Individuals.
- At lowest frequencies, in the range of Theta-Waves (from ca. 7 down to 4 Hz), Human
brain oscillates slowly. This is the state of Creation.
Holistic and Harmonic Humans in General-Consciousness, in state of Universal Love, are
Creators and Act with Love.
Possibility for one Individual to Reach Different Frequencies, or to Attain Different
Brain Waves
The lowest reachable frequencies of an Individual depend on his Mental Level, but the Mental
Level does not depend on Brain Waves.

This means: When Humans, for instance Holistic, have highest Mental Level, have GeneralConsciousness, and are in Theta-State – they can also have all Brain Waves, up to BetaWaves, because they belong not but can live also in Mass-Consciousness.
Humans having lower Mental Level generally cannot reach frequencies lower than they
already have, but only higher. Lower frequencies they can only attain by MQE.
Paradigm Exchange
The Holistic and Harmonic Individuals in Nods of the Network, or General-Consciousness,
have the Theta Brain Waves, and can also live and work (influence) in Mass-Consciousness.
Because they live in low frequencies and can also jump in all higher frequencies, they can
help Individuals in Mass-Consciousness (high frequencies), and so help to the positive
development of society.
Only in the state of positive Creation (high Mental Level, low frequencies of Theta Brain
Waves) is possible to exchange the Paradigms to positive ones.
This means, Paradigm exchange is a Creation Act.
Besides from Holistic and Harmonic Individuals, the Creation state, exchange of Paradigms,
can be reached also from Individuals in Mass-Consciousness, by a jump in GeneralConsciousness, for a short time. Help of Holistic Humans, un accident, and also negative
influence of Mass-Consciousness – all this play an important role for the possibility to jump
for a short time out of Mass- in General-Consciousness.
1.5 Absolute Liberty
There are different aspects of Liberty of the Human Being. Here we discuss not all types of
Liberties, even though all are important for general feeling to be free. We discuss the
Absolute Liberty.
- Absolute Liberty is one of the most important feelings of Human Being. Absolute Liberty
depends on Human Mental Level.
In Mass-Consciousness Absolute Liberty cannot be attained, because of low Mental Level,
negative Paradigms, and also of hard living conditions of the most people. Absolute Liberty is
usually prevented by negative influences on people in Mass-Consciousness.
Absolute Liberty is a quality of Holistic Individuals in General-Consciousness, in accordance
with the Universal Harmony, out of Mental Duality, in Open System with free development,
Feeling to be absolutely free, without restrictions, or fear. Absolute Liberty gives the Feeling
to belong to Mankind, to Nature and to Cosmos. Absolute Liberty gives the Feeling of
Universal Love. The feeling of Absolute Liberty makes possible to be the Creator and be able
to live in Creation-State, to work with Intention and Certainty.

Holistic Individuals can live also in but belong not to Mass-Consciousness. Therefore, the
negative influence of Mass-Consciousness can exist, but because of their high Mental Level,
Holistic Human defend them self immediately.
- Individuals can have Absolute Liberty as born, and during a short time of childhood, but
after that time they usually lose the Absolute Liberty. This is caused by the negative
influence, of society in Mass-Consciousness, even of parents, which all changed and disturbed
child`s feeling to be free. The most children, at the latest in school, develop all characteristics
necessary to be Majority- or Minority-Members in Mass-Consciousness.
Therefore, the most important Intention in the life of many Individuals and groups will be to
attain again this feeling of Absolute Liberty, important for Human free life and free activity,
and therefore for free society.
How not to lose the feeling of Absolute Liberty, or to gain it again, is important theme of
teaching children, discussed in [5] and in this work in “Paradigm for Development of
Children”.
1.6 The Key to Changing
Socrates: “The key to Changing lies in focusing all energy not on combat the Old, but on
creating the New.”
- This Wisdom is very old, but in the present one should think deep about the meaning,
contained in it.
The confrontation was always the wrong solution. The Love, based on Universal Harmony,
contained in communication of people, is the strongest positive Energy.
The people have forgotten this wisdom through history, and only in the last time and in the
present, some Individuals have again the similar thinking, as cited above, because the Mental
Quantum Evolution of Mankind is advanced.
The reason for oblivion, through history till to the present, lies in negative influence on
Mankind, of all sorts of faith, believe and convictions, of groups or organizations, with their
might and power.
Dark periods were numerous in the history of Mankind (Slavery, Middle Age, Wars), and
already at the present in some parts of the world.
The reason for oblivion of the most people lies also in their bed living conditions, fear of
uncertain future, hunger, wars, the feeling not to be free.
In such living conditions, and under different negative influences, was and is difficult to think
and decide as a free individual.

- Mental Evolution never stagnates during the whole “old time”, only advanced slowly to the
future, with different velocities. The situation in society changes now even more rapid. The
MQE development of Mankind is rapid, in spite of Disharmony in some parts of the world.
The people will now exchange the own negative Paradigms and that of society in positive
ones, through Action with Love.
- The General-Consciousness, and consequently also the Holistic and Harmonic Humans
with their high Mental Level, belong not to three-dimensional-space, but they live in this
space.
Therefore, they can help people to come out of Mass-Consciousness. On this way they can
influence positive on society, economy, everywhere, and on temporary disharmonic situations
in the world.
1.7 Paradigms
- A Paradigm is a model, an example, a fundamental opinion, the way of life in one society.
A Paradigm is the base of thinking and behaviour, firstly of an Individual, and in
consequence, of the society he belongs to.
For instance, Ethic/Moral can be the Paradigm of a mentally developed individual or society.
We define Duality as the state in which energy of positive and negative thoughts and
emotions fight for predominance. Therefore, we call it Mental Duality [5].
A Paradigm is the mental product of people living in the three-dimensional space, in Mental
Duality, and can be Positive or Negative. Therefore, Paradigms exist only in threedimensional-space, in Mental Duality.
One Individual can have different Paradigms, some positive and some negative.
Changing the basic thinking in a field means exchanging the Paradigm. Such exchange
postulates an Open System, or change of members into another society, for instance from
Mass-Consciousness into General-Consciousness, which is an Open System.
- The societies, contained “in the society of Mankind”, are positive or negative, in the sense
of improvement of the life conditions for all people. This is the fundamental criterion for
positive or negative judgement upon a thinking and doing.
The MQE changes people, and then the people exchange Paradigms, therefore the Paradigms
depend on MQE development of Individuals. For instance, the Paradigm of people interested
only in their own profit is negative.
- Paradigm is also the basic thinking in a certain field of Human activity, as for instance in
science, where it exchanges in another Paradigm with the MQE of scientists, and with
development of the experimental and theoretical findings and results of research.

1.8 “Projection of Reality”
Here we discus not the Personal Reality, but the Realities of processes going on in the
three/four-dimensional space and in higher dimensions.
- “Projection of Reality” is the Projection of the process in high-dimensional space, i.e. from
Reality (Hidden World [2]), onto the three-dimensional-space – in the space of Mental
Duality and into the Closed System.
The General-Consciousness is a Network nourished and based by Universal Harmony. From
this, the Duality, and therefore Paradigms do not exist in General-Consciousness.
Virtues of Holistic and Harmonic Individuals are always only positive, i.e. in Reality.
Individuals only continuously further develop more Virtues, as a base and principles for
living in all dimensions.
- The Stagnation in Mental Evolution of Individuals does not exist, because Mental
Evolution is based on Universal Harmony. The velocity of development depends on already
achieved Mental Level; for higher Mental Level velocity of development is higher.
Holistic Individuals develop their Mental Level to infinity, out of three-dimensional-space,
into Reality, into space where we cannot think about this process and cannot understand it, but
only anticipate it (Hidden World [2]).
We understand only the Projections, of Processes in Reality on the three-dimensionalspace, the “Projection of Reality”.

2. Problem People and Important People for Exchange of Paradigms
2.1 Exchange of Paradigms
The Paradigm, as defined, changes not, but exchanges with one other Paradigm.
- Negative Paradigms: Minority in Mass-Consciousness lives and acts with negative
Paradigms to gain profit, without taking care of others.
Positive Paradigms: Holistic and Harmonic Human Beings, in General-Consciousness, are
positive Creators. They exchange the Paradigms qualitatively, to positive ones.
Only on this way, based on Universal Harmony and for good of all, a positive development of
society is possible, and the positive future of Nature and Mankind is assured.
Positive Thinking and Feeling are the Source for Positive Exchange of Paradigms.
- Exchange of Paradigms of the Whole Society: Holistic People obtained holistic
characteristic already by the birth [5]. Holistic People help others, to change their way of life,
dictated by Paradigms of Mass-Consciousness. This means, they teach others, for instance
Harmonic Individuals, Pioneers, and the waking up Individuals from Mass-Consciousness [2]:

how can be liberated from the influence of Mass-Consciousness: By qualitative exchanging of
own negative Personal Paradigms in positive ones.
On this way gradual general change of the whole society is possible, and is going on. The
Birthright on better and healthy life for all, without hunger, and the possibilities to get the
right education – will be fulfilled.
- Exchange of Personal Paradigms to Positive, i.e. Qualitative Exchange, is identical to SelfReprogramming of Individuals from influence of Mass-Consciousness.
This process of Self-Reprogramming follows the MQE of Individuals and is only successful
by attaining more Virtues.
Such Individuals change by Self-Reprogramming their negative Thinking and Feeling, to
positive, and consequently the development of society to positive.
Conditions to Exchange the Paradigm are Many-Folded
- We cite Socrates again: “The key to Changing lies in focusing all energy not on combat the
Old, but on creating the New.”
- Universal Harmony is contained in Every Human Being itself. Universal Harmony is the
Creator. Therefore every Human Being can be a Creator too, if reached an enough high
Mental Level. Then is he able to create his own life, and influence the exchange the
Paradigms of society. Such Humans are Holistic and Harmonic, being in GeneralConsciousness.
In reality, still in the present the most people have lower Mental Level, and are in MassConsciousness. Therefore, Exchange of Paradigms is from this point of view, somewhat
complicated (below).
- The Creation Act is always positive, brings The New, and Mankind further in positive
future. The Creation Act is, for instance, the exchange of Paradigms in new ones,
containing completely new opinion of individuals and therefore also of society.
The moment of Creation, the Creation Act, is in General-Consciousness, in the Network,
equal to instantaneous and complete clearness of feeling, thinking and knowledge.
Negative Creation does not exist. Each negative development of society, for instance “The
System” (below), Wars, Plutocracy, and so on, is only the repetition of negative
developments, and could be found in history. It is not “The New”, and negative for Mankind
and Nature.
- The Individuals in Mass-Consciousness, in Closed System, can exchange the own
Paradigms, but only when they jump mentally out of the three-dimensional-space, out of
Mental Duality and out of Mass-Consciousness. At this, they jump in Creation-State, in
an Open System, in General-Consciousness, having Theta-Brain Waves.

This means, jump in a special Mental State, in an Open System, with feeling of Absolute
Liberty, where qualitative changes are possible. We named this State – Creation-State.
The probability for a jump depends on already achieved Mental-Level, on positive influence
of Holistic Humans as help, and on life conditions.
- In the Creation-State, each individual, as for instance, the artist, scientist, or others, create
their work; this means, they tread new paths.
The duration of the Creation Act can be short, as an idea, or longer as a vision – therefore
Creation State. The Creation Act is always a Qualitative Act.
A new work is born, the paths are new and better, and should have importance for the future
of society.
After work done in jump state, the Individual usually belongs again to three-dimensionalspace, to mental Duality. The difference is now a somewhat higher Mental Level of such
Individual in Mass-Consciousness.
The Feeling of Absolute Liberty makes possible to be the Creator and, to live in continuous
Creation-State, i.e. in General-Consciousness.
- Usually, poor people are caught in bed life conditions, and in Mass-Consciousness, in a
Closed System, and in Mental Duality. Therefore, in this case, the jump in the Creation State
is possible, but has low probability.

2.2 Mental Quantum Evolution and Paradigms Exchanges

The Mental Level of Mankind increases with MQE, following Natural Law for flow of
processes everywhere to higher order [1].
Exception: Mental Evolution, can temporary suffer Disharmony in development; and the
increasing velocity is somewhat variable, depending on Mental Evolutions of Individuals and
Groups, and on negative influence from Mass-Consciousness.
Such Stagnation in development is by prolonged duration dangerous for individuals and for
society. The danger is higher if the Mental Level of Individuals and their groups is lower.
Usually, the Individuals, or groups, find back to Mental Evolution, and when not, then they
vanish. The reason for vanishing: MQE is for each individual a continuous process, what
means life, stagnation would mean death.
Disharmony, a short interruption in positive and harmonic development of society, as it is
shown through history, was an impulse to clear up the society: By exchange of Paradigms, or
vanishing of negative individuals, groups, and governments with disturbing activities.

Low Mental Level:
Problem-Individuals for Exchange of Paradigms
- Low Mental Level, Mental Duality, Closed System, negative Thinking and Feeling, slow
development, poverty, fear, but also unlimited rapacity – are the characteristics of different
groups of people in Mass-Consciousness. The brain in this low Mental State is restless, and
oscillates in the range of Beta-Waves, from ca. 38 down to 13 Hz.
- Negative Paradigms have roots in Mass-Consciousness. This means, such Paradigms are
the base for enlarging of profit of rich individuals or groups, inconsiderate of others.
Negative Paradigms are rigid and very persistent, since they are the Paradigms of people
living in Mental Dualism, in a Closed System.
The change of Negative Paradigms of the Mass-Consciousness, when is conducted without
any jump in quality, is Quantitative – the Paradigms are further negative.
- The Problem-Individuals, in Mass-Consciousness, can be divided, depending on their
Mental Level, in two main groups, Minority (Exploiter) and Majority (Exploited People),
and in under-group of Majority: Minority-of-Majority. These groups have different goals.
- Minority (Exploiter) in the Mass-Consciousness:
In the Minority Individuals have the lowest Mental Level and are interested only in own
profit, money and might.
They have more than enough for good living, but their rapacity for money and might has no
restriction.
The Minority have very low chance to come out of Mass-Consciousness, because their
violence against others is their Character.
Their brain oscillates in the region of Beta-Waves, near to highest measured values, ca. 38 Hz.
The Minority has a very low probability for exchanging of negative Personal Paradigm to
positive. When some change happens then is usually persistent negative: profit, money and
might will increase.
Continuous development of Mental Level, Mental Evolution, is based on Universal Harmony,
and means Life. Therefore, Stagnation in this development does not exist.
Exception: The Stagnation can exist only in Mass-Consciousness at lowest Mental Level.
Stagnation is a negative “process”, and means death. Therefore, the Stagnation is the cause for
vanishing of the persistent negative Individuals and groups, the Minority, at lowest Mental
Level.
These individuals and groups will vanish, because their Stagnation or negative development,
are opposite to Natural Low for flow of processes to higher order in nature and society.
As the present development of society and economy (“System”, below) shows that the
Minority disturbs them self, caused by their own living.

- Majority (Exploited People) in Mass-Consciousness:
The Majority is divided in two groups, the main group Majority and Minority-of-Majority
group. Both groups differ in quality of their Characters, on their Mental Level. These two
groups have different goals.
- Minority-of-Majority group is negative as Minority is, because their violence is their own
Character. The difference to Minority: they are poor people.
They have low Mental Level and their brain frequencies are near to highest measured values,
ca. 38 Hz.
It is a fact seen in different parts in the world, in history and in the present: The Minority-ofMajority Individuals are poor, and under influence of Minority, and for money, they turn over
in handy man of Minority, with high violence against own people.
This Minority-of-Majority group together with Minority is the disappearing part of society.
- The main group Majority (Exploited People) shows positive potential for development:
The Majority has the chance to come out of Mass-Consciousness by MQE. Opposite to
Minority and to Minority-of-Majority, the violence is coming from causes outside of their
Character.
Generally, the main group Majority is interested also in money, but for getting job and food.
The Majority contains a large variety of people with different opinions, different social states
and goals, but never to make “money from money”, as the Minority Group does. Therefore,
their brain oscillates in the region of Beta-Waves, at frequencies lower than 38 Hz.
The Majority in Mass-Consciousness can only slowly elevate their low Mental Level, through
their whole life, or over generations through history. A jump in Mental Level is sometimes
also possible, perhaps after a dangerous situation in life.
The individuals in Majority are usually caught in fear of living conditions, and in, from
Minority imposed opinion, “that it must be as it is”.
This group is in the present one cause more for slowly disappearing of Minority: Majority in
the present increases their Mental Level, and therefore cannot be exploited as in the past. This
process will accelerate in future.
Mental Level in Middle Region: Unstable State
- In the middle region of Mental Level the brain is somewhat quiet, and oscillates in the
region of Alpha-Waves, from ca. 12 down to 8 Hz.
These frequencies belong to Mass-Consciousness down to somewhat near GeneralConsciousness.

In this region of Alpha-Waves, higher frequencies near to 12 Hz, belong to Majority (main
group), with higher Mental Level as in Beta-Waves. The lower frequencies, near to 8 Hz, near
to Theta-Waves, belong already to Harmonic Individuals.
- In this Alpha region the increasing of Mental Level is faster the higher the achieved Mental
Level is, or the Virtues are more numerous. So, development to higher Mental Level can be
done rapid, or during the whole life.
In the Alpha region, near to 12 Hz, the Probabilities for qualitative exchange of Paradigms are
in Unstable States, depending on achieved Mental Level, living conditions and intensity of
Mass-Consciousness influence on the Individuals.
This means, that the Individuals, in Majority, in these states still cannot overcome the
influence of the Mass-Consciousness. Because their Mental Level is maybe not high enough,
such individuals can succumb to influence from Mass-Consciousness, act out of fear of future,
and are on the end however caught again in Negative Paradigms.
Otherwise, when the Majority develops to somewhat higher mental level, than the
Probabilities to overcome the influence of the Mass-Consciousness is higher than 50%
(Unstable State), and the Majority can qualitative exchange their negative Paradigm in
positive ones.
This region, of possible qualitative Paradigm Exchanging from Negative to Positive is
continuous, with falling possibility of negative influence from Mass-Consciousness.
High Mental Level:
Holistic and Harmonic Individuals Exchange the Paradigms of Society to Positive –
They are the Carrier of the Future
- At very high Mental Level, Human brain oscillates in the region of Theta-Waves, from ca.
7 down to 4 Hz. This is the state of Creation.
- In this region, Holistic and Harmonic Humans increase by Mental Quantum Evolution the
number of Virtues.
Holistic Individuals in General-Consciousness have, already from the birth, a high mental
level, and change it continuously to higher values, to infinity, because there cannot be
stagnation. Holistic Individuals have in the present the highest Mental Level, help others,
rapacity does not exist, and they work for positive future of All.
Harmonic Individuals change their somewhat lower mental level, continuously by MQE.
- Holistic Humans live also in the three-dimensional-space, in Mass-Consciousness, i.e. live
in the world with Mental Duality, in a Closed System – but they belong to GeneralConsciousness, to an Open system.
Holistic Humans have numerous Virtues and therefore they belong not to Mental
Duality.This means, Holistic Individuals live in but belong not to Mental Duality, to MassConsciousness.

- Holistic Humans, and partially also Harmonic people depending on their Mental Level, can
exchange Paradigms by Creation Act.
They can help Individuals in Mass-Consciousness, in Closed System, to exchange quantitative
their Negative Paradigms in less Negative ones.
Moreover, they can mentally initiate a jump of Individuals in Mass-Consciousness, for a short
time, into State of Creation, from Closed in an Open System, to qualitative exchange their
Paradigms.
- Holistic and Harmonic Individuals can be attacked from Mass-Consciousness [2] by
negative thoughts, emotions, opinions, but with their Virtues they can defend them self. The
influence from Mass-Consciousness has no more success at this high Mental Level.
People with high Mental Level, as Holistic and Harmonic Individuals, are in GeneralConsciousness and live in sense of Universal Harmony with Absolute Liberty, Love, positive
Thinking and Feeling.
The Holistic Individuals have so high mental level that they can live without any fear, in
feeling of Absolute Liberty. They are helping with Love to others and to Nature to positive
future.
Development of the Mankind follows Mental Quantum Evolution. Only positive Human
groups develop the society to higher mental order.
Disturbing Individuals, groups and organizations, disappear, destroy them self – as the
Natural Process in Open System dictates. This process reflects already on society and
economy (“System”).
2.3 Unconditional Necessary Base for Exchanging Paradigms
Positive exchanging of negative Paradigms is only possible through Individuals high
developed by MQE.
Holistic Individuals with highest Mental Level, in the General-Consciousness, have all
necessary characteristics for the exchange of Paradigms. Their Virtues, Life and Activity are
based on Universal Harmony and on the Principle Certainty and Affirmation of Life [3, 5].
Empowerment, Self-Love, and Intention they have, are also indispensable. Holistic
Individuals have only positive Thoughts, Words and Feelings.
Otherwise, without such characteristics, and with low Mental Level, Individuals stay caught
deep in Mass-Consciousness. The influence of such Individuals on himself and on society can
be dangerous, as we know from history and from the present.
The change in human Thinking from negative to positive is the cause for positive creations of
own life, positive development of society, economy and culture. This development is already
proved in the past and even more in the present.

Exchange of existing Negative Paradigms to Positive, of Individuals and of society, is for
positive future life unconditional necessary.

3. Types of Paradigms
3.1 Generally Important Paradigms
3.1.1 Positive-NO-as-Personal-Paradigm – is in the Present one of the Most Important
Paradigms for Future.
Paradigms of people belonging to the Minority part of the Mass-Consciousness are negative,
and disharmonic. They influence the larger part, the Majority, which have also Negative
Paradigms, caused by fear and bed living conditions.
Only positive people, Holistic and Harmonic Individuals, can exchange negative Paradigms,
as necessary condition to develop positive living for all. More and more of this type of people
exist in the present.
Holistic and Harmonic Individuals help individuals in Mass-Consciousness, in Majority, to
understand their bad situations, and show the possibilities to overcome Mass-Consciousness,
to overcome conformity.
They show the importance of deep understanding the positive worth of the Thought and
the Word NO.
They show the importance to say: “NO” and “It Is Enough”, and to act after that.
To act without any Compromise!
To use word NO in positive sense means: The Individuals and parts of society decide
unconditional, without compromise, no more suffering. They apply this Positive-NO-asPersonal-Paradigm with Action with Love. Otherwise, apparently unsolvable problems need
disharmonic times to be solved.
This Positive-NO-Paradigm agrees with opinion: “The key to Changing lies in focusing all
energy, not on combat the Old, but on creating the New”.
Compromise
Compromise is not contained in Real Democracy.
In Real Democracy all people are in harmony. They decide what is good for all, and not, as in
Absolutism, for interests of only some groups.
A society working without Compromise means that the best solution of a problem, worked
out in Harmony, is positive for development on all fields of Human activities, and so that
nobody and nothing is neglected.

Partial positive and partial negative solutions, contained in a Compromise, retard the
development of Mankind, are dangerous and sometimes disturb it.
We discussed this danger [2]: The Minority propagates the compromise as dogma that people
must live with Risk, to attain prosperity. First of all, who’s Risk and who’s prosperity? This is
a lie from the very rich, the investors and profiteers of lucrative projects or enterprises, like an
unsafe chemical plant (Bopal) or a nuclear power plants.
For instance, the accidents in the nuclear energy plants: of Windscale, Great Britain (1980 and
1957), Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (1979), Chernobyl, Ukraine (1986), of Sellafield, Great
Britain (1986), and of Fukushima Dai-Ichi Japan, 2011) – showed that apparently highly
improbable concatenations of problems happen and have horrible consequences for
inhabitants, bed living and unhealthy conditions for broad mass of population, animals and
nature.
The investors and profiteers play the Risk down, and do not help the victims of the radioactive material, originating from the catastrophic accident in the nuclear plants.
Generally, Risk and Rest-Risk everywhere, when can be avoided – must be done so, and if not
possible – the whole enterprise should be forbidden, because dangerous for human health and
life, and for environment.
One should act without Compromise, and say NO.
The Liberation of Personal Consciousness changes the negative word NO in a positive one,
when it is applied on tyranny and slavery of any sort. In consequence, personal liberation
from Mass-Consciousness is the result. This liberation makes possible everybody’s PersonalParadigm-Exchanging. Therefore, positive development of society is assured for the future.
The Signs for “Agony” of Totalitarian Systems
Till recently it was easy for Minority to have the might over the Majority of people, because
negative Paradigms of the Mass-Consciousness were predominant. The Personal Positive
Paradigms were rare in the past.
In the last time, during about the last thirty years, and in the present, more and more
Individuals develop Personal-Positive-Paradigms by MQE.
This process and the Positive-NO-as-Personal-Paradigm understand the Minority in MassConsciousness, as a dangerous development for survival of their ruling.
Therefore, the Minority’s massive reaction on this situation is the sign of the evidence for
their “agony”: Misuse of psychiatry, as a weapon, in every Totalitarian Regime, where
people and their new liberal ideas are going dangerous for them, is well known [7].
To lock a sane human in the psychiatry is an especially corruptive form of repression, because
the means of medicine are used for punishment, and because it is a serious violation of human
rights, by delusion and swindling.

The Modern Psychiatry is a breeding ground of corruption, because all non-conformity is
declared a mental decease. This can be seen from the new diagnostic and statistical manual of
mental disorders [7]: here they define a new mental disorder, they call “ODD” (“Oppositional
Defiant Disorder”) and it stands in a row with ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder) diagnosed in lively children, that is also an invented decease, but who’s inventor
Dr. Leon Eisenberg has admitted it on his death bed.
Psychiatrists combat ADHD with psycho-pharmaceutics, with heavy side effects for the
children. The same is done in the case of “ODD”-“patients”.
Such a behavior of the psychiatry runs the whole Medicine down, because operating with
drugs, having partially very heavy side effects on people.
With other words, only persons who follow the “common herd” are normal. Here is seen that
the ruler fear the “New”, new ideas or inventions, which could be dangerous for their ruling,
or only for their profit.
Is it possible that Nikola Tesla, or Alexander Graham Bell and other inventors and scientists
have been mentally ill, because their ideas seem to some people foolish?
In the present one can recognize over the world a lot of such signs of “agony” in Totalitarian
Systems, or similar ones, because a growing number of Individuals and groups change own
Paradigms in positive ones, say NO!, and act for liberation from systematic suppression,
harass and impoverishment.
3.1.2 Cosmic-Law: Equal Birthright for All
We already discussed the Birthright [5] owing to suffering of a great part of Mankind,
Animals and Nature, caused by the arrogance of power and inconsiderate rapacity of the
Minority in Mass-Consciousness, based on theirs Negative Paradigms.
The part of Majority, with negative Paradigms, and negative opinions about social life,
indoctrinated from Minority, are also guilty on suffering of people and animals, on
disturbing of nature.
When a Human Being is born – he has a Birthright to live free, to decide by himself all
owing to his Life. He has a Birthright to Live.
After Cosmic Law, neither foreign person, or parents, nor society or government is allowed to
decide on his Life.
This Law, the Birthright, was through history and in the present continuously broken, in all
facets of living.

Toys as a Weapon
Toys have been before some weapons, tanks, guns, bombes, soldiers, and so on. A short time
after the Second World War such toys have been banished from children rooms. The Toys of
that time have been constructing cranes, workers, bulldozers, cars and houses.
Now the Minority from Mass-Consciousness had found a way to bring the war again in the
children’s rooms by computer games. These started as many fold combat plays against aliens
and, in the last time, also against soldiers looking human. This is again preparing the children
for a war, when they grow adult.
There are now also games for adults, besides football and baseball on television.
All these computer games for adults have two consequences for the player: First, the time
spent for the play or game is lost for consideration about the reality. Secondly, the player
loses the relation to reality and starts to live in the play. Further on, there is a high risk of
addiction; especially if the players have difficulties in real life, they have a direct run away
from reality.
In Mass-Consciousness give the subject the fundamental food and occupy his thought with
something trivial and irrelevant, makes the ruling easier. Even the old Romans have known
and practice it: “Panem and Circenses”.
Negative Paradigm of Society and their Rulers
Two World-Wars were examples how the negative thoughts and feelings can influence and
get the Majority of people to resonate with the same feelings and thoughts.
The first preparation for a war was done by the rulers and the media: The implantation of
hatred in own people against the nation to be attacked. After this conditioning, it was possible
to attack the other nation, or nations, without further explanation.
The same system of “conditioning” people for a conflict was done even in the stone-age. In
indigene populations it was done by war-dances and alcoholic beverage.
Now implantation of hatred in people is more difficult, because nations come nearer to each
other through globalized information and the people have a higher mental level than before.
The Globalization of education, and the deeper understanding of the mechanism of governing,
and being governed, immunizes people against many of the ruler’s lies. They say NO for
going into army, to kill others and excepting to be killed.
Only people indoctrinated by some religions for instance, and radicalized, are still susceptible
for going into an armed conflict, kill others and excepting to be killed.
But, they all have the Birthright for life.
In the present more economic sources of conflicts exist than before. These are mostly about
resources, import or export restrictions, but can escalate to an armed conflict, because of good
profit for the arms industry.

Birthright for Unharmed Life
The poor people are often ill, because of bed housing, no healthy nourishing, clear air and
water, low education, no secure income, or doing work for to low salary – not enough even
for a simple but healthy Life.
These conditions are bed enough, but they have even worse consequence: the uncertain life
conditions of poor people causes life in fear of uncertain future, causing constant psychical
stress.
Therefore, from all these situations, the poor people live shorter, than the rich one, with god
life conditions. This fact was proved in the case of one town with high population [8]).
Moreover, poor people live shorter also from other numerous reasons. For instance, they are
used to prove the new pharmaceuticals, or biological weapons.
This all is the highest injustice from the society, because all people should have the equal
Birthright for equally long and good Life.
A positive society, based on Ethic/Moral as the Basic Paradigm, is the necessary
condition for realizing the Birthrights.
Fortunately, in spite of the present disharmonic situations in some parts of the world, the
Majority of society exchanges common Paradigms to positive. The growing number of
Holistic and Harmonic Individuals and Groups has high Ethic and Moral standards. They all
see the right way out of the misery everywhere and consequently through Act with Love
change these situations.
The most important is to understand the Positive-NO-as-Personal-Paradigm, and Act
without any compromise on the way out of from the misery.
3.1.3 Basic Paradigms for Future
Paradigms for the future are based on the Principles Certainty, Creativity, Action-with-Love
[3], Principle Affirming of Life [5], and on Universal Harmony.
All positive Paradigms, presented in this work, are the Paradigms of people changing with
MQE and are therefore positive. Such societies are open for new thoughts, ideas, and
changing to better life for all.
Harmony-Paradigm
The positive society strives for Harmony, to the state of high order, which is the Natural Law
[5]. Therefore the end-state of Harmony will never be arrived, and the MQE of the people,
based on Universal Harmony, is infinitive.

Ethic/Moral-Paradigm
The Ethic/Moral-Paradigm contains Love for himself and for all people, Help and
Cooperation, Unselfishness, Considerateness, Liberality and Generosity, Respect for Others
and for Nature.
On this Ethic/Moral-Paradigm a new society and economy can be established. Such society
will be the Society of Human Being. Differences caused by money and possession will not
exist.
The Paradigms of all vital important fields of Human activity, as school, economy, society,
handling of nature, the working conditions in all professions – have to be based on
Ethic/Moral-Paradigm. The new approach to any business, in the sense of this Basic
Paradigm, guaranties realizing good living for Mankind as a whole.
Already in the past, and also in the present, some poor indigene societies are based on this
Paradigm. All goods are shared; they who have – give to the others who have not. On such a
manner all can survive damage, for instance caused by the weather.
Ethic/Moral is a universal conception, but is also dependent on society. In the society of rich
is exploitation morally acceptable, if the victim of exploitation is not member of the same
society, or even that. The same is valid in some socialistic societies.
Our stand point is: The society should be the Society of Mankind, Animals and Plants,
i.e. the biotope Planet Earth. In this Universal Society exploitation will neither be needed
nor possible.
Positive-NO-as-Personal-Paradigm
(This Paradigm is in detail described above.)
This Paradigm is one of very important Paradigms for liberation of the Human
Consciousness. After this Paradigm the Humans feel free to decide about own future. The
result is feeling of Affirmation of Life, as the most important feeling, necessary for positive
development of the whole society.
3.2 Paradigms for Various Fields of Human Activity
Paradigms are important for special fields of interest, for instance Paradigms for Education in
School, for development of Economy, Society, Sciences, Art, Culture, and Nature.
3.2.1 Paradigms in Art
Development of art through history accompanies processes in human life and activity.
In the past, we discussed the positive role of art in society [1]. Now we put attention to a

negative influence of art or artists on society, called “Academism”, or we named Paradigm“Academism”.
This problem is old. In the French Academy, and in Paris Saloons, in the late 19th century
only “Academic Art” of painting and sculpturing have been recognized. This art had roots in
Neoclassicism and Romanticism.
“Academics” worked for feeling of own power, and for profit. Therefore, they see new ideas
always as dangerous. Artists not being members of Academy, or students, having new ideas,
had difficulties to work. Therefore, to have a job, these artists produced copies in the manner
of old art-works, or worked with style of their teachers, without possibility for any personal
statement in their art.
The liberty of creation was unknown in “Academic Art”, and the influence of art on society
was held in a rigid corset.
Only artist beyond Academy could produce right Art-works, but they had financial
difficulties.
“Academism” was, and is till now, the best instrument of the Minority in MassConsciousness, for commanding of society with rigid and unchangeable thinking and opinion.
Mass-Consciousness has always a strong influence on the artist with existential difficulties.
“Academism” does not allow development of new ideas, because it is a Closed System, and
therefore is “Academism” the Paradigm of the Mass-Consciousness. This is the reason why
the remainders of “Academism” could be found till now, also in other branches in Human
activity.
From Paradigm-“Academism”, in the past and also in the present, follows one more problem:
the collectors buy only the works from established art as capital investment – and these artworks are mostly not “created”, but produced only for profit. Such works are no more artworks. From this reason growing number from copy-art exist. These “art-works” say nothing
new and therefore bring not any positive development to society – what has to be the duty of
art, and of artists possessing talent.
Such situation produces art-strange behavior of artists: The “acknowledge artists” are known
working for money: each day they were painting simultaneously more large paintings. Such
work was not a Creation of something new, and has a bad influence on people who search for
Art.
Moreover, especially in the past, in the time of Second World-War, for instance, “art-works”
in Germany existed, as the help for government to influence negative people and artists. All
other art-works are named Degenerate Art.
In the present the art develops to events in the galleries, and the art-works have only
commercial value for the gallery-owners, collectors and smaller value for artists. This
situation has nothing to do with Art as a Creative Act, and is negative for further development
of Art.

Such situations in Art lead to statements, for instance: “Each individual is an artist”. But this
statement cannot be correct. Only the high developed individuals can reach the Creation State,
or others with lower Mental Level, can maybe only jump for a short time in it.
All what one individual produces must not be an Art-Work, maybe only an experiment, or a
copy. The people have lost the feeling for Creation. Collectors and gallery-owners push some
works, and artists, to high prices, always on the search for profit. This behavior de-stimulates
real creative artists.
Fortunately, in the present the growing numbers of high mentally developed artists exchange
the Negative Paradigm-“Academism” in Positive Art-Paradigm. Generally, Positive
Paradigm could be exchanged further, when it is needed for positive development of art and
society to the future.
In the 20th century an attempt to overcome “Academism” in Art was done from sculptor
Prof. Peter Loboda on Art-Academy (Ljubljana, Slovenia). He putted importance on
Liberation of the Creation Act of artist (student), without teacher’s personal mental influence
on this process [9]. The students were free to develop own ideas and style. So, Prof. P.
Loboda could change Paradigm-“Academism” in Positive Art-Paradigm, but only for a short
time, because this process was too early in that time. Anyway, the beginning was done.
In the present and for the future is necessary to change the Paradigm-“Academism” to
positive Art-Paradigm and the art-works should not be more an Investment Object for a
small group of rich individuals – for the Minority.
On such a manner, the Art will again have positive influence on the development of
Society.
3.2.2 Paradigm-“Academism” in Different Fields of Human Activity
Money and Might are the most important characteristics in Mass-Consciousness for appraisal
of individuals. These characteristics are the sense of “Academism”, of a conservative
Negative Paradigm of Mass-Consciousness.
“Academism” hampers generally positive development in different fields of human activity.
This is always the case when positive Human Creative Work influences the development of
Mankind, and is therefore dangerous for the Minority in Mass-Consciousness. For instance,
we mentioned in the medicine, behavior of the psychiatry that runs the whole Medicine down
(in “The Signs for “Agony” of a Totalitarian System”).
Moreover, even in the present, one can find Paradigm-“Academism” hampering creative work
in sciences, art, medicine, pharmacy, school, economy, and in common Human living.
Fortunately, Mass-Consciousness in society, and Paradigm-“Academism” everywhere, is
found as a vanishing process [1-5], but is still present.

3.2.3 Paradigms in Sciences
Reality and “Projection of Reality” in Science
We discuss generally “Projection of Reality” in chapter 1.8 and here especially owing to
development of science.
Universal Harmony is the creative background of all processes in nature, in cosmos, and
cannot be described by any formula mathematically in three-dimensional space, cannot be
proved by any physical method – only the consequences everywhere show the Projection of
these processes from Reality (in higher dimensions) [1] on the three-dimensional space.
This situation is the problem, arising from impossibility to recognize and completely
understand physical, astrophysical and other processes in three-dimensional space.
Known are attempts through history to understand and to determine mathematically and
physically the whole universe, for instance, to create a world formula. Also the theories to
understand the beginning of the universe were done, without complete agreement in all
physical and astrophysical laws.
This problem is caused from discrepancies between “Projection of Reality” in Mental Duality,
in three-dimensional space, and the Reality in high dimensional space, where processes are
going on.
Therefore is the “Projection of Reality” focused only on matter. In society exists only the
materialistic view on the world and the higher dimensions fade out. Therefore, the physical,
chemical, or other processes measured in “Projection of Reality”, and from these projections
developed “laws” are only the projections of laws in higher dimensions.
This “Projection” is simply caused by the fact that as long as thinking of people stay in
Mental Duality, they can never understand the processes going on in higher dimensions of
cosmos. The understanding of the universe is in the present still incomplete; till now the
scientific “laws” cannot give scientific results exactly.
This incomplete knowledge in the present hampers the faster application to society and
economy.
All processes in organic and inorganic matter lie in higher dimensions, outside of our
ability to think and to visualize. Their Projection in the three-dimensional-space is not
the Reality.
Experiments with water (Masaru Emoto) are the best and very important example to clear that
Human Being is, as all in cosmos, simultaneously Matter and Energy, with Frequencies
depending on his MQE development.
This is the reason why some Human Beings can by time more and more understand cosmic
laws in Reality.

Paradigms in Sciences
Through history till to present, some scientists, when not developed to high enough Mental
Level and having no Ethic/Moral, were dangerous for society, economy, nature and Mankind.
They influence with the results of their work: wars, cause negative development in pharmacy,
medicine, agriculture, and so on.
We define Paradigms in Sciences owing to positive or negative reaction of scientists on new
development in science, and their influence on society and economy. The Paradigms are:
Contemporary-Rigid-Scientific-Paradigm (CRS-Paradigm), Continuously-ExchangeableScientific-Paradigm (CES-Paradigm), Negative Scientific-Paradigm-“Academism” and
Positive Scientific-Paradigm-for-Future.
Contemporary-Rigid-Scientific-Paradigm (CRS-Paradigm)
Most of the scientists “understand” the behavior of processes only in the three-dimensionalspace. They can only understand the old “laws”, and new processes in nature and cosmos they
try to accommodate on this old “laws”. Therefore, they are usually caught in Negative CRSParadigm.

Positive Continuously-Exchangeable-Scientific-Paradigm (CES-Paradigm)
Some scientists are not so strong bound on own Profit and Might, they work also from
scientific interest, and are open for new ideas. Therefore, they have the probability to develop
with MQE to a so high Mental Level, that they can exchange the own Negative CRSParadigm to Positive CES-Paradigm.
Exchanging of Paradigms in Science through history is always in flow. It depends on MQE of
the scientists, when they stay caught in the Negative CRS-Paradigm, or when they understand
by the time more and more the dualistic “Reality” of science, and work with Positive CESParadigm.
One can see through history that the new discoveries lastly always had success, and bring the
wisdom to a higher level. Therefore, all knowledge, about Cosmos and about processes in
Nature, however changes in the dualistic “Reality” continuously.
In science is important to understand the relativity of the established knowledge. This means:
we should not overestimate, and also not anathematize, but use our achievements
appropriately, and work on our further development, and development of science.
Such development of the sciences contains results, valid in the present, in the threedimensional-space, as a result of our limited “Thinking” and “Understanding”. In spite of that,
such development of science can be positive, and can develop and change further.

Scientific-Paradigm-“Academism”
This Paradigm is negative, persistent, and has hampering influence on positive development
of knowledge in science. The reason is that the scientists, having this Paradigm, work for
profit and might, and therefore each new idea seems dangerous for them.
Scientific-Paradigm-“Academism” is negative and scientists react negative on all changes.
Two Negative Paradigms: Scientific-Paradigm-“Academism” and Contemporary-RigidScientific-Paradigm” differ in MQE Level of Scientists; Mental Level of scientists having
the first Paradigm is low, and in the second is higher.
Scientists in Scientific-Paradigm-“Academism” react never positive, and the scientists in the
Contemporary-Rigid-Scientific-Paradigm” have the chance come out from it, and act positive.
Influence from Mass-Consciousness
In Negative Paradigms is hidden the danger for Mankind, depending on the MQE level of
scientists and on the Contemporary Paradigm of society.
Negative Personal-Paradigms come from low mental level of scientists, which therefore easy
fall into dependence of profit and might, from Mass-Consciousness. Such scientists work with
Compromise, with Risk and Rest-Risk, and cannot say NO.
Therefore, they have dangerous influence on development of industry, agriculture, for health
of others, i.e. they are the cause for disturbing of nature and society. Therefore they are
dangerous for the whole Mankind (chemical, biological and nuclear weapons, genmanipulated food, monocultures, and so on), as it is known from history and everywhere in
the present.
Scientists can exchange own Negative Personal Paradigms in Positive, when they develop to
high enough Mental Level by MQE.
Scientific-Paradigms-for-Future
Some exceptional Scientists, when they are Holistic or Harmonic Individuals, in the past and
in the present saw and see faintly, or anticipate, the processes in the higher dimensions.
Therefore they are the pioneers in science, and change the “Reality” to positive one,
accommodated to realistic conditions.
Harmonic (ethic/moral) and humanitarian development of Sciences and Scientific
Applications will be ensured.
For all these is absolute necessary to intensify influence of Culture on society [3], to develop
general understanding of All That Is.
One should recognize that all wisdom and theories, created from scientists, have not,
and cannot still in the present theoretically take into account The Primary Thought, The
Primary Creator, or Universal Harmony, General Natural Law for development to
higher order, to harmony – All contained in high-dimensional-space.
One can only by the time, by positive Self-Reprogramming and development by MQE to
higher mental level, enlarge the own wisdom and understanding for development of Mankind
and for laws in Nature – and then one can further act positive.

3.2.4 School-Medicine and Pharmacy
The acknowledged science taught on university is often not an Open System, because of
Scientific-Paradigm-“Academism”. In the most cases the teaching staff on the universities
opposes new ideas in science; therefore innovations can only slowly take place. Old
Paradigms slowly give place to new ones.
The same, as is the case in acknowledged science, is the case in classical medicine and
pharmacy, even worse, because here the profit defends the whole good working manymaking-machine.
The whole business concerning people working on curing illnesses, we call Health Industry:
From the family doctor to the hospital chain, from the small pharmacy or drugstore to the
pharmaceutical industry. Everybody must pay in the health insurance, so are the Health
Industry and Health Insurance the homogeneous block for making money.
They all have one Negative Paradigm: The Human Being is a chemical and a mechanical
machine, and can be cured like a car, or better like a computer combined to a mechanical and
chemical robot. The mechanical part of his body is cured really like a car by spare parts, by
the so called spare-part-surgery. The chemical part of the body by chemicals, that is
pharmaceuticals, called also medicaments. The most of them only ameliorate or suppress the
symptoms of an illness, or suppress pain.
Healing and Self-Healing with Mental Power
The most people have forgotten where the worth medicament comes from. It comes from the
Latin sentence “medica mente”, what means “heal with the spirit”.
- Presently a lot of Medicine-People, which reviewed the old knowledge, learned on
university, but look firstly on healing and not on profit. They try unorthodox methods of
healing, like classical Chinese medicine, and even Mental Healing. Some tray to find the
origins of the illness by questions about the living conditions and try to cure the illness by
changing nutrition, living conditions, or even changing job to avoid poisoning material.
Sometimes the real cause of a pain, or feeling ill, is only difficult to classify, as belonging to
one certain decease. Even, if the classical diagnosis is made, the real cause of the illness is
just not found.
The real cause of an illness is mostly psychical, as: grief, sorrow, fury, hate, fatigue, uncertain
job, fear of poverty in uncertain living conditions, bad working conditions till mobbing, or
simply different sorts of stress. So, the real healing must remove the deeper causes of the
decease. This sort of medicine is sometimes called Comprehensive Medicine.
- In Open Systems, which obviously are numerous now, Holistic and Harmonic Individuals
achieve, on the field of Mental Healing and Self-Healing, unique results [2].
For instance, through mental development, by Programming of own Thoughts to positive

ones, one can restore own cells [10], and can be the source of own live [11]. This means,
Healing and Self-Healing are possible by changing Negative Paradigm in School-Medicine in
positive Paradigm of Mental Healing.
Here we discuss only one part of the work [12], about the illness healing. This mentalhealing-method overcomes the fear of illness, as “ultimate spiritual way”, using “Release,
Relax and Be Happy” feelings. Fear is the worse negative feeling at all, blocking the healing
of illness. With this method the success is based on a state without concentration on the
existing illness, and therefore based on disappearing of Fear, followed by healing process,
done by “holistic body” itself.
- Different mental-healing methods can be found in numerous books. The healing is mostly
successful after applying the method, but duration of the healthy state is usually not known.
Moreover, the individuals are developed to different high Mental Level, and therefore one
healing method must not be good for all.
Therefore, another way is possible: Our opinion is that for high developed Individuals the
best method is the Mental-Self-Healing, with Positive Thinking and Feeling, Self-Love,
Certainty to have success, Certainty that the body can heal itself, if not influenced by negative
thoughts. Moreover, it is very important do not allow to be influenced from any other person
or from School-Medicine.
Mental-Self-Healing means: Each Individual has contact with the Wisdom of Universe,
through Self-Universal-Harmony, or Higher-Self [3]. Depending on achieved Mental Level,
the Human get the answer how to Mental Heal himself. The Self-Information is the best and
the most secure answer. Only in this case of Self-Information, the choice between different
methods is most successful.
3.2.5 Combined System for Education – Paradigm for Development of Children
Individuals and groups in Mass-Consciousness, with common, negative, rigid Paradigms, are
dangerous for Mankind, Nature, and especially for mental development and education of
Children.
The answer on the question: How can persons in General-Consciousness (Holistic and
Harmonic Children and Adults), and Children in Mass-Consciousness, learn and develop
without influence of Negative Paradigms – depends on their MQE level, and on teaching
program [5].
The influence on children is for Minority in Mass-Consciousness the best way to assure their
might and power in the future. This is in the past and still in present always done by negative
Paradigms of school-teaching-programs.
Moreover, by capture the parents in fear for the future, fear to be free and independent, but
possible without job – is also the way to misuse the children, which then develop in a negative
atmosphere, to similar adults as their parents are, i.e. the good material to be exploited.

Such treatment was going on through Mankind history, from one generation to the other.
Parents which do not like to “play” such a play were poor and had difficulties to survive. This
situation was in the past, still in the present, but the change is coming.
Children on any mental level should be protected from negative emotions and influences,
misuse on whatever manner, exploitation and manipulation from Individuals and Groups from
Mass-Consciousness.
Children must be especially protected from hatred against people of other nations or races,
because the creation of a homogeneous Society of all Human Beings is from vital
importance for the future of the planet.
The Positive Paradigm for development of Children, the Combined System for
Development and Education [5], is based on free development of Children. The “teaching
plan” is: the teaching of children by Holistic and Harmonic Adults, self-learning, learning by
play, life-long-learning, contact with all sorts of art, contact of children with lucky animals
and healthy nature.
In the present is still necessary: the teaching by digital programs that should not allow
negative influence and manipulations by negative teachers or parents.
This Combined System is necessary, until people, influencing children, are developed to
Holistic, or at least to Harmonic, Individuals.
This positive education system must be always available to all children, independent of social
status and nationality, all over the world.
The Combined System for Development and Education of children is already
experienced:
This system is personal experience of one of us, by the mother Jelena Loboda Zrinski, writer
[13].
From earliest childhood of mine, she created a wonderful and interesting world, from tales
and reality.
Because she was a Holistic Individual, she influenced positive, i.e. her behaviour was in
agreement with the positive Paradigm.
She gives something more, as cited in [5]: Harmonic life-atmosphere, her exemplary life and
love.
Important was harmonic living in an atmosphere of books, sculpturing, music, theatre, with
animals and nature. The child`s liberty and inquisitiveness were respected, From childhood up
to adult, the life was free and happy, the learning light.
The usual school had no influence, was not important for learning and developing, but in spite
of that the success in the school was always the best.
Paradigms for development of Children to free and lucky individuals must be positive, i.e.
the Children should be free from all negative influences and programming from Massconsciousness. The Children should develop to adults, who are able to develop the new free
and positive society of Mankind for the future.

4. Paradigms-Exchange in Society and Economy
4.1 The “System”
The “System” is an idea coming from Turbo-Capitalism, and works only in the globalized
economy with globalized enterprises. The “System” directly does not exploit the people
former exploited by capitalism, but exploits the capitalists, exploiting further on the working
class.
The “System” is the Super-Exploiter and, by ever higher demand of money, makes the living
and working conditions of the workers get worse.
Let us built a metaphoric house, as a social-economic model:
The room where money circulates is like a two-floor-building.
- The room where only small money is circulating, if any, is in analogy, the cellar of this
building. There are the greater part of the third world population, and in reach nations the
jobless, the part time jobber, the welfare recipients and the homeless.
- In the ground floor are the manual workers and the people working in the production of
goods, in trade and industry, and in commercial services. On this floor is also the former
Middle Class.
The working class can now be defined broader, as all people that are exploited working for a
“Multi”, even as a director or member of the supervisory board.
- In the first floor are the bosses who earn good money, but also a limited one. The industry
is always depending on the stock-owners, who insisted on a higher and higher dividend rate.
On the first floor are also the bankers, who again depend on the bank owners. This
metaphoric house was still built by the capitalistic system to the first floor.
- The “System” afterwards has generated Self-Dynamic in development to complete the
house, by adding the second floor.
At least, the second floor is occupied by people that make money from money and from tax
fraud, who buy and sale shares of stock in a large style, who have enough money to influence
the stock prize. They take the money from people of the first floor only. They are independent
of whatever comes: if the stock worth rises or falls. They own a hedge-fund, or two, and also
make money if the fund is losing. The owner of the fund gets always a high rent from the
fund.
A Dangerous Development
In the Industry trend is to avoid full-time jobs and instead create part-time jobs, that get less
money, and the employers save contributions to health and social insurance, and eventually
also other contributions.
The contributions to the owners have in the same time multiplied.

The “System” is today the holding organization of the society and economy in MassConsciousness. It is the holding even of the whole structure of the democratic states with the
lobbyists, state dept, bank failures, taxation and tax evasion, old age poverty, and so on.
The “System” governs all this, and is responsible for the failure in the democratic
governments. The “System” plans not only to overthrow the legal states, but to destroy
and devastate the Democratic System and establish a totalitarian Plutocracy.
Ethic/Moral and the “System”
The “System” is an idea coming from Mass-Consciousness and from Turbo Capitalism, and
is only possible through Globalization of enterprises. The “System” can exploit a whole
nation or even the whole world. This would result in chaos and destruction of society,
economy and the culture of Mankind. Before this happens – the “System” must be stopped, or
it stops himself by a catastrophic crash.
The Paradigms of the “System” are Unlimited Recklessness and Unlimited Rapacity, to
get money, might and domination, the same as that of the whole Minority in MassConsciousness, and the same as that of Turbo Capitalism from what it originates. The
“System”-Makers are in fact the supper-rich. They call themselves “Investors”. They are, if
they succeed, the future Plutocracy of the world.
The “System” is born from the Minority in Mass-Consciousness, and so it is a deadly peril for
Majority and democracy.
At the beginning of this development, the upper class was exploiting the people in the ground
floor and cellar, but afterwards, from Minority in the Mass-Consciousness a higher class was
born. This class established the “System”, in the sense that the first floor was not free as
before. People there exploit the people in the ground floor as before, but now they are
exploited themselves. It is the stock mechanism that was used, and further developed to
exploit the primary exploiters.
The people who developed the “System” have given it their own Paradigms, have limited the
before unlimited income of the first-floor-people.
The society always makes a difference between people who work, and the people who get the
profit from this work.
The society is now differentiated into two extremes, also from their habitats. One extreme part
of the society, the working part, lives in residential storehouses, and the other part (directors
and members of the advisory board …) in gated communities and members of the
“Investors” on their yachts or even on their own islands.
The might of the “System” over the democratic governments is based on the fears the
politicians now have to lose the lenders for their state depts. The “System” exploits the

democratic governments by lending money to them, and forcing them to save money and so
increase the taxes and lower the income of people by the tax-system.
The tax progression burdens the salary earner, but now also the Middle Class. The Investors
lending money to the state pays no taxes, but in tax heavens being their property. The
Globalization gives more opportunity for tax evasion, because a multinational and versatile
company almost always has its seat in a tax haven.
Even better the globalized companies split the enterprise in several parts as logistic,
administration, sales department and so on, and register these parts in different tax heavens, to
obscure the whole profit and minimize the loss if something goes wrong.
The “System” used Globalization for this negative development. Politicians have all
possibilities to change this by changing the laws. These laws must come soon! They are the
only possibility for saving Democracy, because the “System” allows the unlimited
concentration of money in the hand of a small group of people. So, some person can have
more money than a whole state.
Some of the very rich try some experiments with the whole population of the world. They are
in Mass-consciousness, and therefore propagate that the hunger in the world can only be
surmounted by gen-manipulated food. One of them has the idea to generate a genmanipulated banana containing also beta-carotene, and so be the ideal food to combat hunger
in the world.
Such a food could be cultivated in monocultures with the adequate chemical fertilizers and
insecticides, all good for profit in the gen- and chemical industries. Another such idea is the
compulsory vaccination against some deceases, also all over the world, again a good business
for the pharmaceutics industry.
Here we see that the money gives them the impertinence of ruling people, all over the state
borders. These two examples show that the super rich still feel like owners and rulers of the
world.
4.2 The Banking System
The immense fortune of the owners of globalized enterprises is based partially on tax fraud.
The fundamental law on which tax fraud can function is the banker’s discretion. To abolish
this privilege must be the first steps in saving Democracy. These steps, on this maybe long
way, are just started. The next one would be to close or isolate all tax heavens.
It is the international law that enables that some states get tax heavens, even within the USA.
It is difficult to imagine that one of the poorest countries in Europe: Greece is a tax heaven.
From this example it is seen that the banks are states within the state, and that they can
blackmail and even ruin a democratic state.
What must be changed to avoid such a future?

First of all big financial transactions must be limited and taxes imposed on them, what still is
in progress. Higher punishment for tax fraud and financial isolation of tax havens must be
established by international law.
Reconstruction of the banking system by prohibition of derivates and limiting the field of
their work, only on savings and loan, should be done by the government.
These are the step by step possibilities, but they are too slow and not effective enough to heal
the whole world from the “System”.
A faster possibility is to join up all democratic countries to equalize taxis. The Globalization
of companies and the Globalization of concentrated money can fast be stopped by the
Globalization of the tax system, and at the same time close all tax heavens.
For the banking system the “small” people, who save a part of the earned money, for their old
age, are interesting only because they give the institute a broad statutory reserve by very low
interest. The people lose by this “saving” a lot of their money, first by inflation and second by
taxes. This is also the intention of the “System”, leading to old age poverty.
The central banks inflate the banks with cheap new money, without inflating effects, as
extraordinary rising of prices. The “System” “absorbs” the money, taking high credits in the
banks with low interest. Ordinary people cannot get credits, because of their unsecure or to
low earnings.
The superrich in the “System” can make their investments and speculations to get richer.
On the other side, the prices cannot rise, because the new cheap money does not reach the
broad mass of consumers.
After the total dethronement of the banks, the rate of interest for savings will be higher than
the inflation. This is something that will come.
The Barclay’s bank in England has made the first step in the normalization of the banking
system.
This bank stopped the trade with some raw material. This trade is understood as the quick
system to make money without risk. This is fulfilled, if the investor has enough money to
influence the market, that is initiates a shortage which lifts the price. This lifting the price, for
instance in cereals, can initiate a hunger in some regions of the world. Therefore we still have
said that the trade with raw material should be restricted on trade between producer and
consumer.
4.3. The Middle Class
The upper Middle Class is the small capitalist with ambition to get big, but few succeed and
create a bigger enterprise. They have been the lowest in the hierarchy of exploiters.
Capitalism was, as long as the exploitation was moderate, and has left a reasonable prosperity
to the Workers and Middle Class, a preferable economic system for the industrialized
countries.

Nevertheless, unemployed and poor had a very severe life without any public health service
and social help.
In the third world countries this system was entirely negative. There the exploitation was
unlimited, concerning all resources: raw materials, food and working power, even child
work.
This way the “System”, as the Capitalism before, suppress education and unsure own
domination, because education makes the people able to understand their situation and change
it.
What do we understand now under the Middle Class?
It is the class of skilled workers and self employed craftsmen and mechanics, small business
owners with a staff of at least 5 to 20 workers and trainees. These people, with some new
ideas, can get by own hard work a business capital of only a few millions.
The savings, if are not more than a few millions cannot be invested relatively sure, because
the taxes and the inflation eat them up, under the present saving interest rates.
The only sure investment is in row stock, or in semi products needed for their own
production.
Some of such small enterprises are a sort of industrial mutual benefit associations. The
earned money is divided between the members. This is one of the possibilities to avoid the
“System”.
The upper Middle Class enterprise (100-300 employees) is often swallowed by a big versatile
enterprise.
Here we have taken into account only the producing people in trade and industry. To this
group belong also physicians, lawyers and public servants. The last stay a little bit beside,
because they have special benefits in earning. For us they all belong to working class, also
university professors, artists of any branch and individual farmers. Industrial production of
food on monoculture fields is not meant here.
The economically independent Individual or group is the “Systems” worst enemy.
What has changed by coming up of the “System”?
It is the way of exploitation. The “Investors” are still governing some fields of living, and try
to get all under control and make all to money. It is a system that is no more economy. It is
total depravity that takes money from anything it can get hold of.
Such a system of operation must come to a limit, because the very rich get richer, but all
others get poorer.
The result will be a lack of inland demand and demand generally. Before this really happens,
the “System” will register the decrease of demand and eventually change the tactic.

Just now the Middle Class get also poorer. We see that the chain stores having served the
Middle Class get bankrupt and the discounters flourish. But not only that, the discounters
changed the assortment of the articles of merchandise, reflecting the nevertheless higher
demands of the Middle Class.
Somewhere, for the political party of the Middle Class, people have voted ten years ago about
20% and today only 3%; also very significant.
4.4 Globalization
The world wide and quick availability of information makes more difficult to hush up and
obscure bed doings. If somewhere is discovered an irregularity, it is always immediately
published, and in the consequence, comparable irregularities found in other sometimes faraway places, are published too. The global availability of information brings also positive
news to public.
On this place we must detect the negative evidence, that negative news get more attention
than positive ones. It has to do with Mass-Consciousness, with tendentious, profit oriented
media, where the people see their negative opinions and fears again confirmed and disregard
positive news. This misbehavior of the mass-media is part of disabling influence of Majority
by the Minority.
The availability of information about everyone is on the other side a negative development,
because it goes toward the transparent citizen, again in accordance with the “System”.
Without change of Paradigms, Globalization is only doing in global scale exactly what was
done in national scale and smaller – what was negative, is also in the present so, and has to be
changed, especially in society and economy.
Globalization of enterprises is negative, because endangers democracy.
The exception is Positive Globalization, based on Mental Level: the General-Consciousness,
the Network with positive, high Mental developed Humans and their groups in Nods of this
Network and in mental communication all over the world [4].
The society and economy are still dominated by the old Paradigms, as Recklessness and
Rapacity, for money, might and domination.
The first step in changing the society and economy is changing the people themselves.
This development is still going on by MQE and Self-Reprogramming.
On the grass-root level that is in the cellar of our metaphoric house, the influence of the
Minority gets much weaker with time, because some people from the Majority undergo MQE,
and it will be much more difficult to govern and exploit it.
The “System” knows always who´s work gives the “System”-Makers the highest profit. This
is obvious in case of big manufactures, for instance in Bangladesh, where local investors
produce cheap garment for the rich countries, with very low paid woman-workers in very bad

working conditions. Consumers in the rich countries have organized a campaign to boycott
the garment firms who sell these products. The boycott was not as effective as supposed.
Many people have such a low budget that they are forced to buy these cheep products.
The Capitalism changed from his turbo form into the “System”, but in the third world
countries nothing changed, except the exploitation reached the manufactory state.
Some people blame the “capitalistic system” for negative development in society and
economy. Is it really so, or is it a development initiated by the world wide “Investors”?
This development endangers the liberty of the whole population of the world.
4.5 Agendas and International Negotiations
Agendas
This total enslavement comes to a stop, when the citizens start to rebel against such practices.
To prevent rebellions the Agenda 21 plans small towns to get hold of such rebellions.
All Agendas are negative, if made or initiated by investors or governments dominated by
big money [5]. Moreover, Agendas are negative, because promoting Minorities interests,
working with Compromise, Risk and Rest-Risk, with damage for Majority.
International Negotiations
Beside of Agendas are also some “Agreements” and “Partnerships” between negotiators of
different states, seeming dangerous for the Majority, for the personal Liberty and civil rights.
- TTIP (Trans Atlantic Trade and Investment Partnership):
The negotiators are unofficial government employees, lobbyists, delegates from the industry
and investors.
In the background of the TTIP are interests of investors, who try to bind democratic
governments to a “regulatory cooperation”; means: lower the standards, especially undermine
consumer protection and gradual lifting of restrictions.
In Europe, for example, gen-manipulated food staff must be marked with a label. It is entirely
different in the USA, where 90% of maize, soy beans and sugar beet are gen-manipulated.
The European commission has declared that no standards will be lowered, for instance the ban
of disinfection of chicken with chlorine. The “ultima ratio” for the consumers is to get vegan
and consume only fresh food. So, one can avoid also Bisphenol A, which is in Europe allowed
for tinned food (inner coating of tin-canes).
- One of these negotiations is also TISA (Trade in Service Agreement). After GATS
(General Agreement on Trade in Services) negotiations come to stand still, between legal
from government established negotiators, starts now TISA.

The negotiators from the involved states are states employees, but not officially designated for
the negotiations by the parliament of their states. So, it is in fact an unofficial negotiation
between interested enterprises, lobbyists, investors and traders.
It is not possible to see how it can be made official, and so binding for the states and their
citizens. The negotiations are secret and this is also not usual in negotiations of international
agreements.
It goes about all public services as: water, transport, energy, railways, illumination of cities,
canalization and garbage disposal, security, health, banking, building services: cleaning inand outward, catering for the employees, and so on. These services should be accessible to
foreign firms from partner countries and, if ones privatized, could not be renationalized, even
if failed to function (“Investor’s” protection).

5. Conclusion – Overcome the “System”
5.1 Differences between the Old-Time-Societies Crisis and the Disharmony Now
- The cause for disappearing of old societies, small nations, old cultures, through the history,
differs from the disharmonic situations in numerous parts of the World in the present.
Disharmony is a necessary situation, which can escalate till a Crisis of society and economy,
from which an impulse could come for a clearing solution and further positive development.
- There are some differences between the old-time-societies Crisis and the Disharmony now.
Difference 1: Communication between individuals, groups and nations is different in the past
and now. In the old time small groups of people have been isolated, live on small territories.
In the present it is the whole planet, with digital communication all over.
Even more: Holistic and Harmonic Humans communicate positive over the whole World,
linked by the Network, the General-Consciousness [4].
The problem-situations, crisis, wars in different parts of the World cannot be hidden in the
present; the unlimited Information is a necessary aspect to overcome Disharmony in every
part of the World.
Difference 2: The main difference is development of Mankind:
The Humans develop by Mental Quantum Evolution, and some of them even to very high
Mental Level, to Holistic and Harmonic Individuals. This difference alone is cause enough for
overcoming the present Disharmony.
Difference 3: Social and economic structures in the old time, of small isolated societies, differ
to present World network, developed till now till to an unstable state. This unstable state is
caused by a small part of the society.
From two solutions for overcoming the present Disharmony only one is possible:

One solution can be catastrophic disappearing of Mankind of all over the world (Global
Catastrophe), as in the old time the catastrophe of small society or nation was.
The other solution is disappearing only of negative and disturbing part of society and
economy (Minority, the Exploiters). This part of society and economy is in disagreement with
the Natural Law for development to higher order. Therefore, from this aspect, this solution
is only possible, in accordance with Universal Harmony.
5.2 Disharmony in Society and Economy: the “System”
The social and economic structure on the World is developed, till to present, to an unstable
constellation, to the “System”, the “Negative-Energy-Might-and-Profit”, trying to spread
over the whole World, over all people. Plutocracy is the last step. The distance between rich
and poor is in the present almost on Maximum.
Social and Economic Structure in the Present
- In the present, middle part of the social and economic structure disappears.
The “System” is now reduced to two Extremes of social and economic structure, with a Broad
empty Gap between them: the Exploiters as one extreme, and the Exploited People as the
other. In this society the individuals have differently low Mental Level.
Comparing with the “metaphoric house” (chapter 4.1) the Exploiters are: people from the
second floor (Minority, i.e. investors) and their handy man from the first floor (Minority of
Majority, i.e. directors of banks, big enterprises and members of the advisory boards).
The Exploited ones were people from the ground floor and cellar (Majority, i.e. working
people).
- Exploiters-Extreme on one side of the Broad Gap:
Individuals and Groups, the Minority, with negative Paradigms longing for unlimited might
and profit, are the cause for present danger of the social and economic situation. They have
the potential for possibly disturbing the Mankind and the Planet.
But, such development of this part of a society is in disagreement with Universal Harmony,
and also in disagreement with Natural Low for the flow of processes to higher order in
Universe. Therefore, this disturbing part of society makes at first the whole social and
economic structure instable, then destroy them self and vanish by the time.
This situation has maximum in the present, and is the reason for rapid disharmonic
development of economy. With their rapacity the Exploiter destroy all what they exploit, and
through that they destroy themselves when the “food is eaten up”.
Such Exploiters can be found everywhere, in economy, industry, education, in science,
government, and so on.
- Exploited-People-Extreme on the other side of the Broad Gap:

These people are the Majority of society in Mass-Consciousness, are exploited from the
Minority (Exploiters), live in fear of hard and insure living conditions, of poverty, hunger, and
to lose the job. Therefore, they can be influenced, exploited from the Minority. Their Mental
Level is different, it can be similar low as that of the Minority, or can be also higher, achieved
by MQE.
- Out of Extremes of the Gap, out of the “System”, are Individuals with high Mental
Level, that are able to protect them self from negative influence of extreme negative part of
society (Minority).
There are two sorts of such people:
Holistic and Harmonic Individuals, with the highest Mental Level at all, are the Creators and
are in General-Consciousness, in the Network. These Individuals and their Groups are in the
present already numerous, exist also everywhere, and they are a very mighty Opposition to
the Exploiter part of society, because they are positive.
The other Individuals in Majority of Mass-Consciousness, with already achieved high mental
Level, are able to leave the Mass-Consciousness, and develop further by Mental Quantum
Evolution and Self-Reprogramming, in direction to General-Consciousness, to be the Creators
themselves.
By Mental Quantum Evolution positive Humans develop continuously further, help others, to
overcome exploitation. Then all together, in communication, increase the instability of
negative part of society, and so overcome the temporary Disharmony and Crisis in Society
and Economy.
5.3 Instruments for Survival of the Planet
- For Survival of the Mankind, the Planet and for establishing the New, Homogenous
Society is important: MQE of people, Self-Reprogramming and Exchange of Paradigms to
positive.
- In the present the great part of Humans, outside of Extremes of the Gap, is developed to so
high Mental Level, that they can say NO to all violence suffered from the Minor part of
society (Exploiter) till now. The Paradigm NO contains also: no more Risk, Rest-Risk
and Compromise, only clear solving of problems, equally good for all. The clearing of
disharmonic situations spreads overall at the present time.
- The Exchange of own, common, negative to positive Paradigms by SelfReprogramming in all fields of Human activity, and that of the Society and
Governments – is of Vital importance and the only possibility to Overcome the
“System”, and to survive and develop further Mankind, Nature and the Planet.
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Chapter Seven:
Universal Harmony – Overcome Armageddon

Natural Laws in Duality
Natural Low in Duality “Time Limited Armageddon State” is a clearing process, more or
less chaotic, which can arise in Societies during the Flow of Processes to Higher Order, to
Harmony.
Armageddon is a complex negative state and expands over the entire world.
The “Flow of Processes to Harmony” is a General Law for positive mental development of
Human Individuals and of Nature [1].
Natural Low in Duality “Time Limited Disharmony State” contains problems only in
particular regions or countries, and can be the beginning of Armageddon. To avoid this it
must be cleared in the region.
These two States, Disharmony and Armageddon, are valid only in Duality, in MassConsciousness [1]: In the present society, with Humans developed to different mental levels,
individuals of negative energies [1-7] cause disharmonic situations. Humans with positive
energies clear and solve all problems by Natural Laws [3, 7].

Armageddon started slowly years ago, as Disharmony in numerous countries, and then rapidly
as a chain-reaction almost everywhere. Armageddon is now present in almost all countries.
Worldwide Disharmony Armageddon is the result of the activity of the Deep Negative Part of
Human Society, the Destructive Part of Society, against positive Human Society and Nature.
This negative part will cause their own disappearance: Their greed is to be blamed for it. They
have, throughout the world, accumulated all, and therefore had no more “air for breathing”.
They also do not allow “air for breathing” for the Economy or for Society.
This Destructive Part of Society, and their accomplices, sees only their own profit and causes
chaos and wars over the earth, causes social, financial and economic disasters, all for their
profit. They are the cause for increasing differences between rich and poor in all countries.
Because this situation culminates now, the number of Wakened Have-Not increases – and
Armageddon is in the End-Phase.

The End of Armageddon one can now understand as the Agony of the Destructive Part of
Society. This “Abscess” is just getting ready to burst.
This is the End of development of Human Society in the Present Form.
The End of Armageddon can be positive or negative for the future of Human Society and
Nature.
The positive End of Armageddon depends on all, more or less positive Humans in the world,
which will act positively in opposition to the Destructive Part of Society. They will not allow
the disappearance of the Human Species, will protect their own liberty, way of life, culture,
and will also not allow disturbing Nature.
There are a plenty of examples throughout the world for the End-State of Armageddon and for
getting the “Abscess” to burst in different parts of Human Society, Economy and Nature.
At least one example for current Armageddon is obvious:
Muslim Invasion into Europe:
Forced Immigration – Forced Multiculturalism [8]
- Old Human Species have solved their own problems by Invasions, forced Immigration and
forced change of the way of life of others. The result was a multicultural mix of speech and
customs.
Now this archaic method is being applied again by the Arabian Invasion [9] into Europe.
Invasion – meaning millions of people with one way of life, flowing over the territory of
indigenous people with a completely different way of life.
Large parts of the world are involved in this Invasion: Europe, the Middle East, North Africa,
and other Hidden Persons and Parts of the world.
It was not a spontaneous Invasion, but it was triggered by a sort of long time persuasion.
People were persuaded when they come to Germany they will get a house, a car, and money.
Surely, a large organization was needed to reach and persuade such a multitude of people.
- About asylum:
The current Arabian Invasion into Europe is proclaimed by politicians as war-refugees asking
for asylum in Europe.
Historical Geneva Convention for refugees (28.07.1951 and 22.04.1954) and German
Grundgesetz (Basic Law for the Federal Republic of German) contain an obligation to give
asylum politically and by states pursued persons [10].

War-refugees following these two sources, cannot ask asylum, because they are not politically
persecuted.
- The Arabian Invasion into Europe started slowly at first, over a period of some years. In
2015 became rapid and extremely forced: Millions of Arabians overflow the open European
Shengen border, without any control. The European-Government has long been aware of this
problem, but it has done nothing. Europe was without any protection and without any control
over the huge flow of people coming over the border, as it usually was. Why?
In 9/2015 Arabians also poured over the open German border, following the invitation from
the German Chancellor of Christian Democratic Party (CDU). Why?
- Germany is a so called rich country, but only for few rich individuals; similar as in other
countries all over the world.
So the question is, how is it possible to integrate millions of strange people, immigrants, into
the complex social and economic European continent, which is already dealing with its own
existing problems?
One should help people in emergency, but one should also help one’s own people, particularly
those who have worked their entire lives in Germany and have paid taxes for decades to
maintain economic stability for the present and for the future.
This Arabian Invasion shows all the complex problems and far-reaching negative results of
Human Society and Economy in Europe: Forced Immigration, Forced Multiculturalism [8],
Endangering Culture, Christianity and Freedom of indigenous nations.
By Immigration of Millions with different and strange way of life and culture, some entity is
attempting to achieve the destabilization of Europe.
One can only guess the true purpose for this Arabian Invasion although some people surely
know the goal to be reached by this. In any case: someone, some entity will reap the Profit,
whether financial or ideological!
- The facts say enough about the role of different acting-members by this Invasion and the
sense of Immigration Action.
- In this Invasion Process only the better situated Arabians have or have got enough money to
pay the touts. The poor people do not come, stay at home, or flee to neighboring countries.
- Millions of Arabian Migrants were the predominant part.
The Arabian Invasion increases continuously; predominantly masculine people move in the
direction Europe, mostly Germany, Sweden and Austria.
They looked as good, almost identically dressed “civil solders”.

On some borders they tried to come through illegally and violently; they are convinced they
have the right to come to Germany.
Sexual offense was also applied by some groups.
- Thousands of children, below 18 years old, masculine, well-dressed, alone, without
conduct, arrived in Germany. What is their role?
- Families with small children besiege the border (Greece/Macedonia), sitting in a muddy
tend-camp and refuse the better accommodation nearby.
It is an immense irresponsibility of these parents to their children. The worse in this Invasion
is the use of children by their parents as a weapon to Blackmail Europe.
- In comparison to Europeans, Muslims have a completely different way of life, and have
already shown that some use violence. Even in the camps they oppress other occupants of
Christian faith.
If they come in the millions in the near future – they can completely change or destroy
European culture and way of life.
From all that happened in the world for some years and now more intensely, one can only
conclude:
The Muslim people are being used by someone in a sort of ideological war.
This Invasion was and is in fact war against Europe.
This type of war is the Forced Multiculturalism. This is Mental Violation on nations in
Europe, with the goal of forcing their own way of life on all others, which have their own
culture and way of life. This makes this Invasion more dangerous.
The worse types of wars are the change of identity, of culture and of nation, and oppress
freedom in all aspects.
Surely, one part of the Muslim people maybe do not agree with such destructive activity, but
they keep silent. These Muslims should publicly declare their position.
Now cannot be: to do nothing. Nothing is also deciding for something (Jean Paul Sartre),
often negative.
In the present, European people see the way of life in Europe different. Nobody sees clearly
the complex situation in Europe. So, most people see only two possibilities for way of life in
the future: European and that of orthodox part of Muslims. One group of Europeans believes
yet in a life in free of Multiculturalism, as before. But Multiculturalism in the future could be
dangerous, because it can be an expansion of Muslimism by force.

To the Future
- Numerous segments of the Human Species have disappeared over the centuries and
millennia of history. But now enough positive Humans exist. They change the paradigm NO
into a positive one, and say “NO more. It is enough.” [6].
In spite the present predominance of negative situations throughout the world – positive
Humans can overcome the state of chaos:
This new type of Human Individuals, Holistic and Harmonic Individuals [1-7], is numerous
enough and have a vital and strong positive energy – to change Armageddon to a positive
future, and help others to develop. Humans in Europe will work positively with love, in
mutual agreement [1-7].
With Armageddon-State they can clear the “Abscess” completely, in Society and everywhere
from all negative individuals and problems. Humanity can start the new positive Society with
liberty and equal justice for All.
- In one Human Society, in all nations, the individuals should build groups of free Humans,
with free way of life, without violence to others. The Humans will be free to live where they
like. No border will exist to prevent the free movement on earth.
Before this: all Humans, in all nations, all religions, all over the world, should develop
mentally to a higher level.
However, until this Utopian goal comes to be, Europe should have a protected border,
specifically the Shengen border, and should have the ability to control the incoming people.
Until the Shengen border can be established, every European country should have the
possibility to build own temporary border.
The security of people in the European Union must be assured.
Besides this, the invasion of millions people en mass must be refused, or be significantly
decreased. Only in this way can there be enough time for the integration of new immigrants
be possible.
Solving social and economic problems for one’s own people must also have priority, to avoid
social disturbances.
All nations of the world should solve problems and avoid conflicts without war and without
exodus. Moreover, one should not use people to emotionally blackmail others.
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Chapter Eight:
Development of Society Determined by Natural Laws

The present work follows already published papers in the Series “Universal Harmony” [1-7]
about the Harmonization of the World, now with the themes:
- How different Natural Laws determine the development of Economy and Society, the
survival of Human Species and healing Nature.
- Analogy between living and dead matter shows the universality of Natural Laws.
- Binding forces between members in one group of Humans, Animals, also in “dead” matter
as crystallization processes, influence the processes in survival of species in Nature and in
Society. These Binding Forces are important for the Natural Laws.

Bindings in a Group of one Species
Two types of bindings between members in one group of living or dead matter are responsible
for different activity of members, to be joined to elementary entity of crystal, animal- or
Human-Society: 1) Nearest-Neighbor-Binding or Connection on Short-Distances, in living
and dead matter, with positive and negative energies, with attractive and repulsive forces.
2) Long-Distances-Binding in Network, worldwide, with positive Mental Energy of Humans.
For survival of the Human Species predominant is Long-Distances-Binding between
members.
Two types of physics define the Bindings, Newtonian Physics in 1) and Quantum Physics in
2).
1) Nearest-Neighbor Binding: Short Distances
The binding of members in matter depends on the natural repulsive or attractive forces
between atoms or molecules, and acts over short distances, for instance over some atomic
distances, in micro-lattices, or up to 100 times larger, in macro-lattices. Binding forces are
responsible for number of members in entities and for forces between the entities. Binding
forces are also responsible for diversity of living and dead entities in micro- and macro-world.
Mental Level of the Human Individuals develops by Mental Quantum Evolution (MQE) [1].
In the past, only rarely were Humans high mentally developed. The more or less high
negativity of Humans in Mass-Consciousness [1, 6] depends on their low Mental Level, i.e.

the negative thoughts of members are responsible for repulsive forces in and between
different groups of Humans. The negativity of the members in Mass-Consciousness has
values from deep negative energy values to more or less positive values, depending on mental
development, on living situation, and on activity, depending on goal of members.
Direct negative influence of the part of Mass-Consciousness with totally negative energies,
the Destructive Part of Society and their accomplices [6/II, 7], has a highly disturbing
influence on society, as long as the mental level of the rest is low, and they cannot free
themselves from negative influences.
In animals’ societies the connections of members are only over short distances in a group or
between them, depending on a communal goal.
2) Bindings of Humans in the Network, on Long Distances
In the present, modern Human Species exist, in spite of disharmonic situations, such as
chaotic social injustice, tyranny in various forms and different types of war.
The reason for this behavior is the accelerated development of one part of Human Species
throughout history and up to the present: in Holistic Individuals in General-Consciousness
[1] in the Network, with highest mental level, and in Harmonic Humans with still somewhat
lower level. They have positive qualities [1, 6/I], reinforced by Mental Transformation or
MQE. They are mentally connected worldwide over long distances.
Holistic Individuals feel deep Love for themselves, for all people, for animals and for nature.
They are acting over long distances. Therefore, after Quantum Communication (Quantum
Physics, Quantum Entanglement) all Holistic Individuals with their positive energies are in
Resonance [7]. This is the reason for the most powerful influence of Holistic Individuals on
positive development of the whole Society and of Nature.

Natural Laws
Natural Laws determine changes of All, of the living and dead matter. These Laws are the
base for development and survival of Human Societies, for repairing the Economy and
healing Nature.
All processes flow to Harmony, independent of where they happen, in three- or higher
dimensional space. This flow is accompanied by Natural Laws, valid in all dimensions.
Observed Natural Laws are the Projections on three-dimensional space, on Duality, where
they follow Newtonian Physics. The Laws obey Quantum Physics in General-Consciousness
of Holistic Humans.

Natural Laws determine the development of all, but the Human Being has a Free Will, and he
has the free decision to act in every situation. The Human Individuals determine the
conditions for development of processes according Natural Laws everywhere.
Human Beings exists, during their entire lifetimes, in one Field of Decisions between
projections of processes in Multidimensional space on the three dimensional space. Each
decision of the Human Being influences the next, and also the whole Decision Field.
Free Will means: in each situation the Human Individual has Free Self-Decision and SelfResponsibility [2]. He has different possibilities, also to do nothing, and in spite of that, the
decision will be made. After each decision appears a new situation and again a new decision
will be made. So, to do nothing is an Illusion. Nothing is also deciding for something [8].
Natural or Cosmic Laws are valid everywhere, in General- and in Mass-Consciousness, for all
steps of mental development.

1) Natural Law: Processes in Open Systems Flow to a Higher Order, to Harmony
This is the basic Law, valid for all [1], for living and dead matter. Universal Harmony is the
driving force in open system, in all processes to higher order in society, nature and
everywhere, for Life and Surviving of all species, and for growth of entities in dead matter.
For instance: flow of processes to higher order, to Harmony, is established in the global
survival of the Human Species from ancient times to the present, and in the ordering
processes in complex materials of mono-atomic and alloy single crystals [1].
This Natural Law is characterized with processes going on in an open system, with
development without stagnation, in movement, continuous changing and living.
2) Natural Law: All is Mutually Interconnected
This is the basic Law, based on Universal Harmony, and therefore is valid for All-That-Is.
Universal Harmony is the Essence contained in all, in Nature and also in every Human Being.
Therefore, every problem can be solved positively by the Human Being himself.
Only high mentally developed Humans (Holistic Individuals in General-Consciousness) are
conscious of this Essence in themselves and of possibilities to use the Essence. The people in
Mass-Consciousness have this Essence also in themselves, but they are still not conscious of
this Essence, which depends on their too low Mental Level till now.

3) Natural Law: World Order of All-That-Is
The Natural Law Processes in Open Systems Flow to a Higher Order, to Harmony applied
on All-That-Is is the Natural Law World Order of All-That-Is. Different conditions for
development of the World Order are discussed already earlier [1-7].
In Human Societies World Order is changed from negative form, established in ancient times
by destructive Humans, and then repaired by Holistic Humans. To heal the present World
Order, the processes will flow from the present, sometimes chaotic situations, to Harmony.
This means also: Development of Human Society from the World influenced by the
Destructive Part of Society and their accomplices – to the World Order based on Universal
Harmony, with Humans developed by Mental Quantum Evolution [1-7].
In one World in Harmony, free Humans will build a Society with free thinking Individuals
and groups, with a free way of life, without violence to each other, or to Nature. This is the
World, firstly only partially and then complete developed worldwide.
Remark: “New World Order” discussed in III) is different from Natural Law World Order of
All-That-Is discussed here. The last is a Natural Law, showing the World Order as a
development of Society to Harmony.
The “New World Order” should be established worldwide from a super rich Group of people,
unknown in public, who try to control the whole world in the near future. They are interested
in resources and territory worldwide. This establishing should be done, as a means to an end,
among other methods, by different types of war, or by psychological terror, or by luring their
accomplices, i.e. of people with different cultural background and way of life, to do an
invasion on strange territory.
In the present, the goal of this group is to destabilize parts of the world and among others to
develop a new race for better control. This will be done by wars of Darwin-Evolution-type
(below, in Evolution), based on power and the brute force of individuals, or groups – an
obsolete method for the present Human Species, highly developed mentally by Mental
Quantum Evolution. These Humans could not be deceived by this old type manipulation of
world and people.
One fact shows the impossibility of the idea to integrate people of a very different culture and
way of life. This has happened already in Germany, about fifty years ago, when people came
as foreign workers from Turkey. Generally, they never integrated, nor did their generations of
children.
This was the case for a not too numerous group of strange people. Quite other situation is the
case of invasion of millions of people, also with very different background. In this case, in
reality, in spite of government’s trying forced integrating the immigrants, the result will be
assimilation of indigenous people or immigrants,

All these show the absurdity of the intention to establish the control worldwide. In the present,
Natural Law Mental Quantum Evolution is obviously unknown to this group of super rich
people. So, the attempt to establish the “New World Order” is indeed only bound up to chaos
in the world for a short time, but it will be without success.
4) Natural Law: The Mental Quantum Evolution
This Law is: the basic Natural Law Processes in Open Systems Flow to a Higher Order, to
Harmony applied on Human Mental Development.
Not the natural selection or the preservation of favored races in the struggle for life (Darwin)
– but The Mental Quantum Evolution (MQE) [1] of Mankind, based on Universal Harmony,
is the guaranty for survival and further development of Human Species, and also of Nature.
The mental development of Animal Societies is discussed in part: “Survival of Animals”.
5) Natural Law: Minimal Stable Number of Members in an Entity or Critical Size of one
Species
It is known, that Entities of living or dead matter grow only above the Minimal Stable
Number of Members or Critical Size, below are unstable. The conditions for existing of
Minimal Stable Critical Size depend on binding forces between members, their quality and on
the quality of surrounding (purity and sort of impurities, also Human influence on
surrounding).
This Natural Law is valid for Minimal Stable Critical Size in Mass-Consciousness, in the
case of short-range-forces, and describes a small number of members in an Entity.
This Law out of Duality, for forces reaching Long Distances, in General-Consciousness,
follows Quantum Physics. Connections between members are worldwide, so the Entity of
Holistic Individuals spread worldwide.
6) Natural Law: Time Limited Disharmony
Process of Time Limited Disharmony in societies of living and dead matter [3, 6] overcomes
the state of chaos, or stagnation/resignation, and is an important impulse for solving
apparently unsolvable problems. Disharmony is only a temporary state, limited in space,
while the Self-Ordering based on Universal Harmony prepares the states of higher order.
7) Natural Law: Time Limited Armageddon
More dangerous for Society and also for Nature is Time Limited Armageddon [7], is more or
less chaotic and expands worldwide. Armageddon is the result of the activity of the

Destructive Part of Society [7], i.e. of the Deep Negative Part of Human Society and their
accomplices, against positive Human Society and Nature.
The End of Armageddon can be positive or negative for the future of Human Society and
Nature. The positive End of Armageddon depends on positive thinking and acting Humans in
the world, which will act positive, opposite the Destructive Part of Society [7].
6/7) Time Limited Disharmony and Time Limited Armageddon – are Natural Laws valid
exclusively in Duality. These Laws exist not in General-Consciousness, but only in MassConsciousness, where disharmonic situations appear, which should be solved (Disharmony).
Sometimes situations in society and nature attain a very dangerous chaotic state all over the
world (Armageddon). During the Flow of Processes to Higher Order, to Harmony – Human
Societies can overcome the state of chaos. So Disharmony and Armageddon are both
Clearing Processes of Society.
8) General Development Law: Saw-Tooth Behavior of Human Development
This Law describes all aspects (culture, society, economy) of development of Human
Societies in Repetitions, through whole Human history: Repetitions of high positive mental
and social states of Human Societies – and negative development of Human Society in
between. The Repetitions through history can be understood as frequently clearings of Society
with Disharmony processes. The Repetitions can be also caused by disappearing of numerous
cultures of the Human Species over the centuries and millennia of history through
Armageddon.
Through history the saw-tooth curve lays on one ascending line. This line represents the
Natural Law: Processes Flow to a Higher Order, to Harmony. This means: Repetitions stay
always on an ascending base line, and every minimum, that is after clearing even after
Armageddon is better, more positive than the minimum before. This means, the Society, in
spite of timely negative developments through history, develops to a better order. The cause is
the positive influence of increasing number of Holistic and Harmonic Humans (Mental
Quantum Evolution) on Society.
It can be possible in the present, that this Law is on “the end of the clearing way, out of
Duality, out of Mass-Consciousness”, and will go over in further Development for all to a
Higher Order, to Harmony.
The other possibility: the present clearing is only the way to future through another
Repetition. Firstly the conflicts and violence must be solved, and all parts of the world should
get back their stability.
For this, Holistic and Harmonic Humans in General-Consciousness and positive wakened
Humans in Mass-Consciousness will surmount, by Actions with Love, the negative forces
of the Deep Negative Part of Human Society and their accomplices.

Evolution of Human Species and Nature – According to Natural Laws
“Origin of species by means of natural selection or the preservation of favored races in the
struggle for life” (Charles Darwin, 19.Jh.) is physical-chemical selection. This evolution is
based on power of individuals, or groups; on instinct of preservation of species, assuring their
survival.
Such development of Humans would explain through the history repeated “Civilization
Breaks” [9], as the result of war with violent invasions of one population to disturb the
indigenes one, with completely different culture, religions and way of life. The identities of
complete populations were disturbed.
So, in the present, great culture art-works are destroyed, as monumental ancient, gate-keeper
statues in Mosul, temples from Assyrian time in Nimrud, in Nineveh, Baal-Sanctuary in
Palmyra, the world highest Buddha-sculpture in Afghanistan, Library of Alexandria, temples
in Tenochtitlan, distractions during the Cultural Revolution in China, and more.
In spite of this type of evolution with “Civilization Breaks”, the Survival of Human Species
till present shows another development as predominant, Mental Quantum Evolution [1] of
Human Individuals. This evolution is determined by Natural Laws, which are valid for all in
Nature, for living and dead matter.
I) Universal Harmony
Processes Flow to a Higher Order, to Harmony
Throughout history, Human Society changed the goal of all members of one group. Freedom
and justice play increased the most important role in life of the Human Species.
The rapid development of the Society reveals the most positive Holistic Individuals, acting in
the Network worldwide. This development is caused by their high positive mental energies
and acting with Love.
According to this Natural Law the number of mentally positive Holistic Humans increases
with time by MQE. They improve the bed situations in Society and Nature, caused by people
with negative energies out of Mass-Consciousness. On this way, the whole Society is more
and more positive.
All is Mutual Interconnected
An example from ancient times [2]: The artists, at least 30000 years ago, started to paint signs
on the walls of caves, all over the world (North and South America, Europe, Africa, China,
India, Borneo, Burma and Australia). It is significant, that these signs are similar and repeat

over the whole world [10]. Obvious this was only possible through linking by consciousness,
in this early time of Human Mental Evolution.
II) Minimal Stable Critical Number of Members in Entities that can Exist, Develop and
Increase
a) Members with Weak Binding Forces
Generally
Entities consist of members with weak binding (short distances), attractive and repulsive
forces as in Crystals, positive and negative energies in groups of Animals, or by Humans in
Mass-Consciousness, with more or less predominant negative energies.
Below the value of Minimal Stable Critical Sizes the Number of atoms or molecules in
Crystals in dead matter, or Members in Groups of Humans in Mass-Consciousness, or in
Animal-Societies – all are generally small, are weak and unstable.
Cosmic dust crumples up into a ball and so produces stable planets when the number of
bounded entities is stable enough and the gravity force, the repulsive force and the
surroundings make possible further growing, to a planet.
The example of prosperity in economy shows obviously a minimal critical size of groups of
people with similar interest as only possibility to exist effectively and efficiently.
a1) Humans in Mass-Consciousness:
There is an analogy with the minimal size of a crystal and a group of like-minded or persons
of the same conviction in Mass-Consciousness. There are large varieties in Number of
Members in a Group, depending on communal or opposite goal of Members and on their
positive energies.
Usually, through history to present, lower mentally developed Humans in MassConsciousness [1-6] were and are in majority. Their entity consists of a small number of
members, because the energies are more or less negative, and bindings are only over short
distances in groups or between them.
The question is: what is responsible for disappearing of numerous cultures of the Human
Species over the centuries and millennia of history. In the history predominate negative
energies, and therefore short-distances-bindings in Mass-Consciousness were the rule. This
can be one of the origins for problems in development of Human Societies in old time, and
also in the present. Such disharmony in development of Human Society can drift to
Armageddon and disappearing of the species.

In Mass-Consciousness exists in the present growing number of awakened “sleeping”
people [2]. More and more positively thinking and acting Humans are awakened by Mental
Quantum Evolution and by influence of Holistic part of Humans on this changeable, not
completely negative part, of Mass-Consciousness. The Majority of Mass-Consciousness has
chances to positive and faster development by MQE [6].
A big support to the Holistic are numerous people just emerging from Mass-Consciousness,
because heavy working conditions, unemployment and poverty opens their eyes to the “big
connections” causing this conditions in the world.
Destructive Part of Society, and their Accomplices:
- The most negative Individuals in Mass-Consciousness are Humans with negative
isolationistic, or even aggressive, selfish, dogmatic, pigheaded activities (the super rich, the
exploiters, predatory investors). These individuals are negative, and think only for themselves
and against others. They take no care for others suffering. These individuals appear till
present as power-hungry individuals. They are not numerous, they are negative, isolated
individuals, in battle against other similar super rich and against positive Humans, worldwide.
Their money is only the instrument to reach this Might, buying accomplices. They try to
establish the static “New World Order”, to have control over all people worldwide.
- Negative individuals in this category are also not rich, but also not poor, allured by the
super rich with might in industry, politics, and some regions of science.
- Similarly negative is also one aspect of poor, exploited people, who are isolated, are
negative as the rich one, and are also accomplices of super rich [6]. They have a Mental Level
too low to free themselves.
- These all three parts of Negative People in Mass-Consciousness have the lowest Mental
Level. The number of members in entities is small, because they are in reality negative
individuals, with repulsive forces. They are individuals in a closed system, without Mental
Development. They only stagnate, exist for some time, against all natural laws, and disappear.
a2) Survival of Animals
Human Society influences decisively survival of Animal Species, in the past, and present.
Relation Humans – Animals is important for Mental Development of Human Individual itself.
Human Individuals generally should be more developed mentally: to be able to see and to feel
the Animals as the Species, with identical right to live, right on free living space, and to
survive as the Human Species.
The Minimal Stable Size of the Group
The minimal size for the survival of an animal species in the present general assertion was
estimated about 5000 individuals, in reserves, Zoos, and other institutions, i.e. not in natural
environment for animals.

A new study shows [11] that the survival of smaller groups is secure, if the requirements for
safety, food, climate and for instance also harmonic cohabitation with other species are
fulfilled. From this reason, to give the needed space, healthy nature, and the liberty to animals
are necessary. Unfortunately, these conditions for Animals and Nature are absent worldwide,
even are bad and worse with time.
Development of Animals
Recent studies about mental behavior of some birds show a high level as that of anthropoid
apes [11].
Interesting experiments on one sort of animals, especially monkeys, are well known. Also the
behavior of some free living individuals of monkeys, birds, and also learning in the group
from these individuals, are also already observed.
Similarities between Human Groups in Old Time and Present Animal Societies
In quite other type of observations [12] a new aspect of Animal development was observed:
Contact of Mental Understanding is possible between mentally developed Human and
developed Animal Individual.
For this, comparison between Human Societies in Old Time and Animal Societies in the
present is from interest. This comparison shows similarities in development of members in
both groups.
For instance, in the Paleolithic period, groups of Human Species in Mass-Consciousness
contained small number of members. In spite of that, the groups contained, indeed rarely, high
mentally developed Humans. These Humans produced artwork, important also for
development of later followed Humans and even for Humans in the present time [1].
It was observed [12], that Animal-Individual of one sort in one group was higher developed
than other members in the same group. Therefore: Between two developed Individuals,
Human and Animal, initial Mental Understanding was obvious.
This Mental Understanding between Human and Animal Individuals has nothing to do with
training of the animals or with development in sense of Darwinian Evolution, but with Mental
Quantum Evolution from all Living. It is the understanding between two mentally developed
individuals.
High Potential for Survival
Independent of sort, in one group of Animals some Individuals develop higher than others,
but indeed rarely. They have Mental Contact with Human Individuals. Such Animals have
high potential for further development, when it would be possible to be free from outside
influences. And they can help to other Animals in the group, as rarely Human Individuals in

Human Society also. Help between Animals in one group, even between groups, or between
different sorts, is already observed.
One can imagine the development through history of Animal Societies up to the present,
similar to development of the Human Society from Old Time. This could be if the Animals
would not be prevented from their normal development by Humans. Higher developed
Individuals, in Human or in Animal Society, contain possibilities for Survival of Species
through history.
Not only the number of members important for survival, but also their Mental Quality.
Therefore, Darwin’s Evolution plays for Survival no important role for Animal Species and
Humans.
The fact is: in the past and in the present the survival of Animal Species is low. Already many
animal species have disappeared throughout history, and are also disappearing in the present.
Moreover, many animal species disappear before the Humans discovered them.
Why is it so?
From mentioned experiences [12] follows: Animal Societies have similar potential for
development as Human ones. Moreover, Animals do not disturb the nature as Humans do (in
Mass-Consciousness), but live in harmony with it.
As long as Humans disturb nature, use Animals in medical experiments, in Zoos or circuses
bringing profit, see Animals only as slaves and as food, or as disturbing factor in Nature – the
Animals as Societies cannot develop.
Animals in contact with Humans in Zoos, medical experiments, or domestic animals, have
civilization illnesses as Humans have. Similar, indigenous people get civilization illnesses
also after “civilized” Humans discovered them. For Animals used in industry – there is no
survival.
The Human Society leaves the Animals not enough space to live free. So, the Survival of
Animals in nature is presently only possible in small groups and only for a short time.
It exist a discrepancy between what should be and the reality:
For instance, Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany (Grundgesetz), article 2,
contains an obligation “each has the right for unharmed”, and in article 20a legislator,
government and court of justice are obliged to protect all animals. This discrepancy to reality
can be removed only by further increasing of positive Mental Level (Mental Quantum
Evolution) of Humans, in all social positions.

b) Human Society: Members with Bindings over Long Distances
Holistic and Harmonic Human Individuals in General-Consciousness or Network are
connected worldwide over long distances, with the highest positive Energy of Love, with
strong Mental-Binding. They all are in Resonance in the Network, according to QuantumCommunication.
So are the Holistic Individuals with their influence on groups and near-neighbor members in
Mass-Consciousness – an important characteristic of society and Nature, bearing the
Harmonic Force for healing the Earth.
Because all Holistic Individuals are in Resonance the number of members must not be high to
be successful in acting. The Minimal Critical Number, necessary for further development and
survival of the Human Species, is small. In the present, already only some percent of the
whole Human Society are enough to change to positive the development of Mankind and
Nature.
The Holistic Humans are always spread as one ENTITY WORLDWIDE.
III) In Duality: Time Limited Disharmony and Time Limited Armageddon
The development of economy was from the beginning positive for all, the owner and the
workers. The disruption comes in the present, based on greed and an unbounded feeling of
might and superiority on one side, and on poverty and despair of most people on the other.
All this is the base for problems in the present, with tendency from Disharmony to
Armageddon worldwide, as the discrepancy between super rich and super poor increases, with
possible negative or maybe positive End of this present Human Society.
Economy Drifting to Armageddon
The question here is about the emotional changes of the owners of enterprises from the
beginning of the industrial age.
In the first stage when the factory emerged from a master craftsman workshop, where the
workers have learned from the master, there was more or less a feeling of solidarity, a sort of
fellow feeling. The personnel were more or less familiar with the owner, who was “one of
them”. They have the possibility, when getting master craftsmen to open their own workshop,
to develop new products and step in competition with the old master’s workshop. The
possibility gives all a feeling of independence, of liberty.

The middle class was born.
In the next generation of owners, if the owner was also a master craftsman, the relationship
was perhaps much similar. For some time there was a social engagement of the owners for the
workers living, especially for their housing.
When the next generations have separated from the production, the personnel were enlarged,
maybe first by a secretary, then by an accountant, a stock clerk and so on. In the meantime the
owners were more familiar with the “white collar” employees, but at the end the factory was
only a “money making machine” for them.
The owners separated not only from production but also from the management. The owner
employed meanwhile a complete management, but he was still the director.
Just when he employed a director, the owner has separated totally from the dream of his
ancestors.
Here again the minimal critical stable size is guilty. If the factory is big enough – it can
grow. The worth of a bigger factory is higher for investors, because it is more stable in respect
to financial stability. The factory, if big enough, is negotiable at the stock exchange.
The factory owner gives itself in the hand of investors, but by selling the stock gets money to
enlarge the factory or to buy other factories.
The system of shares totally separated the production of goods from “producing money”.
The enterprises are now run by a staff of employees from the semi skilled worker up to the
director general, all are only salary earners.
The economy today is the economy of investors, so can be called Investorism. At least the
whole system of shears has lead to the extreme difference between reach and poor.
Another cause for this negative development was the erroneous opinion of economists that
Supply and Demand will stabilize and govern the world economy most efficient. The fact is
that the big money has governed supply and demand for their economic interest. These
economic mistakes had resulted in the present share out of goods. At the moment more than
99% of world’s population had only 50% of the goods, and less than 1% of the people have
the other 50%.
The whole system was divided, because the whole economic system must now only give more
and more profit, because the money awakes the desire for more. This desire impresses and
imprints the whole economic system of today.
Till now we analyzed what goes on with the factory or enterprise that was degenerated to a
money making machine, but what goes on in the owners?

The owners transform to investors.
They lose the contact with the enterprise and with the people working there. We know: the
more one has – the more one wants. This has as a consequence an upward spiral of money
withdrawn as a dividend from the factory noted on the stock exchange.
The shareholders have no emotional binding to the enterprise of which they own stock. They
feel emotionally “higher class”, they belong to people who have “done it”. These people have
the opinion that the poor people are self responsible for their poverty, because they have no
contact in any form with the people working and the people squeezed out of the enterprise, by
their demand for higher dividends.
They blame the politicians, the government, the economists, everybody but not themselves for
the progressive pauperization of working people, especially the elder and the pensioner.
On the other side the stock exchange noted enterprise is responsible to the shareholders
meeting. On it the investors always claim higher dividends from the management of the
enterprise, and pressure it to work more efficient, that is diminish “negative items” in the
balance. The management must obey, because they also are only employees and as such
exchangeable.
The Natural Law of Agglomeration or Crystallization (Minimal Stable Size or Entity) gilt
also for money. If somebody’s money has exceeded a certain critical amount it is sure he will
get more by his transactions.
Only if he makes two risky transactions it is like heating up a solution of a crystallization
experiment. An even bigger crystal will solve and diminish his mass, and by the risky
transaction the investor will lose money.
In contrary, when somebody has less money than a critical amount, his money always
vanishes whatever he tries. The smallest amount of money is just now as high nobody can
reach it, except still rich people.
The frame conditions for the smallest stable amount of money depend and are made by the
banking system and the government. A small amount of money deposited in a bank carries
interest of about 0.1 - 0.5% by an inflation rate of the same value. The small saver who tries
to save a small amount of money for his older days gets nothing.
The central bank lowers the interest and injects a great deal of money into the system by
buying government bonds from investors.
That way the central bank gives cheap money to investors with the lame excuse that this
money will give cheap credits to the industry and increase production and stimulate the whole

economy. But this is the wrong impulse – the production can be only stimulated by
consumers, who have more purchasing power because of higher salary.
The banking system is as impertinent and shameless, that it suggests how good the small
interest rates are, because the small credits are cheap 3-5% and so even small earners can get
them. Even those who earn a small salary can buy things with these credits and so the low
salary earner is again further exploited by the investors.
It is the owners who have no social engagement with the employees, but only care for the
growth of their own profit. The shareholders ask them only: what is the profit, how can the
profit be increased, and the negative items in the balancing diminished. These are the
questions also at the shareholders meeting. They see only the profit: either the valuation of the
share, or the height of the dividend.
The salaries of the employees are negative items in the calculation of profit. To increase the
profit the number of employees must be diminished or their salaries decreased. Fewer
employees must do the same work as the bigger personnel staff before, or all employees must
be paid less. Automation is also a big factor in the pauperization of the working people.
This is the Downward Spiral of Salary. Parallel to this is the Upward Spiral of Profit
realized by the investors. The downward spiral of purchasing power of the employees needs
the development of prices for clothing, housing and food in the same direction.
All the producing factories work on the same principle of exploitation. The prices of the
products must go down because the purchasing power of the people goes down. So the
employees of these factories must be paid even less. The factory transfers the production, for
instance for clothing, to a “third world country”, where the living expenses are lower and so
the salary of the employees is also lower.
The production of many other things is also transferred to third world countries. This way
television sets, computers, handy and play stations can be sold cheap and everybody can be
controlled in his free time. Political and industrial advertising must reach everyone. The other
things must keep them occupied and unable him to think free. The expenses in the third
world countries in the stream of Globalization also go higher, and so this translocation will
not resolve the problem over the long-term.
The general public should have more money.
The rich are not consumers who could trigger the production (except of yachts, mansions,
etc).
They could trigger the production and even gain their profit by a higher pay for their
employees. In fact the investors could establish more factories employing more people and
so sell more goods and realize more profit, but over a longer period of time. But for this
they are in too much of a hurry, because they are fixed on quick profit.

Why?
High unemployment is difficult for the government. To lower unemployment, a socialdemocratic party has had the idea of getting more people to employment by part-time jobs.
The idea was: after a certain time, if the people did good work, the enterprise would take them
over in their regular staff with full pay.
The employers see it another way. They employ many half-time jobbers and the number of
unemployed diminished, but the mini- or half-time jobber must find a second job to survive.
The mini-jobber -- even with two part time jobs – is not able to pay the fee for social
insurance or contribute to a pension fund.
After his working age his poverty is programmed.
At the same time emerged agencies for rental workers. This is a new branch of superexploitation.
The government acted by an increase of the lowest hourly pay/minimum wage. But the
investors cannot be impressed by this step. The enterprises react with an attack on the
government, because the rise of production costs and the loss of competitiveness against
foreign firms.
The government can be blackmailed, because it must care about the unemployed. The
government is expected to be merciful to the unemployed, because they are also voters.
It is obvious that they have designated the target: The total pauperization of the world
population.
The enterprises and the investors neglect the unemployed totally. It seems they consider the
employees not belonging to the human species, only they do. The investors say they must
govern an enterprise and cannot care for everybody. With such behavior of the investors they
separate themselves from the society of the Human Species, because they are totally inhuman.
The super rich like to show their humanitarian care for the poor by beneficial “events”. This
they do by being philanthropic and their money comes to them by “luck”. Others are not so
“lucky” and they help them.
The enterprises i.e. the investors till now influence and even control the legislative work of
democratic governments by their lobbyists. Now the New TTIP and other treaties are an
attempt to force the democratic governments under the jurisdiction of the investors. This way,
their total control of the governments can be realized.
For instance, salaries and wages would be set by the enterprises. No labor union, no social
court would exist.

This is an extrapolation from the present circumstances.
The “surplus” of people that is Human Beings that cannot be exploited are treated as in
ancient times as the leprous, now the homeless. None, neither the economy nor the
government, take care. Private individuals, being not especially well situated themselves, have
concern for the poor and try to assist tem. The same is the case with people from “third world
countries”. Private persons with small private initiatives build schools and help children be
able to go to school. School education is among others also a handicap for exploitation.
Some people even in Mass-Consciousness will see what is going on, and see the true
intentions of the super rich. The accumulation of enormous riches is not the last goal. Their
goal is world supremacy. First of all they will ruin the democratic governments. The first is
Greece. The super rich, regardless of nationality, try to establish a “New World Order”. The
“modus operandi” they use to reach it shows the quality of this “Order”: An absolute cruel
and bloody dictatorship.
Before this is possible the nationalities which are the strongest opponents of such
totalitarianism must be disintegrated and extinguished.
Worldwide Armageddon
The negative feeling by most of people is based on the confrontation with a hopeless situation
concerning their pecuniary possibility of survival at all. Being in Mass-Consciousness they
see no other escape but confrontation and violence against political or governmental authority.
Those “Truly Responsible” for their situation is not known by them and is out of reach for all.
Their despair is used by the super rich to carry out their destructive politics, causing
Armageddon.
They buy instigators to spread fear, hatred and suspicion between peaceful interdependent
nations. They spread weapons and finance terrorists or groups of opponents to a government,
to destabilize a whole region. When the war is vigorously fomented, a foreign government
starts -- under the cover of hunting terrorists or liberating people from dictatorship or some
other lame excuse – to bombard cities and disperses refugees all over the earth. These people,
difficult to integrate, destabilize the peaceful countries where they ask asylum. Some of them
are even paid to destabilize the country of asylum.
The Worldwide Armageddon in economy and society has arrived, because the Deep Negative
Part of Human Society, i.e. the Destructive Part of Society, accumulates their money all over
the world. They use this money to destabilize the world by financing greed and hatred
between displaced persons, migrants and using lies and making irrational promises others will
fulfill as they say. These migrant people become like an army of “sleepers” occupying the
countries where they get asylum and change the way of life there. This is also an attempt to
kill national states and democracy.

As long as these super rich find warriors in Mass-Consciousness for their wars, there will be
these kinds of disharmonies.
Their intention is to diminish the world population by war and illnesses. A low world
population is easier to handle and rule over.
The super rich have first of all diminished the middle class worldwide, because it was able to
start an opposition to them on equal fields. The rest of the middle class is neither of political
nor economic relevance. It will be totally ground down in economic battles, in wars and
migrations.
The predominant rest of the people have almost nothing. This, the largest discrepancy till to
present between the small number of rich and the majority of poor, means: This is the End of
development of the Human Society in present form and the “Abscess” is just getting ready
to burst on more and more parts on earth.

Overview
Two factors are important for survival of Human positive Society and for healing the
Nature: Natural Laws and positive thinking and acting Humans, developed by Mental
Quantum Evolution.
The development of Humans changes more and more rapidly in the present, to new type of
Society. Human Society will be established with free Humans, living according to their
Birthright on Free Life. Free Life means living without fear from anyone or anything, with
free will, with feeling of Love for All-That-Is. Holistic Humans are always spread as one
Entity Worldwide.
Till this, the present chaotic situations worldwide, the Destructive Parts of Society and their
accomplices – will be cleared out of Society, according to Natural Laws and by positive
Holistic and Harmonic Humans.
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About the Authors:
Jasna Loboda-Cackovic and Hinko Cackovic both have dual careers as scientists and artists,
giving them a unique perspective on the world and on life. A brief autobiographical section
about each author is presented below:
Art and Science
Searching for New Ways
Wide ranging interests already from infancy we continued later on by searching for new
ways and working in multidisciplinary fields - concerning our new developed expressions in
art, different and new fields in science and technology, and various aspects of human living
and activity. Our creative activity in sculpturing, drawing, painting, photo-art and in science is
also influenced by literature, theatre and music, and is characterized by the global view “Art,
Science and their Creative Interaction” [10, 11].
Creativity in Art
Our projects, as Parallel World, Hidden Worlds, Another Reality, Transformation,
Pressure, Deformation, Against the Wind, Traces, and also Dreams, Dance, Music - search
into different aspects and problems of life, and broaden the message of the art work.
Art-Works of Jasna Loboda-Cackovic
Works of Jasna Loboda-Cackovic include new creations in sculptures, relief, drawings,
collages, paintings and photo-art [12].
Some principals of creation: Variations in forming, with putting accent on the surface of
the sculpture, and on empty or full volume; Connection to surrounding, by changing the
meaning of the two and three dimensionality in forming; Bringing the importance of dialog
between particular own works in the two or three dimensional forming; Widening the forming
using own works as players on a stage, temporary, or retained in one moment of a play by
photo-art.
Usually the message defines the proportions and dimensions of the work. In opposite, as a
way of unusual forming, real volume of the sculpture changes in a virtual one - by not
adequate, but wished and necessary, apparently disharmonic disagreement between message
and volume. Such forming reinforces the harmonic irradiation of the art work.
Another method of new forming in sculpturing and drawing/painting, as a complex scope
of expression, is “Fracture or Cut and Rebuilding as a Principle of Forming”, developed in
the 80th [13]. By this method new aesthetic relations are built from fragments after fracture
or cut of an already finished own work (sculpture, relief or painting), and a new volume in
sculpture, or new surface of picture are created. The alteration process from duality to unity is
contained in the work. The rebuilt sculpture contains evidently the whole process of creation,
so the performance is not lost. Time is as the fourth dimension incorporated.
The fracture/cut in forming is a disharmonic process, necessary to express complex
problems and preparing the solution in rebuilding by Harmony as the driving force. So, in

spite of firstly fracturing or cutting, rebuilding is a life-affirming process. This method of
forming is the answer to existing processes in life and in the world, when completely new
ways bring clearness in viewing on these processes.
Art-Works of Hinko Cackovic
Hinko Cackovic developed his own style in photo-art and collages [14]. New aesthetic
spaces, through the fusion of art and science are formed in sculptures, built up by physical
instruments and machines.
In photo-art the reality is transformed with fantasy, visualisation and through special
selection of light and shadow, by special cut outs and points of view on the reality. By this
way, twilight zones are revealed, as Hidden Worlds from macro to micro, with fluent
boundaries between them. By photographing an object is changed, it undergoes a mutation to
an art object. It is the similar process, which undergoes a pile of things on a table when it is
painted as a still life; it is transmuted to an art object, it starts a different, a new life.
Immaterial Photography, as his own style [15], is developed by painting with light, as the
most subtle painting way, where not objects but only the light, changed by going through
them, is photographed. As such, it is also Concrete Photography.
The attraction of attention to beauty of objects and their message, for instance in Hidden
Worlds, are caused by Harmony as the driving force in creation process. These concealed
worlds change the reality into a dreamlike one or loose the former sense and get a new one
with different aesthetic and emotional qualities.
Two-Artist Group JasHin
(Jasna Loboda-Cackovic & Hinko Cackovic)
The group was established 1997 [16]. Works of the group are collages, photo-art and
volume-collages [17].
Both artists follow an own and new way of performing. The resulting innovative work of
JasHin is obtained through the dialog of unchanged works from each artist, performed by
harmonization as the driving force in the creation process. The sculptures, relief, drawings
and paintings from Jasna Loboda-Cackovic stay in dialog with photo-art and machinesculptures from Hinko Cackovic. Such dialog changes the former expression of the separate
works and shows many-sided interpretations, containing completely new messages.
The condition to create a new work is the synchronicity in imagination, projecting and
elaboration of both artists. Totally free creation at each common work reveals potency of
fantasy and imagination.
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